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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, 25TH INFANTRY DIVISION

APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCMH 1 November 1969

SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Division,
Period Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR - 65 (R2)

SEE DISTRIBUTION.

Location: Cu Chi Base Camp (XT647153), Ca Chi, RVN.
Reporting Officer: Major General Harris W. Hollis.
Prepared By: Captain William D. Watson, 18th Military History Detacument.
Map References: Vietnam, 1850,000, Seriess L7014, Sheets 6131 I, II;
6132 I; 6229 I; 6230 I, II, III, IV; 6231 I, II, III, IV; 6232 I, 111,
IV; 6329 IV; 6330 I, II, I, IV; 6331 1I.

1. (C) Section I, Operationss Significant Activities.

A. Generals During the previous reporting quarter, the 25th Infan-
try Division prevented enemy forces operating in Tay Ninh and Ham Nghi&
Provinces from achieving the goals they had outlined for the Summer Cam-
paign of 1969. The Division had also continued to upgrade ARVN/PF/RF
forces with an increased emphasis on combined operations and, at the same
time, accelerated pacification efforts. On 26 July, the 3rd Brigade, 9th
Infantry Division, operating in Long An Province, was placed under the
operational control of the 25th Infantry Division.

In the previous period, the enemy had planned to inflict heavy losses
on U.S. and GVN forces, disrupt the pacification program and strengthen
the Cbmmunist infrastructure, hoping to influence the Paris Peace Talks
and discredit the Republic of South Vietnam. A series oZ highpoints was
staged on significant Vietnamese and Viet Cong holidays and in conjunction
with events at the negotiations in Paris and President Nixon's meeting
with President Thiou on Midway Island. Following the NLF's announcement
of a provisional government, the enemy attempted to take over Tay Ninh
City with its famous Cao Dai Temple and proclaim the city as he capital
of the NLF's shadow government. The enemy felt that controlling and pro-
claiming the Republic of South Vietnam's fourth largest city as his capi-
tal would affect Vietnamese, American and world opinion in his favor,
even though he knew he could not retain it.

On 11 and 12 May 1969, friendly forces in the Division's Area of
Operations received widespread rocket and mortar attacks concurrent with
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those which ocarived throughout South Vietnam . At the same time, ARYN Airborne
soldiers turned back the enemy in three contacts southwest of Tay Ninh City.
To apply pressure as he prepared for further highpoints, the enemy accelerated
his savage terrorist campaign, seeking to intimidate the Vietnamese people in-
to providing him with moral and logistical support. Throughout the remainder
of May, the enemy conducted training and resupply missions in preparation for
the attack on Tay Ninh City which took place from 5 to 9 June.

Division and ARVN soldiers repulsed this threat to the security of the
people of the city with the full power of their military capabilities,, result-
ing in masive losses of enemy personnel and equipment. The highlight of this
period was the Division's defense of Fire Support Base Crook, located northwest
of Tay Ninh City, during which over 400 of the enemy ware killed in two nights
of fighting. On 19 and 20 June, the 9th VC/NVA Division gain committed its
regiments to an attack on Tay Ninh City but with a weakened military force and
met with complete failure. Considerably incapacitated by these defeats and
still sufferi-ng from the losses of the Winter-Spring Offensive, the enemy was
not able to muster his forces for the third attack on Tay Ninh City and was
forced to abandon the final phase of the Summer Campaign.

In Hau Nghia Province during this period, the Division seriously damaged
the Communist infrastructure in COSVN's Sub-Region 1. The capture of several
key Viet Cong officials and cadre and the accurate analysis of intelligence
information led to a continuous series of targets which were exploited by
timely operations. These operations were so effective that they shattered
the enemy0 s supply and communications chamiels from Phu Hoa to Trang Bang.
Enemy losses in these operations and in main force battles were substantial
and resulted in the di. continuation of large scale activities. The units
operating in Sub-Region 1 were forced to send their units to rear areas to
receive training following a decision to revert to sapper tactics.

The lull in activity in July, and the inability of enemy forces to assem-
ble a coordinated offensive move, marked the conclusion of the enemy's ineffec-
tive Summer Campaign.

As thin reporting period began, reports indicated that the enemy wac
holding his traditional series of meetings, convened after every offensive, to
evaluate the Summer Campaign. A significant change in the enemy0 s strategy
hae oaaurrrsd in planming for the Summer Campaign. COSVN directives no longer
promised total military victory but indicated that victory would come with a
series of actions over an extended period of time. It was also noted in the
previous reporting period that if the Summer Campaign failed to achieve its
objectives, a Fall Campaign would be initiated, followed by as many offensives
as necessary to bring victory to Communist forces. In late July and early
August, intelligence information began to filter through agents and captured
documents concerning an Autumn Campaigno

As the month of August progressed, the enemy began to implement his plans
and some data was collected about probable enemy maneuvers. One of the most
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important developments in early August was the northeast movement of the 271st
and 272nd WVA Regiments, 9th VC/NVA Division units who were involved in the
summer attacks on Tay Ninh City, to the Fishhook region of Cambodia (XT579z).
A lack of reconnaissance and supply activity along the Cambodia-Vietnam Border
west of Tay Ninh was the preliminary indication of these unit's redeployment.
The 88th NVA Regiment, also a participant in the Tay Ninh City attacks, relo-
cated two of its battalions southwest of the city and left an unknown number
of troops in the $ui Ba Den area where the regiment had deployed following the
19-20 June actions. The northeasterly movement of the 271st and 272nd Regi-
ments continued into Binh Long Province and was confirmed- by prisonersof-war
and ralliers. These maneuvers, combined with intelligence from a variety of
sources, indicated that a coordinated action was planned by the 7th and Mh
VC/NVA Divisions in Binh Long Province against the An Loc/Loc Ninh areas with
a supporting, diversionary attack against targets in Tay Ninh Province by tho
88th Regiment. The mast widely advertised dates tor these attacks were 19
August National Revolution Wy) and 2 September kVC.Independence Day)

The 25th Infantry Divisioir continued to conduct Phase III of Operation
Toan Thang in Tay Ninh, Hau Nghia and Long An Provinces. Planning guidance
stressed upgrading of ARVN/RF/PF units, the expansion of the pacification pro-
gram and operations to preempt enemy activities, interdict main force movement
and destroy local forces.

To counter the enemy 0s dispersed formations, the Division maneuver ele-
dents targeted small groups with increased day and night operations, tailoring
small maneuver elements (platoons and reinforced squads), oriented towards pre-
empting and destroying the enemy rather than mere reaction to his activity.
Also, omployment of snipers (in towers at fixed positions and with combat pk-
trols) proved ext ,emely effective in thwarting the enemy's night activities
and denying him freedom of movement. More offensive employment of radar,
seismic sensors and night observation devices was emphasized and proved to be
instrumental in preempting coordinated enemy ground attacks. To insure con-
stant security along the major highways in th, TAOR, the Division swept them
daily.

In pacification activities, the Division concentrated particularly on the
upgrading of contested and Viet Cong villages to inclrde operations necessary
to improve security.

The 1st Brigade operated in Tay Ninh Province with five battalions and
was respofisible for security of Highways 22 and 26, for combined operations
with South Vietnamese units around Tay Ninh City and for coverage of the area
around Nui Ba Den. The 1st Brigade was given the mission of conducting day
and night operations to locate and annihilate enemy main force and local force
units in its TAOR; preparing to defend Tay Ninh City against the enemy threat
from the north and southwest; coordinating and conducting joint operations with
the U.S. Navy north of Go Dau Ha (XT3925) along the Vain Go Dong River; conduct-
ing counter VCI operations in conjunction with GVN authorities in Tay Ninh's
four districts (Phu Ihuong, Phuoc Ninh, Hieu Thien, Zhiew Hanh)l and protecting
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and conducting reconnaissance operations around Fire Support Base St. Barbara
(XT272682).

The 1st Brigade was composed of the 4th Battalion, 9th Infantry; the 3rd
Battalion, 22Wd Infantry; the 4th Battalion (Mechanized), 23rd Infantry; the
2nd Battalion (Mechanized). 22nd Infantry, and the 2nd Battalion, 34th Armor
(-). The 1st Brigade was supported by the 7th Battalion, llth Artillery, and
Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 77th Artillery.

The 2nd Brigade conducted extensive reconnaissance/search operations in
the central portion of the Division TAOR with three manuever battalions and
was responnible for security along sections of Highways 6A, 7Ap 19, 5 and l.
The 2nd ulrigade was direeted to conduct offensive mechanized/infantry/air-
mobile operations in the Ho Bo W&ods (T6O20), ?ilhol Rubber Plantation
(XT6820) and *Citadel" region (1T5025) with emphasis on small unit operations
and destruction of Sub-Region 1 unitsl counter VCI operations in Trang Bang
and Ch Chi Districtsg and to continue road opening operations on assigned roads.

The 2nd Brigade's maneuver battalions were the 2nd Battalion, 12th Infaa-
try; the 2d Battalion, 14th Infantry, and tfi#eIst Battalion (Mechanized), 5th
Infantry. The 2nd Brigade was supported by the 1st Battalion, 8th Artillery.
Enevy units in the 2nd Brigade area included the 1st and 2nd Quyet Thang Batta-
lions, the 101st NVA Regiment and the 268th VC/NVA. Regiment along with several
local force companies.

The 3rd Brigade, having moved from Dau Tieng in Binh Duong Province to
Ca Chi Base Camp in late June of 1969, operated in the southernmost portion
of the Division TAOR with two maneuver battalions and was responsible fox
route security along Highways 7A, 8A and 9A and the pacification program in
the Bao Tral area (IT5405) where the brigade~s forward headquarters was lo-
cated , The 3rd Brigade was charged with conducting extensive combined opera-
tions with the 25th ARVN Division emphasizing small unit and night operations;
conducting counter VC1, military pacification and consolidation operations in
Duc Hoa and Ikc Hue Districts, establishing temporary patrol bases in the
Phuoc Luu area; stationing one company at the Duo Hue CIDG camp to work with
and upgrade CIDG forces; crordinating with the Duc Hue and Tr& Cil Cfl- to con-
duct periodic Eagle Flights west of the Vain Go Dong Riverp and conducting
joint operations with the UoS. Navy to include combined company sized Eagle
Float operations.

The lst Battalion, 27th Infantry and the 2nd Battalion, 27th Infantry,
supported by the 2nd Battalion, 77th Artillery, were the 3rd Brigade0s ma-
meuver units. Enemy units operating in the 3rd Brigade's AO included the
267 VC/1N'VA Bttalion, the 2642 VC/NVA Battalion, the 269 VC/NVA Battalion,
the 6 Local Force Company, the M16 VC/NVA Battalion and the 308 VC Battalion,

The 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division continued to work in Long An
P?'ovince with four maneuver battalions and was responsible for the security
of Highways 4, 18 and 23 and for local pacificatioii programs. Planning
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guidance for the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, included conducting ex-
tensive combined operations with Long An ARVN and RF/PF units emphasizing
small unit tactics and night operations; counter VCI and military pacifica-
tion programs; Bushmaster, Checkerbotrd and mobile operations to detect en-
emy infiltration; continuing overwatch responsiblities on the main supply
routes and coord.Ineting with the U.S. Navy in conducting riverine/Eagle
Float operations in its TAOR.

The brigade's maneuver battalions were the 3rd Battalion, 7th infan-
try; the 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry; the 5th Battalion, 60th Infantry,
and the 2nd Battalion (Mechanized), 47th Infantry. The brigade was sup-
ported by the 2nd Battalion, 4th Arti2lery, and Batteries B and C, 5th
Battalion, 42nd Artillery. Major enemy units in Long An Province were the
506 VC Battalion, the 508 VC Battalion, the Dong Phu NVA Battalion, the
265 Battalion and the 520 Battalion, Elements of Sub-Region 6, targeted
for Saigon, were attempting to use Long An Province as an infiltration
route to the capital city. (See Overlay 1 - Enemy Situation) (Page 177)

The 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry, operating in AO Saber (Approximate cen-
ter XT4034) was to conduct combined operations with RF/PF forces, be prepared
to move to the southern portion of Tay Ninh Citf, assume SR responsibility
on Highway 22 from Fire Support Base Hampton (IT417243) to the northwest
boundary of AO Saber and on the improved road through the Cau Thoi Rubber
Plantation between Highways 22 and 26, and support long range reconnaissance
patrol teams in the TAOR.

Enemy activity was generally light throughout the Division TAOR from
1-10 August wi :h the areas of principal action on the southern and north-
ern slopes of Nui Ba Den mountain (XT2858), the Boi oi Wods (1T4837)t
the "Citadel"' (XT50251 and upper Filhol Rubber Plantation (XT65q2), tho
vicinity of An Ninh (XT4314), the "Sugar Mil.1' (IT4604I), and in Tan T rm
(XS6763), Binh Phuoc (XS6155) and Can Giouc (XS8373) Districts. Incidents
of mining and the planting of booby traps continued on an upward trend into
August. In tho 1 10 August time frame, 58 mines and booby traps were deto-
nated resulting in five U.S. soldiers killed and 86 wounded. One hundred
and sixty-eight mines and booby traps were destroyed during the same period.

In the 1st Brigade area, the redeployment of the 271st and 272nd Regi-
ments to Biuh Long Province left the 88th Regiment in a split configuration
southest'and north of Tay Ninh City, the Dl and D14 Battalions securing
supplies for attacks on Go Dau Ha (XT38521) and for ambushes of allied
road convoys on Highways 19 and 22, and COSVN's artillery elements staging
for attacks by fire on Ben Keo (IT24431 and Can Giang (XT27371. The 66th
Artillery Regiment was positioned northwest of Tay Ninh City (UT180777) on
4 August.

A series of contacts around Nui Ba Den mountain involving the 4th Bat-
talion (Mechanized), 23rd Infantry, netted a total of 35 enemy killede On

5
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2 August, Copny A, conducting a reconnaissance operation ith a ragional

force company on the southern foot of the mountain (1X287567), spotted three

NVA and engaged them with organic veapons and artillery, eliminating all three

of them. On 3 August at 0300 hours, a night combat patrol from Company B,

two kilometers southeast of Nui Ba Den (XT315565), killed eight NVA with auto-

matic weaponsf helicopter and AC-47 gunships and artillery. At 0800 hours

of the same day, a command and contro. helicopter directed artillery on enemy
soldiers in the open on the eastern slope of the mountain (IT298582), killin

threa. On 5 August, Company B conducted a ground reconnaissance one kilowe-

ter east of Nui Ba Den (XT308572) and, at 1124 hours, received two rounds of

60mm mortar fire which ounded two infantrymen. Comparny B returned fire with

their organic weapons, helicopter gunships and artillery, resulting in five

NVA killed. On 7 August, just south of the mountain (1T286564), four NVA

were killd after Company B gained contact at 1440 hours and engaged then

with organic weapons, riot control agent (CS), helicopter gunships and an

air strike.

On 8 August, Companies B and C (4-23 Mech) combned with two Regional

Force companies to support a vx-mi recovery team on a mission code-named
*Cberation Labrador Retriever.o The team was to locate and recover the body

of an AJmerican soldier killod in action on 12 July 1969 during an operation

conducted by the 2-2 Tnf, Ist Inf Div, which ws under the operational con-
trol of the 25th Inf Div at that time. The recovery was accomplished with-

out incident but sniper fire was received from several locations as two of

the APC's becam mired in mud and the recovery team prepared for extraction.

Ninigun, 40mm'"Duster", organic weapons, direct 8 inch howitzer, 4.20 mortar

and 90m tank fire was employed to uproot the snipers and a drop of riot

control agent (CS) and napalm and fragmentation bombs were used in support

of the ground elements. Nine of the snipers were killed.

A series of firefights with elements of the 2nd Battalion, 268th Regiment,

the 83rd Rear Service Group and the 3 Battalion, 101st Regiment erupted in

the Boi Loi Rods in locations near traditional, enemy baso and logistical

areas. On 5 August, Company B, 4th Battalion, 9th Infantry, with elpments

of the 2nd ARVN Airborne Battalion, conducted a combat assault into the area

(XT534355) in reaction to intelligence reports. At 1045 hours, Company B

exchanged fire with An enemy squad, resulting in one U.S. killed and one

U.S. wounded. Contact was broken by the enemy but reestablished at 1610

hours. A fierce engagement ensued during which four ARVN soldiers ware

killed and 15 wounded by small arms and RPG fire. Helicopter gunships, ar-

tillery and air stril-es supported the ground action and when the enemy re-

sistance was eliminated, a sueep of the contact site pr-dced 35 enemy killed,

four NVA prisoners-of-war and nine individual weapons and some munitions.

On 6 August, Company A, 2nd Battalion (Mechanized), 22nd Infantry, ac-

companied by an ARVX Airborne company, conducted a mounted reconnaissance

into the Boi Loi Woods where they uncovered a cache (XT503372) consisting

of three RPG launchers, five AX-47 rifles, a 60mm mortar and some munitions

and medical supplies. A brief contact followed when an enemy squad was
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engaged near the cache, resulting in one U.S. wounded. At 1305 hours, two
miles from this contact (XT522361), Company C k2-22 Mech); Company B, 4-9
Inf, and elements of the 2nd ARVN Airborne Battalion engaged an enemy pla-
toon with organic weapons, helicopter gunshipso riot control agent (CS)
and artillery, resulting in 10 NVA killed, one NVA prisoner-of-war, the
loss of seven AI-47 rifles, an M-79 grenade launcher, two pistols, a heavy
machine un, and 23 82mm mortar rounds. Allied losses were one U.S. killed,
six U.S. wounded; one Kit Carson Scout wounded and one armored personnel
carrier destroyed.

'n 7 August, Company B (2-22 Mech) established a night laager (XT502-
362) and at 1900 hours began to receive sniper fire. Company B returned
fire with organic weapons, helicopter gunship s and artillery, resulting in
four enemy killed. Two days later (9 Augst) still in this same area (4T502-
362), Company B met with an unknown number of enemy in a sharp clash, ex-
changing small arms and automatic weapons fire. Helicopter gunships and
artillery were directed on the enemy fortifications and a search of the area
located 25 enemy killed and a destroyed RPG launcher. U.S. casualties were
one killed and four wounded.

Friendly initiated actions forced a series of contacts on enemy ele-
ments avoiding open confrontation in preparation for the Fall Campaign in
the 2nd Brigade area. Ha Van Het, commander of the ist Battalion, Qiyot
Thang Regiment, rallied to GVN forces on 6 August and confirmed earlier re-
ports that the regiment had been broken down into two separate battalions
training for sapper and guerrilla tactics Hot revealed that the morale of
his men was low and that enemy supply lines had been severed completely
causing a shortage of munitions° He estimated that the ist Quyet Thang Bat-
talion was incapable of presently initiating attacks

A directive from the Current Affairs Comittee of Sub-Region 1, captured
in late Julyj provided an insight into the current political direction of the
Viet Cong. The document gave guidance for the establishment and strengthen-
ing of the revolutionary administrative machinery in an effort to counter GVY
pacification efforts. The addressees were told to oppose the accelerated
pacification program and friendly military and psywar activities by strengthen-
ing the revolutionary councils° Viet Cong forces in Sub-Region 1 were to aug-
ment the National Revolutionary Councils of northern Gia Dinh, Ben Cat, Trang
Bang, Cu Chi and Hoc Mon Districts The revolutionary councils discussed in
these documents were believed to be the local political arm of the NLF which
the VC/NVA had been attempting to establish throughout South Vietnam. They
are basically designed to foster the image of a legal government entity which
the VC/NVA negotiation teams at Paris can cite as the basis for their claim
to political control of South Vietnam.

In the Ho Bo Woods (XT515275) on 1 August, Troop D, 3rd Squadron, 4th
Cavalry, conducting a dusk patrol, engaged eight enemy at 2130 hours with
automatic weapons and artillery, resulting in seven enemy killed. On 2
August, Companies A and D, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, OPCON to the 1st

7
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Battalion (Mechanised), 5h Infantry, were airlifted into an area north of
the Ho Bo kbods (XT582304) where they made contact with an estimated enemy
platoon at 1515 hours. An artillery preparation and a drop of riot control
agent (CS) preceded the insertion and an air strike was employed to uproot
the enemy force with helicopter gunships covering possible escape routes.
The infantrymen engaged the enemy with small arms and automatic weapons in
close combat. The enemy returned fire with hand grenades and individeaal
weapons, killing one Division soldier and wounding four others. Thirteen
NVA were killed. A bomb damage assessment in the same general area (XT530-
300) the next day disclosed a destroyed bunker complex and munitions.

In the "Citadel" area north of Trang Bang on 2 August, Troop D, 3rd
Squadron, 4th Cavalry, on an aerial reconnaissance mission, killed 15 en-
emy (XT5072i8) with artillery and air strikes. Company B, 2nd Battalion,
12th Infantry, swept the location and found eight AK-47 rifles and some
medical supplies.

On 6 August, Company D, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, OPON 1-5 Mech,
conducted a combat assault into another area in the "Citadel" (XT572230)
where enemy forces had been located by intelligence information. An ar-
tillery preparation had preceded the insertion and Company D, having linked
up with the 2-49 ARVN Regiment, found 11 enemy KIA° Further search of this
area led to a contact with an estimated reinforced enemy platoon. Helicopter
gunships, artillery and air strikes leveled the enemy fortifications, result-
ing in 17 enemy killed and 10 AK-47 rifles destroyed. There were no friend-
ly casualties. A read-out of documents captured after the engagement iden-
tified the 2 Battalion, 268th Regiment and medical elements of northern Cu
Chi District.

Three caches were discovered in the "Citadel' on 8 and 9 August. Com-
pany A, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry on a ground reconnaissance west of
Trung Lap (XT546216) on 8 August, located eight tons of rice. Company C,
exploiting prisoner-of-war information on 9 August northwest of Trang Bang
(XT520243), evacuated a Thompson sub-machine gun, a German-m da light ma-
chine gun, a flame thrower and munitions, The Combined Reconnaissance In-
telligence Platoon, 1-5 Mech, exploiting Hoi Chanh information the same day,
destroyed 35 cases (7000 rouds) of .51 caliber ammunition, 42 RPG rounds
and 20 RPG boosters in an area south of Trang Bang (XT568195).

There were two contacts with enemy forces near the Filhol Rubber Plan-
tation. On 4 August, the Combined Reconnaissance Intelligence Platoons, 2-14
Inf and 1-5 Mech, with the support of the 116th Assault Helicopter Company
engaged 15 enemy seven kilometers northeast of Cu Chi (XT628179) in close,
fighting with organic weapons, hand grenades, artillery and air strikes,
resulting in 12 enemy killed and the loss of 11 AK-47 rifles. Documents re-
moved from the bodies identified the 1st Quyet Thang Battalion. On 9 August,
the 116th Assault Helicopter Company with elements of the 2-14 Inf, on recon-
naissance operations, killed a total of nine enemy in several scattered incid-
ents (XT6221-IT6423)o
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Activity was light in the 3rd Brigade area from 1-10 August. The en-
emy continued to move supplies and troops into Sub-Region 2 from Ba Thu,
Cambodia (XT2703).

On 3 August, the Combined Reconnaissance Intelligence Platoon, 2nd
Battalion, 27th Infantry, operating along a canal in the "Sugar Mill" south-
east of Hep Hoa (XT454052), evacuated 37 RPG rounds, one AK-47 rifle, 32 82mm
mortar rounds, 40 hand grenades, one claymoru mine, 76 6 0mm mortar rounds and
destroyed two sampans.

On 8 August, an artillery aerial observer, 2nd Battalion, 77th Artillery,
engaged an estimated enemy squad with artillery six kilometers north of Hiep
Hoa (XT433143) at 1155 hours. The enemy returned fire with organic weapons,
hitting the light observation helicopter and forcing it to land* Company C,
2nd Battalion, 27th Infantry, secured the helicopter and engaged eight enemy
with organic weapons, helicopter gunships, artillery and air strikes. At
1610 hours, contact was gained with 10 enemy in the same general area (XT432-
148) and supporting fires were again massed on the enemy position. The en-
counter cost the enemy 17 killed while two U.S. soldiers were wounded.

Moderate activity was experienced by the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Divi-
sion as Sub-Region 2 and Sub-Region 3 personnel continued movement of supplies
and infiltration of replacements into Long An Province. The enemy also per-
sisted in his efforts to counter GVN pacification programs. A 60-man unit,
possibly from the 520 Battalion, was reportedly targeted against Revolution-
ary Development cadre and ARVNE's in New Life hamlets and planned to shell
Tan Tru Subsector (XS684625)0 Elements of Sub-Region 6, attempting to in-
filtrate to Saigon, were frustrated in their efforts to reach their destina-
tion. P risoners-of-war and Hoi Chanh stated that allied preemptive actions
were effectively disrupting the inf ltration.

On 3 August, Company A, 5th Battalion, 60th Infantry, conducted an
Eagle Flight near the "Parrotes Beak" (XS345943) and made contact with an
estimated two enemy platoonso Troop B, 3rd Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry,
and the Raider Platoon (5-60 Inf) were flown in to support the engage-
ment. The enemy returned fire with a heavy volume of small arms, automatic
weapons and RPG fire and a light observation helicopter was shot down and
destroyed. Artillery and air strikes were employed to break the enemy's re-
sistance, Sweeping the battlefield, Company A located 42 enemy killed,
eight AK-47 rifles, one SKS rifle, a light machine gun, three RPG launchers,
a radio and 40 RPG rounds° Five Viet Cong prisoners-of-mar were captured.
They stated they were members of the C2 Company, 308 Battalion, and were
enroute to Thu Thua District to conduct reconnai ssarce and undertake opera-
tions. The contact marked the return of the 308 Battalion after a period
of refitting in Cambodia, The captured weapons were new. Six Americans
were wounded in the fighting0

That same day at 0740 hiours, the Raider Platoon, 2nd Battalion, 60th
Infantry, on a search north of Tan Tru (XS649645) evacuated five SKS rifles,
tuo Remington 30-30 rifles and 100 rounds of small arms ammunition. Company
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A, 2nd Battalion (Mechanized), 47th Infantry, on an Aquabush operation South-
east of Binh Phuoc (1s630530), made contact at 2110 and 2255 hours, resulting
in seven enemy KIAo

On 10 August, Team 21, Cimpany E, 75th Infantry (Ranger), engaged six
enemy moving in sampans along the Bo Bo Canal (1S518523), a major supply
route leading into Long An province, They killed all six enemy soldiers
with small arms and automatic weapons and destroyed tia sampans and 66 RPG
rounds, evacuating an AK-47 rifle and five 107mm rockets. The enemy was
identified as elements of the rear service section of Sub-Region 2.

In other scattered contacts in Long An Province, the 3rd Brigade, '9th
Inf Div, killed seven NVA on 2 August and destroyed a bunker complex; killed
11 enemy on 4 August and captured three prisoners-of-war and a small ammni-
tions cache (2100 small arms rounds); killed 21 NVA on 6 August; captured one
prisoner-of-war and eliminated 11 enemy on 7 August, and killed 14 enemy,
captured a prisoner, one 60mm mortar, seven 10'mm rockets and other munitions
on 9 August.

The enemy' s move to initiate the first phase of the Autumn Campaign was
highly reminiscent of the strategy employed in the opening of the Summer Cam-
paign when widespread publicity was given to 19 May (Ho Chi Minh's birthday)
as a highpoint of the offensive and, instead, a violent series of attacks by
fire were launched on 11-12 May throughout Vietnam. Having suggested 19
August (National Revolution Day) as a probable date for the beginning of the
Fall Offensive, the enemy launched the first highpoint of the campaign on
11-12 August with a coordinated series of attacks by fire and ground actions
throughout Vietnam . In the 25th Infantry Division TAOR, however, this attempt
was feeble compared with earlier actions. In contrast to the Summer phase
of activity, the enemy concentrated his ground forces in the An Loc/Loc Ninh
(XT7588-XU7309) areas of Binh Long Pirovince, though continuing to mount lim-
ited supporting actions in the vicinity of Tay Ninh and throughout the sub-
regions. Althovgh there was a slight increaso around 19 Augustp the ex-
pected highpoint on that date did not materialize.

The 9th VC/NVA Division (271st and 272nd Regiments) and the 1st NVA
Division were delivered massive defeats by the ist Air Cavalry Division,
1st Infantry Division and 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment in Binh Long Pro-
vince and northern Tay Ninh Province. In one of these actions in upper
Tay Ninh Province, elements of the ist NVA Division attacked LZ Becky (XT375-
810), manned by elements of the ist Air Cavalry Division, resulting in 17
enemy killed. Fire Support Base St, Barbara (XT272683), defended by Com-
pany C, 4th Battalion, 9th Infantry (Ist Brigade, 25th Inf Div), and the
firing site for Battery A, 2nd Battalion, 32nd Artillery (175/8") and Bat-
tery A, 7th Battalion, 9th Artillery (105mm), provided fire support for LZ
Becky. At 0340 hours when the battle was most intense, FSB St. Barbara re-
ceived 40 rounds of 82mm mortar fire, 40 rounds of 60mm mortar fire, 10 RPG
rounds, 10 rifle grenades and bangalore torpedoes which preceded a sapper
attack aimed at cutting off the support of LZ Becky. The sappers killed one
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Division soldier, wounded five others and destroyed a 105rm artillery piece,
a quarter ton truck and a UHF generator. Four of the sappers were killed.

At 2315 hours on 13 August, the Ist ARVN Airborne Battalion at Ben Co
Noi (XT141434) southwest of Tay Ninh City and just west of the Vain Co Dong

River, came under heavy enemy attack. During the attack, the ist Brigade
rendered assistance by providing U.S. air assets and artillery support.
Close coordination was maintained and plans were effected to react at first
light. At dawn, Company A, 3rd Battalion, 22nd Infantry was inserted and

established a blocking position while ARVN Airborne elements swept from
their defensive positions. Seventy-one bodies were located. The .RVN. in-
stallation was attacked again on the night of 14 August and Company C (3-22
Inf) reacted with elements of the 2nd ARVN .4rborne Battalion. The allied
contingent engaged an estimated reinforced enemy platoon on 15 August with
organic weapons, helicopter gunships, riot control agent (CS), artillery
and air strikes, resulting in 31 enemy killed and two .51 caliber machine
guns destroyed. Enemy return fire consisting of small arms, automatic wea-
pons and mortars killed one American soldier and wounded another. In the
same general area (XT112428) the next day (16 August), an artillery aerial
observer from the 7th Battalion, llth Artillery, in support of Company C,
located seven enemy who had been killed by artillery fires. At 1352 hours,
a 3-22 Inf C&C ship, in the vicinity of the previous day's contact (XT095-
433), engaged an estimated enemy platoon with helicopter gunships and ar-
tillery, killing 19 NVA and destroying an AK-47 rifle and 500 small arms
rounds. The Ist ARVN Airborne Battalion fought off an estimated enemy com-
pany in the early morning hours of 17 August, killing L5 more NVA (XT1424341.
Although no positive identification was made of the enemy elements involved
in these actions, they were believed to be forces of the 88th NVA Regiment.

ath the exception of the attacks on FSB St. Barbara. and on the ARVN
inotallation at Co Noi, the attacks by fire in the 25th Infantry Divisionms
area of operations were not accompanied by coordinated ground actions.
Throughout the week following 11 August, Division installations received
ovsr 50 attacks by fire, ranging from light to heavy shellings, and result-
ing in 41 Division soldiers wounded. Numerous contacts were reported by
RF/PF eleftnts on the night of 11-12 August, and there were several shell-
ing incidents directed at Bao Trai, Dc Hoa and the Duc Hue Special Forces
compound. Many of the shellings involved a small number of rounds that
failed to reach their objective, often impacting several meters outside the
wire obstacles. From 11-24 August, Division night combat patrols and sniper
teams made a total of 38 contacts, killing 40 of the enemy and receiving a
Hoi Chanh at a cost of one American killed.

Several incidents of enemy terrorist activity were recorded. On 13
August, nine civilians were kil'led when the Lambretta i~n which they were
riding detonated an anti-tank mine off Highway 6A northwest of Trung Lap
(XT504256). A Viet Cong detonated a claymore mine in a coffee house located
In a hamlet west of Cu Chi (XT608138), wounding four civilians on 16 August.
A time'bomb was set in the Due Hoa market (XS596963) on 17 August, wounding
six GVN soldiers and killing two and wounding 16 civilians.
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In addition, villagers (XT515025) told elements of the 1st Battalion, 27th
Infantry, that the Viet Cong had threatened to rocket their village if they
associated with Americans, A MEDCAP team with the 2nd Battalion, 12th Infan-
trys learned that the young men of a village located near Trang Bang (1T4j-
189 were forced to move out of the village at night to avoid being abducted
by the Viet Cong. There were also numerous instances of Viet Cong rocketing
and mortaring hamlets and villages, resulting in death and injury to several
civilians.

The number of mines and booby traps were at a high rate in the Division
area. Frm 11-24 August, Division soldiers destroyed 211 mines and booby
traps and detonated 61, resulting in four U.S. killed and 97 wounded.

Viet Cong attempts to gain the support of the populace in the Autumn
Campaign became more widespread and intensified with the tempo of military
activity. Documents found on Highway I (XT608138) by the 6th Psyps Bat-
talion on 16 August included VC propaganda slogans urging the people to par-
ticipate in upcoming attacks on 19 August and 2 September. L rallier re-
vealed that a *ovement was underway to penetrate Chieu Hoi centers in an
attempt to initiate sabotage and instigate insurrections within the centers
once the offensive had begun. Other Viet Cong were assigned to rally and,
upon being assigned to ARVN units, were trained to act as undercover agents,
proselyting men within the ARVN ranks who exhibited low morale.

Documents captured by the U.S, Navy south of Tan Tru (XS69%625) revealed
the enemy's intentions following the withdrawal of two brigades of the 9th
Infantry Division, The documents included a statement which read, "This is
a favorable opportunity for friendly (VC) forces to intensify ther attacks
in Sub-Region 3o" The Current Affairs Committee of Sub-Region 3 directed
all areas to initiate tactical operations in rural and urban areas, coor-
dinate tactical operations with political effortsv particularly with military
proselyting actions, kill pacification personnel, GVN officials and civilian
cadre as well as attack military posts controlling rural areas, propagandize
the (VC) Ten Point Plan, establish the Provisional Revolutionary government
and motivate the people to participate in the development of an armed po-
litical force. The directives expressed in these documents were diametrical-
ly opposed to the position taken by the Communists in their propaganda efforts.
According to the Communists, any troop withdrawal would be met by a cessation
of their hostilities in an area where the troops were withdrawn.

On 20 August, an unusual sighting was made by U.S. forces at Duc Hue.
Ten enemy were engaged with artillery (XT302125) and fled to Cambodia in
the vicinity of XT3014, At 1845 hours, two helicopters landed in the areas
to which the enemy personnel had escaped. Helicopters were reportedly
sighted in the "Angel's Wing" earlier in 1969 but their manner of employ-
ment and ounership remained undetermined.

In addition to the actions at Ben Co Noi and FSB St. Barbara, the ist
Brigade experienced moderate activity from 11-17 August which generally
continued at a steady pace from 18-24 August During these periods, Tay
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Ninh Base Camp (XT1551) received attacks by fire on 12, 14, 15 and 24
August, resulting in three Americans wounded and damage to four heli-
copters and four structures. Attacks by fire wsre also received by Fire
Support Base Sedgwick II (XT245313) , FSB St. Barbara (XT272683), FSB
Crook (IT055595), and Patrol Base Hunter (XT369242).

On 11 August 0 the 2nd Battaliono 34th Armor (-) left the Ist Bri-
gade and came under the operational control of the 3rd Brigade.

To the north of Nui Ba Den mountain, FSB St. Barbara (XT272682),
manned by Company C, 4-9 Inf, received another attack at 0325 hours on
17 August 0 The attack was supported by mortar and RPG fire from the
north and northwest followed by a ground assault which reached the berm
but did not penetrate the perimeter. The attack was held off with or-
ganic weaponsv clay'more mines, a Night Hawk helicopter and artillery.
Twenty-one of the enemy were killed and two AX-47 rifles and three UPG
launchers were captured. Three Americans were killed and eight wounded
in the defense of the base, Battlefield litter and its proximity sug-
gested that the unit was probably a sapper element of the lst NVA Divi-
sion.

Three kilometers southeast of Nui Ba Den on 20 August, Company B,
4th Battalion (Techanized), 23rd Infantry, received two RPG rounds in
their night offensivo position (XT300553) at 0606 hours and returned
fire with organic weapons and artillery killing three NVA. Still oc-
cupying this position on the morning of 21 August, Company B received
small arms, automatic weapons and 82m mortar fire from an estimated en-
emy company at 0150 hours followed by a ground assault. The initial
shefling of the camp w nded six Divisio- soldiers and inflicted minor
damage to two armored pers ewL arriers, Fire was returned with organ-
ic weapone, a Hight Hawk helicopter, an AC-47 gunship and artillery. A
sweep7 cf the battlefield at daybreak uncovered 41. NVA KIA and three pris-
oners. The enemy also lost four AK-47 rifles and three RPG launchers.
Interrogation of the prisoners disclosed that COSVR artillery elements
and possibly % force from the 88th NVA Regiment were involved.

The 2nd Battalion (Mechanized), 22nd Infantry, operating in the east-
ern portion of Tay Ninh Province against elements of Sub-Region 1, made
several contacts with enemy forces and located small caches of enemy sup-
plies. Small actions frowr 118 August accounted for nine enemy killed,
a 6 0mm mortar, six AK47 rifles and two RPG launchers.

Company A (2-22 Nech) conducted a mounted reconnaissance on the south-
eastern edge of the Boi Loi Woods (IT520337) on 19 August and made heavy
contact with a well entrenched element of the 83rd Rear Service Group at
0930 hours,, The initial burst of enemy fire killed five Division soldiers
and wounded six others. A drop of riot control agent (CS), helicopter gun-
ships, artillery and air strikes were massed on the bunker complex and an
assault on the objective area resulted in'25 enemy kill6d and one PW,
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Enemy activity from 11-17 August in the 2d Brigade area generally
consisted of a higher IeveZ of harassment in the form of attacks by fire
and booby traps and remained at a moderate level from 18-24 August with
action centering in the upper *Citadel* (XT5070) and Trang Bang (XT4519)
areas, In the 18-24 August time frame, main force units continued their
efforts to avoid contact while proceding with training and resupply. The
numerous attacks by fire, directed against U.S. bases in Cu Chi and Trang
Bang Districtsp were efforts on the part of the enemy to maintain a show
of strength while being relatively inactive. Beginning on 8 August, the
Ist Infantry Division had assumed responsibility for most of Phu Hoa Dis-
trict and the Phu Chong and Ba Bep Bridges (See Overlay 2-Division TAOR
8 August 1969).

The interrogation of a captured aspirant from the Y28 Signal Section
of Sub-Region 1 disclosed that food supplies had been particularly scarce
in recent weeks because most of the normal supply routes had been blocked.
The prisoner stated that Sub-Region 1 units away from food producing areas
had been eating barely enough to survive.

Attacks by fire in the 2nd Brigade area struck Cu Chi Base Camp (1T65-
15), PB Hunsley (XT595270), PB Dees (XT551224), and the compound of the
Combined Reconnaissance,/Intelligence Patrol, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry,
near Trung Lap (IT518256).

In the "Citadel" area, Company C, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry, on a
ground reconn-issance on il August, located two caches (XT5224-XT5123) con-
sist'ing of seven individual weaponso 700 small arms rounds, 46 mortar fuzes,
100 pounds of explosives, 11 RPG rounds and 1500 feet of communications
wire. Company A (2-12 Inf) captured four Viet Cong who were members of the
Trang Bang Rear Service Group while on a reconnaissance of the same area on
16 August and recovered two AK-47 rifles and to pistols.

A 2-14 Inf sniper team, outposted off Route 7A, eight kilometers north-
west of Cu Chi (XT570175) with a regional force element, killed five enemy
on 17 August after receiving small arms and 60mm mortar fire, Not frr from
this contact at 2200 hours, elements of the 2-14 Inf killed four more enemy
with small arms. A night combat patrol from Company D (214 Inf) located
near the vicinity of these two contacts the next night (18 August) engaged
15 enemy (XT565171) with organic weapons, helicopter and AC-47 gunships and
artillery, resulting in an additional fivo enemy killed.

On 21 August, Company C (214 Inf) and the Reconnaissance Platoono lst
Battalion Nchanized), 5th InfAntry , on a mounted reconnaissance four kcilo-
meters east of Trang Bang (XT533190) engaged an estimated enemy platoon in
a bunker complex hidden in a hedgerow with organic weapons, helicoptgr gun-
ships and artillery, resulting in 15 NVA KIA and a loss to the enemy of 10

7 rifles and one RPG launcher. Enemy RPG fire str.uck an armored person-
nel carrier during the firefight, wounding four Division sol liers°

North of the Ho Bo Wods (XT624304 on 12 August, Company D, 2nd Battalion,
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14th Infantry, conducted a combat assault , secured an LZ for the 1st ARVN
Airborne Battalion and searched the area before making contact with an en-
emy squad at 1120 hours. The resulting firefight was covered by helicopter
gunships and five enemy were killed. One AK-47 rifle, an M-16 rifle, an
M-2 carbine, two watchtowers0 five bunkers and 20 pounds of clothing were
destroyed.

Companies A and D, 2nd Battalion 12th I nfantry, combat assaulted into
the woods near Ben Sue north of the Ha Bo Woda on 13 August where they opera-
ted in an abandoned enemy base area. At 1500 hc-urs, Company D engaged seven
enemy who were hiding in the vegetation near the base camp (XT553336)o The
small arms and automatic weapons fire from Company D was so intense that the
enemy soldiers were unable to return fire. All seven were killed and Company
D retrieved four AK-47 rifles and one cluster bomb unit,

Oh 16 August, Company A (2-14 Inf), on a ground reconnaissance in the
Ho Ba,Wods (XT634225) uncovered a cache wh ch contained a 60mm mortar, a
light machine gun0 an SKS rifle, one Browning Automatic Rifle 30 pounds of
medical supplies, 3000 small arms rounds, 30 60mm mortar charges, 91 60mm
mortar rounds0 35 rifle grenades, 60 blaIstlng caps and 20 imer tubes. In
the Sa Nho area of the Ho Bo Wods on 21 August (XT5a51'9), a night combat
patrol from Company A, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, engaged an unknown num-
ber of enemy with mortars and helicopter gunships, killing six enemy.

Oh 24 August0 Company D (2-14 Inf) conducted a combat assault into the
Ho Bo Woods in an area where the 1st Quyet Thang Battalion was reported to
save been training in sapper tactics (XT640247)o The infantrymen engaged
an estimated reinforced enemy company with organic weapons, helicopter gun-
ships, artillery and an Air Force fighter plane, resulting in 48 enemy killed
and one NVA prisoner-of-war from the 2 Company, 1st Quyet Thang Battalion,
The enemy also lost 23 AK-47 rifles, an RPG launcher, some explosives and
hand grenades. Heavy enemy small arms and RPG fire killed two Division
soldiers, wounded four others and caused minor damage to two UHIE helicopters.

In the 3rd Brigade area from 11-1? August, enemy activity remained at
a moderate level with several shelling incidents. Trail activity continued
to be observed on traditional lines of communication between Cambodia and
the inner areas of Sb :on 2 with the lower Angeles Wing-An Ninh (XT4013)
and 3a Thu (XT2502)-y B,' Y T4502) corridors being most prominent. The
Di6 Battalion was the -rnly fii Lorce unit contacted during the period. The
level of activity dropped to a lower pace during 18-24 August as enemy troops
confined themselves to reconnaissance and troop movement°

Most of the shellings of 3rd Brigade installations did not result in
casualties or damage. In addition to the numerous attacks by fire received
by ARVN forces in Due Hoa and Due Hue Districts and by the Duo Hue Special
Forces camp, enemy gunners fired mortars or rockets at the 3rd Brigade Head-
quarters at Bao Trai (XT525043), FSB Chamberlain (XS554984)' PB Rittgers
(ZT354145), FSB Jackson (XT42-168) and PB Houston (XT4400685..
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On 12 Augustv Company A, 2nd Battalion, 27th Infantry, being ailLifted
into an area four kilometers east of the Cambodian Border near the "Angel's
Wing" (XT363147) to establish Patrol Base Rittgers, met immediate resistance
upon landing by an estimated reinforced enemy company. The enemy laid down
a heavy base of small arms, automatic weapons, RPG and .51 caliber anti-air-
craft fire. The close combat on the ground was stpported by helicopter gun-
ships, an AC-47 gunship, Cobra gunships, artillei7 and air strikes° The
fighting continued throughout the day and subside" as darkness approachrd
and the enemy broke contact, Sweeps of the area on 12 and 13 August pro-
duced 57 enemy killed, 13 AK-47 rifles, 10 RPG launchers, two @30 caliber
machine gums,, 105 RN rounds, 2100 smafl arms roundBq a radio and SOI, a
pistol and five pounds of medical supplies, Division losses in the sharply
contested encounter were seven killed, 18 wounded, light damage to four UHIH
helicopters, moderate damage to two UEIH helicopters and heavy damage to one
UHIH helicopter. Documents recovered from the enemy bodies identified the
enemy force as an element of the D16 Battalion. An analysis of these docu-
ments indicated that the D16 Battalion was preparing to launch operations in
the immediate area of cratact and the resulting loss in personnel would pro-
bably force abortion of the mission, The documents also added credence to
the belief that elements of the D16 Battalion were operating in conjunction
with the 269 Battalion, Sub-Region 20 Another document indicated that mem-
bers of the C3 Company , D16 Battalion, had received training in the use of
107mm and 122mm rockets sometime in July.

The civilian populace in several villages ndar the Vain Co Dong River
north of the "Sugar Mill" (XT4513-XT4512) poi-ted out several booby traps
to elements of the 2nd Battalion, 34th Armor (-) (OPCF 3rd Brigede) from
18-20 August. This was a new develomient in that the villagers in this
area had not previously displayed pro-OVN sympathieso On 22 August, the
2-34 Armor was returned to the operational control of the 1st Brigade and
establihed its command element at FSB Buell III (XT217535)@

Yin Long An Provincm, enemy activity was low to moderate from 11-17 Au-
gust and increased steadily from 18-24 August 0 In the 11-17 August period,
counter-pacification and harassment attacks were the chief enemy activities,
Reports indicated that the enemy was active along the infiltration routes
leading to Sub-Region 3 from Cambodia. The preponderance of activity from
18-24 August took place in southern Tan Tru and Rach Kien Districts, Ac-
tivity generally consisted of attacks by fire against prominent targets in
the Sub-Region 3 area, including Tan An (xS5464), Tan Tru (XS6861) and Rh
Kien (IS7369). There were also several contacts with reconnaissance and
terrorist groui- opimating in the districts0  The enemy persisted in his
efforts to disrupt pacification and Phoenix activities conducted in the sub-
regions The continued apprehension of Sub-Region 6 persomel .indicated that
the enemy was still detezrmned to strengthen his vapability in Saigon. An
unusual3y large nmber of ralliers and prisoners from Sub-sgion 6 were re-
ceived from 18-24 August. Information gained from these personnel revealed
that sapper actions were pluned for the 5ths, 7th and 8th precincts of Sail.
gon. Documents captured by the U.S. Navy revealed that the allied pacification
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program was seriously disrupting the VC revolutionary movement in Long An
Provincs.

Elements of the 3rd Battalion, 7th Infantry, engaged an estimated en-
emy platoon on 14 August seven kilcmeters southeast of Can Giouc (XS884673)
with organio weapons and an air strike. Thirteen enemy were killed in the
contact and three individual weapons were located° A prisoner captured in

the battle stated that he was a member of the A-l Protection Squad of Long
An Province. He claimed that his mission was to protect an individual named
UT who was a province level cadre member and who was killed in the action.
It was found that a man named UT was listed in II FFV files as an assistant
Chief of Staff, Sub-Region 3o

On 16 August at 0445 hours, Troop B, 3rd Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry,
flying in an area five kilometers southeast of Ben Luc (XS666733)o killed
four enemy with automatic weapons fire, This contact was exploited by an
airmobile assault consisting of elements of Companies B and D, 5th Battalion,
60th Infantry, who were airlifted and supported by the 240th Assault Heli-
copter Company. At lO5 hours, Cmpany B received two Hoi Chanh (XS670738)
and captured a prisoner-of-war. Further contact in the area resulted in 11
NVA killed.

On 18 August, this area was again assaulted and several contacts with
elements of the M Battalion, 1st NVA Regiment, and N-16 and N-19 Battalions
of Sub-Region 6 (X36669)o At the end of the day, Company C, 5th Battalion,
60th Infantry, and Troop B. 3rd Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry, had accounted
for 19 enemy killed, a prisoner-of-war and a Hoi Chanho Three kilometerS
southwest of this action (XS620702), ARVN forces killed 22 enemy who were
members of the 1st NVA Regiment,

The major action of the 18-24 August period in Long An Province came
on 20 August in actions around Phuoc Lam Village (XS767689) seven kilo-

_.4 meters southwest of Can Giouc, A pr-planned airstrike was employed to
dervtroy suspected enery positions in the area and an aerial bomb damage
a';sessment reported 11 enemy killed. At 1112 hours, Comparies B and C, 3rd
Battalion. 7th Infantry, made contact with an estimated reinforced enemy
company (IS768689). Company B, 5th Battalion, 60th Infantry, was inserted
by air and Troop B, 3rd Squadron, 17th Air Cavalry, flew overhead in sup-
port, The neaqm returned fire with small arms and automatic weapons, kill-
ing one American and wounding two others, Artillery and air strikes were
employed to smash the entrenched enemy and the ground elements overran the
fortifications. Thirty-five enemy were killed and two of the enemy rallied.
One of the Hoi Chanh stated he was a member of the K75 Company, 3rd Artillery
Battalionp Sub-Region 3. A prisoner captured on 24 August stated that he
was a member of the Dong Phu NVA Battalion and that the Battalion Commander
and 2 Company Camiandervwere killed in the air strikes that preceded this
action.

At 1315 hours on 24 August, Team 16, Company E, 75th Infantry (Ranger).,
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engaged three enemy in the northwest corner of Long An 'rovince (XS363863)
with automatic weapons, killing two of them and capturing a prisoner-of-war
and two Individual weapons. One of the deal, Hai Tram, was tentatively
identified as the Commanding Officer of Sub-Region 3.

Duriag the final week of August, enemy activity dropped to a low level
with .4telligence sources predicting the occurenoe of the second highpoint
of the Fall Campaign in the first week of. September. There was a contimu-
ation of efforts in the sub-regioms to indoctrinate enemy personnel in re-
gard to the objectives of the Fall Campaign and to prepare the infrastructure
for support of the coming highpoint. The major thrust of the heightened ac-
tivity was indicated again for Binh Long Province with action in the 25th
Infantry Division being confined to attacks by fir4, limited ground action
and acts of harassment.

In the lst Brigade area, Tay Ninh Base Camp (XT1551) received three IO7=
rockets on 25 August with no resulting casualties or damage. On 31 August,
the base received small arms fire which was followed by a possible reconnais-
sance/sapper probe of the base's bunkerline on the night of 33. August. Heli-
copter gtuaships strafed an estimated enemy squad attempting to pass through
the wire obstacles, killing one NVAo

There was only one significant engagement in the Boi Loi Woods during
the week wheri the 2nd Battalion (Mechanized), 22nd Infantry, conducted
mounted rwoonnaissanoe missions. On 2.8 August at 1305 hours Conpany C met
with a wlln-fortified enemy. platoon. Riot control agent (CS), an air strike
and artillery were employed to rout the NVA from their bunkers and destroy
the complex. No Americans were killed in the firefight but the enemT force,
believed to have been an element of Sub-Region 1, lost 15 KIko A translation
of documents captured by thi 2-22 Mech earlier in August revealed that the
chief of the 268th VCAVA legiment's Political Section and the assistant
regimental Political Officor had been killed by allied operations in this
areao

More documentation was compiled on the deterioration of Sub-Region 1
as an effective political and military entity, The testimony of documents,
ralliers and prisoners contributed to the growing body of evidence which
pointed to low morale, shortages of food and materiel, losses of large num-

7, bers )f personnel and attempts to restructure +be remnants of Sub-Region 1
forces, One report suggested that the 83rd Rear Service Group, previously
a highly effective force of hard-core enemy personnel, may have undergone
some degree of reorganizationo

In the 2nd Brigade, scattered small contacts were experienced in the
"Citadel" and around Trang Bang and Trung Lap.

Cons±derable troop movement was monitored in Sub-Region 2 with heavy
trail activity between the Cambodian Border and the "Sugar Mill", C.andes-
tine enemy activity was increased with the emphasis being placed along the
Vam Co Dong River,
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In the 6nly contact of note in the 3rd Brigade area, Team 219 Company

F, 75th Infantry (Ranger), engaged 6-8 enemy six kilometers southeast of
Hiep Hoa in the "Sugar Mll" (XT474003) with automatic weapons and helicopter
Xire teams, killing three NVAo Company D, let Battalion, 27th Infantry,
swept this area and destroyed 29 bunkers, four M-79 rounds. a sampan and a
hand grenade.

The 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, operating against Sub Regiun
3 and Sub=Region 6 forces, continued to uproot scattered groups of enemy
during the week. The 3rd Battalion, 7th Infantry, was trucked to Long
Binh to rejoin the 199th Light Infantry Brigade aid was replaced by the
6th Battalion, 31st Infantry, a 9th Inf Div battalion who had been cover-
ing the olose-out of Dong Tam.

Company D, 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry, conducted a combat assault
to a location near the Van Co Dong River south of Ben Luc (XS6371) on 29
August and in a series of contacts killed nine of the enemy and located
24 RPG rounds, 6500 small arms rounds, 34 RPG boosters, 19 107mm rocket
motors and two 107mm rocket warheads. That same day, Companies A and C
(2-60 Inf) met with enemy resistance in several actioiw five kilometers
south of Tan An (XS5459). with gunships from the 24Oth Assault Helicopter
Company providing overhead cover. In one contact at 13.00 hours, the gun-
ships accounted for eight enemy killed and, at 1555 hours, Company A located
nine NVA who had been killed by artillery Fifteen more NVA were killed on
31 August six kilometers north-northwest of Tan Tru (XS5h69) by Companies
Ap C and D, 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry in day-long operations.

The month of August closed with a relative decline in the number of
mine and booby trap incidents. In the week from 25-31 August, Division
elements detonated 22 mines and booby traps, resulting in two soldiers
killed and 33 wounded while 77 mines and booby traps were destroyed. Thm
25th Infantry Livision and the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, killed
a total of 1228 enemy during the month, captured 58 prisoners and accounted
for 298 members of the Vietmamese Communist Infrastructurvo There was a
significant increase in the number of combined operations with ARVN/PF/RF
unite in the expanding effort to improve their ccab&t efficiency.

r
The eney attempted to launch the second highpoint of the Fall Cam-

paisn on 5 and 6 September with small, ineffective attacks by fire. Theonly exception to this pattern was an intense assault against Patrol Base

Rittgers. in the 3rd Brigade area, At the sawe time, the Division gener-
ated several actions on and around Nui Ba Den mountain and in the Boi Loi
Woods.

In the Ist Brigads ara during tha first week of Septei bek- Tay Ninh

Base Camp received rocket attacks on 5 and 6 September resultirg in one
~Diviqion soldier wounded. Patrol Base Bragg (XT343580)s FSB Crook (XT055-

595), PB Rock Crusher (XT27o564) and FSB St. Barbara (XT272683), all were
targets for enemy stand-off attacks during this period.

The first engagement with the enemy on the mountain came ar, 1320 hours
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on 3 September when tankers from Headquarters Company, 2nd Battalion, 34th
Armor, sighted a group of enemy evading towards a cave entrance on the
s5,uthern slipe (XT273565)o Automatic weapons fire and direct fire from the
main gums caught. the enemy in the open, killing 18 of them. At 1524 hours
the samr day, elements of the 2nd Battalion, 34th Armor at Patrol Base Rock
Crusher again spotted enemy soldiers in this same area (XT270564) and killed
three of them with 40mam "Duster" fire. Another sighting (XT289565) at 1600
hours resulted in six more enemy killed as the armor unit engaged the enemy
soldiers with 4.2" mortars and 90iam tank guns,

The enemy paid heavily for indiscriminate mortar attacks against the
Division's superior mechanized and armored forces operating around the
mountaia on 5 September. At 0630, 0850 and 1500 hours, an enemy 60rm mor-
tar engaged Patrol Base Rock Crusher from a point east of the base, wound-
ing three U.S. soldiers. The 2-34 Armor returned fire with artillery fol-
lowing the first incident, with undetermined results. The second shelling
was answered with helicopter fire teams, riot control agent (CS), and an
air strike with a confirmed body count of one NVA KIAo Having moved the
mortar position further east, the enemy was met with act-ratl artillery
fire after his third shelling. A 4weep of the enemy location produced 17
enemy killed, five AK-47 rifles an. the 6(ram mortar.

As Company C, 4th Battalion (Mechanized), 23rd Infantry, approached
the =ountain frcm the southwest at 0909 hours, 5 September, on a reconnais-
sance mission, the enemy dropped in ten 82.m mortar rounds which caused no
casualties or damage. Company C turned its tracks to the west in the di-
rection of the enemy's mortar ponition and, at 0945 hours, engaged qn esti-
mated enemy company (XT292563). Company C bombarded the enemy with the
full range of the Division's f.Lrepower, calling in a drop of riot control
agent (CS), mortar and artillery fires, and an air strike, Thirty of the
enemy were killed. Enemy small arms fits killed one Division soldier,

In the Boi Loi Woods on 4 September, elements of Company A, 2nd Bat-
talion (Mechanized), 22nd Infantryg three tanks from the 2nd Battalion,
34th Armor, and a company sized force from the 12th ARVN Airborne Battalion,
conducted a reconnaissance of an area (XT519348) which was scarred by bomb
craters and densely vegetated. As the lead tank toppled a large tree in
its path, the driver of the tank was k:Lled by an RPG round fired from an

enemy position no more than 20 meters away. Unable to maneuver through the
heavily cratered area, the column pulled back and requested helicopter gun-
ships, riot control agent (CS)9 artillery and air strikes, Fifteen enemy
were killed while the friendly forces suffered another ten Americans and
one LRVN soldier wounded, With darkness rapidly approaching, the allied
forces deployed and established a night offensive position (XT491356). At
0345 hoars (5 September), the position received a heavy volume of small
arns, RPG and .51 caliber heavy machine gun fire, Organic weapons and ar-
tillery were used to engage the enemy RPG positions and, at first light, a
sweep of the area produced eight enemy KIA, three AK-47 rifles and some RPG
ammunition. Two Americans were killed and six wounded.
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On 7 September, Company C (2-22 Mech), on a reconnaissance mission in
the Boi Loi Woods (XT508349), made contact with an estimated reinforced en-
emy platoon. The initial burst of enemy RPG and small arms fire wounded six
Division soldiers and heavily damaged an armored personnel carrier. Company
C engaged the enemy with a heavy volume of small arms and automatic weapons
fire and then pulled back as artillery was placed on the enemy position.
Twenty-six enemy soldiers were killed.

Enemy activity remained at a moderate level during the first week of
September in the 2nd Brigade area with a slight increase from 4-6 Septem-
ber in the form of stand-off attacks against U.S. bases in the "Citadel".
Sources indicated that Sub-Region 1 units were still plagued with short-
ages of supplies and replacements 9 with no relief to be expected in the
near future. Having lost the ability to launch full-scale military opera-
tions, Sub-Region 1 was now confronted with the rapid advances being made
!n the area of pacification, and struggled to recoup its deteriorated in-
fluence in such traditional Viet Cong strongholds as Cu Chi District, Sub-
Region I direcbives tended to reflect this reorientation, stressing security,
propagandizing the people against the GVN, reorganization of components and
the elimination and screening of GVN sympathizers and personnel.

In the 2nd Brigade a-sa, attacks by fire were received by the Combined
Reconnaissance Intelligence Platoon, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry (XT530193),
PB Dees (XT554227), PB Lorence (XT551218) and FSB Pershing (XT51826)o

On 1 September, Company B, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, on a combat
assault four kilometers southeast of Trung Lap (XT632200), captured all seven
members of an enemy squad hiding in a bunker. The prisoners, from the 268th
Regiment, stated that they were waiting to receive sapper trainingo

in the Ho Bo Woods northeast of Trung Lap (XT626237) on 7 September,
Company D, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, sweeping an enemy tunnel complex,
located 11 enemy who had been killed by artillery fires.

The 3rd Brigade was the scene of hard fighting centering around Patrol
Base Rittgers (XT357147), manned by the 2nd Battalion, 27th Infantry, where
the Division had twice encountered stiff enemy resistance, The base sat
astride the An Ninh infiltration corridor. The action was the only major
engagement of the week in this area as the remainder of Sub-Region 2 forces,
operating in platoon and squad sized elements, managed to avoid a confronta-
tion with Division forces,,

The S2, 3rd Brigade, had received intelligence which indicated that the
base would receive a ground probe in the first few days of September. The
PPS-5 radar gave the first warnings of an impending attack at 0010 hours on
5 September when a group of 15 enemy were detected northeast of the base.
At 0223 hours, the base began receiving intense small a.ms fire and incoming
mortar and RPG rounds. Battery A,. 2-77 Arty, immediately began firing pre-
planned "Killer Junior' around the perimeter. At 0230 hours, the sappers
made their first charge and were able to penetrate the outer wire obstacleo
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without tripping any of the flares. The 2-77 Arty Executive Officer called
for additional artillery support and directed it upon the onrushing enemy.
Helicopter gunships and an AC-119 aircraft soon arrived on station.

The main thrust of the attack came from the east-southeast towards the
base. The "Killer Junior" fire repulsed the enemy element approaching from
the southeast but the enemy regrouped and joined the force on the east. Bur-
ing the attack, two of the base's gun pits took direct hits. one from a mor-
tar round and the other from a satchel charge. Despite damage to a 1O5mm ar-
tillery piece and L--_-- received by the gun crews, the artillery in the base
continued to fire while the additional supporting fires were being adjusted
on the estimated reinforced enemy company. When the enemy withdrew, he left
behind 17 bodies, a wounded prisoner. five RPG launchers, four AK-47 rifles,
an NVA radio, 11 hand grenades and 31 RPG roundso The enemy harassed the
patrol base with sporadic shelling the next day and night, Companies C and
D (2-27 Inf) located four enemy KIA on 6 September along with an AK-47 rifle
1.5 kilometers west of PB Rittgers (XT343143)o At 1900 hours, an enemy sol-
dier rallied at the base and surrendered his AK-47 rifle.

Two ralliers received on 10 September stated that 150 men from the 269
Battalion had assaulted the base but only 50 were not killed or wounded,
The prisoner captured after the battle had also stated he was a member of
the 269 Battalion.

Aotivity in the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division's area of operations
-jas relatively light during the week, Main and local force units persevered
in their efforts to disrupt pacification throughout Sub-Region 3o Their
primary activities consisted of attacks by fire and the movement of t0oops
and supplies.

On 1 September, Company D, 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry, inserted by
air on a oombat assault three kilometers east-northeast of Tan Tru (XS6963),

made contact with three enemy at 1300 hours, killing two and capturing a
prisoner-of-war. Continuing in this area until 1915 hours, Company D killed
six more enemy and lost one man wounded to small arms fire0 The enemy force

was identified as an element of the K4 Battalion, lst NVA Regiment.

With the widespread reversion to guerrilla and sapper tactics, and the
corresponding fragmentation of enemy main force units, the Division initiated
programs designed to upgrade the uaneuver battalion's intelligence capabilities.
The concept of this program was to ennhle the battalion to gain a capability
of generating and reacting immediately to locally acquired intelligence in
order to successfully engage small enemy units. This program included a one-
day training period to familiarize the Battalion S-2 in effective combat in-
telligence, proper resources management and specialized collection; the dis-
semination of a handbook on i.he subject; an intelligence contact team to as-
sist commanders on request, to identify wesnesses and provide on the spot
recommendations, and to analyze available statistical information gained from
all intelligence gathering activities; and providing the Battalion S2 with ;
roster of personnel within his unit who had previous intelligence training or
experience.
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The events of the second week of September centered around the death
of Ho Chi Minh and the subsequent three-day cease fire on 8-11 September 0

Eaniy activity during the cease fire was restricted to minor, scattered
incidents. The lull in enemy action during this period., howeverg was vir-
tually unprecedented. A slight increase in activity, resembling a "minor"
highpoint, was noted in the latter portion of the week just after the cease
fire and seemed to be generated more by the death of Ho Chi Minh rather
than the result of prior planning, The effects of this action upon the
timing of the proposed 23 September highpoint were not determined but any
coordinated enemy-initiated attacks seemed unlikely until that date due to
the resources which the enemy had expended.

From 11 to 14 September, the enemy renewed attacks by fire against the
Division bases north of Tay Ninh City. No casualties or damage resulted
from these attacks, most of which failed to reach their targets. Tay Ninh
Base Camp received rockets on 11 and 14 September; FSB St0 Barbara (XT272-
683) on 11, 12 and 13 Septembar and PB Rock Crusher and FSB Washington (XT146-
568) on 1 September,

The tempo of activity in the vicinity of Nui Ba Den mountain (XT2858)
continued at a steady rate as the 4th Battalion (Mechanized), 23rd Infantry's
campaign to eliminate enemy elements there produced another s ries of suc-
cessful engagements, The largest of these bat les began at 0950 hours on
1 September in an area heavily forested with banana groves at the south-

eastern foot of the mourtain (XT299569) where the 4-23 Mech had previously
decimated large enemy units° Company A engaged an estimated enemy battalion
who returned fire with small aims, automatic weapons, 60mm and 82mm" mortars0
Elements of the 7th ART1' Airborne Battalion and Company A fixed the enemy in
place while 2669 rounds of artillery from six batteries were directed into
the enemy's positino A tactical drop of riot control agent (CS), air strikes,
five helicopter fire teams and direct fire from an 8 inch howitzer also sup-
ported the ground elements0 Smoke was employed as a screening device for
fire and maneuver 0 A sweep of the area when enemy resistance was eliminated
produced 47 NVA killed, one NVA prisoner and two AK-47 rifles0  Two U.S.
soldiers were killed and five Americans and four ARVN soldiers were wounded.

The follwing day at 1142 hours, Company A again made contact in this
location (XT300566) and accounted for five NVA who were killed by artillery
fires. On 13 September, Company A combined with the 7th ARVN Airborne Bat-
talion on a reconnaissance into this area (XT2_89564) and, at 1030 hours 9 en-
gaged 3-5 well entrenched enemy with organic weapons, riot control agent (CS),
helicopter fire team, artillery and air strikes, resulting in four enemy
killed. A sharp engagement followed at 1335 hours0 The enemiy returned a
heavy volume of small anms, automatic weapons and RPG fire nd 20 6&ram mortar
rounds. Helicopter fire teams and artillery again supplementad, the unitt
organic aasets and eight enemy were killed. There were no Division cas-
uslties in either contact 0

In the Boi Loi Woods on 12 September, Division elements located two wea-
pon caches, The first was uncovered by Troop C, 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry.
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Troop C vms led to the site by a Hoi Chanh (XT513309). The cache consisted
of one light machine gun, one Browning Automatic Rifle, four AK-47 rifles,
one M-I rifle, six RPG rounds and six hand grenades, Company B, 2nd Bat-
talion (Mechanized), 22nd Infantry, on a ground reconnaissance with the 309th
Regional Force Company, found the second and larger cache (XT502357) at 1650
hours. Company B evacuated 53 SKS rifles, 14 AK-47 rifles, two carbines,
three RPD light machine guns, t-vo Soviet-made machine gufsl, one 12.7 caliber
machine gun, one 82mm mortar and one 75mm recoilless :'f- sight.

Enemy activity was virtually non-existent in the 2nd Brigade arca early
in the week but a series of small contacts was gained as the week progressed,
the majority of which were friendly initiated. There were a number of minor
engagements arond Diviaon bases in the Trang Bang-Cu Chi areas. Sources
indicated that Sub-Pegion 1 units were curtailing their movement due to the
critical shortage of food reported previously, and would most likely remain
in relatively secure areas.

A sharp increase in body count was generated from radar initiated contacts
in the "Citadelr and Ho Bo Woods due to the improved capabilities of the Divi-
sion's radar operators who had received technical assistance and training in
the previous reporting quarter, and continued emphasis on the imaginative use
of radar. Secondly, with extensive land clearing operations, severance of
communications-liaison channels and the acute) shortage of food and equipment,
the enemy was forced to move more frequently during the hours of darkness,

On 10 September, Company D, 2nd Battalion, 4th Infantry, working in
the Ho Bo Woods (XT628223), destroyed 59 RPG rounds and evacuated three SKS
rifles. The location of the cache was provided by a Hoi Chanho

Company A. 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, conducting local patrols and a
ground reconnaissance oh 11 September in the vicinity of Fire Support Base
Pershing (XT555288), located 23 NVA who had been killed by artillery fires
initiated by seismic sensor activations.

On 12 September, gunships from Troop D9 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry, and
the 116th Assault Helicopter Company, covering operations of the 2nd Battalion,
12th Infantry, and the 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, on reconnaissanc missions
in the !itadelV region, killed a total of 35 enemy in 18 separate conlats.
The enemy soldiem,, wearing blue, green and brown uniforms, were attempting to
evade observation and avoid contact. This area, with a center mass of XT5423,
is a known coordination point for VC/NVA forces and the populace is infiltrated
with members of the Vietnamese Communist Infrastructure. The first contact
was made at 0720 hours with the largest of the firefights resulting in eight
enemy killed, There were no U.S. casualties in any of the contacts° No rea-
son has yet been determined for this widespread daylight movement of the enemy
who also lost ll AK-47 rifles in the fighting.

On 13 September, Company C, lst Battalion (Mechanized), 5th Infantry, with
the 167th Regional Force Company seven kilometers west of Cu Chi (XT546143),
engaged 10 enemy at 0910 hours with small arms and automatic weapons, killing
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six NVA, capturing two prfisoners-of-war and receiving one Hoi Chanho That
night, Company C; in a night offensive position (XT668145), received a ground
probe by two enemy hurling hand grenades, killing two Division soldiers and a
Popular Force soldier. One of the NVA soldiers was illed with small arms fire.

At 2300 hours on 14 September, Cu Chi Base Camp (XT6515) engaged two en-
emy outside the perimeter with a Night Hawk helicopter firing a minigun, re-
sulting in two NVA KIAo

The 3rd Brigade experienced a low rate of enemy activity from 8-14 Sep-
tember. Most of the enemy action in Sub-Region 2 took place around Patrol
Base Rittgers (XT3514) which was the target of an attack by fire on 11 Sep-
tember as enemy elements in the area persisted in their attempts to open the
An Ninh corridor. There were indications that ub-Region 2 was diverting its
resources to accomplish this goal. On 10 September at 0015 hours, a night of-
fensive position established by Company B, 2nd Battalion. 27th Infantry, four
kIlometers northwest of the base (XT34h,186), detected an estimated 20 enemy
with radar and engaged them with helicopter fire teams, an AC-47 flareship,
four artillery batteries, mortars and an AC-119 gunship which accounted for
five NVA KIL. At 1500 hours that day, Company B received two Hoi Chanh and,
at 2235 hours, a combat patrol from Company B, captured a prisoner-of=war.
The prisoner, who claimed to be a member of the 269 'Battalion, stated that
this unit was to conduct a coordinated attack against Patrol Base Rittgers
along with unidentified anti-aircraft, recoilless rifle and sapper ,ompanies,
This information was borne out by radar surveillance around the base that
night which confI.med to the attack plan the prisoner had outlined The
attack was effectively preempted by radar directed artillery

Xticoal action and harassment were the main forms of enemy activity
duriq the second week of September in the 3rd Brigade, 9thb Inf Div. area
of cperatione, with the Bo Bo Canal being used frequently as a Sub-Region 3
supply route. No contact was made with Sub-Region 6 forces,

On 12 September, the Raider Platoon, 2nd Battalion (Mechanized). 47th
Infantry, conducting a combat assault in an area of heavy radar activity five
kilometers northwest of Binh Phuoc (X5579568), located 22 NVA from the K6 Bat.-
talion, 1st NVA Regiment, who had been killed by small arms and artillery fire0

At 1615 hourB on 14 September, Team #21, Company E, 75th Infantry (Ran-
ger), five kilometers south of Tan An (XS529592), killed four enemy with small
arms and autcoatdc weapons, destroyed two hand grenades and evacuated a quar-
ter pound of documentso

On 12 September, a program was initiated by the Division for the 10th
Cavalry Regiment (ARVN) involvlig combined training with the 3rd Squadron,
4th Cavalry. The combined operations consisted of an ARVN troop working
with a 3.4 Cay troop in a variety of missions to expose the ARVN's to all
the operations that the U.S. cavalry troop performs. Concurrent training
was also given .n special areas, i.e., medical and communications, The troops
of the 10th Cavalry RegimAnt (ARVN) were also given two operations to perform
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on their own with U.S. advisory personnel ac0oanying them,

On 15 Septenber, Major General Ellis We Willimson, who had commanded
the 25th InfAntry Division during one of its most successful periods in the
Vietnamn conflict, completed his tour of duty, and Major General Harri W.
Hollis) forw~r cemmander of the 9th Infantry Division, assumed command of
the Division.

Frm15 to 21 September, the major actions in the Division area orig-

inated as a resulz of US/GVN interference with enemy resupply and troop move-
ment and from exploitation of intelligence information. Overt enemy activity
remained at a low level with the exception of the emplacement of mines and
booby traps, primarily in the "Citadel" region (XT5025)o The booby traps were
constructed from recovered US/GVN dud ordnance and caused an increase over the
previous week in the number of wounded personnel; but the majority of them were
detected and destroyed. Documents captured by the lst Infantry Division east
of the Ho Bo Woods (XT658265) revealed that a large number of mines and booby
traps were manufactured in villages in Trang Bang and Ben Cat Districts. Same
mines were planted in probable allied landing zones. The use of a large num-
ber of mines and booby traps in Sub-Region 1 was indicative of the enemy'as in-
teritions to revert to small units and guerrilla tactics in order to prevent
heavy casualties while maintaining a presence.

Companies C and D, 3rd Battalion 22nd Infantry, patrolling along the Cam-
bodian Border on 21 September, engaged in the only significant action in the
1st Brigade area during the week0 Company C conducted an Eagle Float operation
with the U.S. Navy along the Vam Co Dong River, and made contact at 1125 hours
near Ap Long Phu Hamlet 20 kilameters northwest of Tay Ninh Base Camp (WT979-
585) with an estimated 10 enemy, Company C exchanged small arms and automatic
weapons fire with the enemy and employed helicopter gunships and artillery in
support. killing eight NVA soldiers and destroying a sampan. Two Division sol-
diers were wounded. Company D was airlifted with a Civilian Irregular Defense
Group (CIDG) element to an area 15 kilometers southwest of Tay Ninh (XT070401)
where they engaged an estimated enemy platoon with organic weapons, helicopter
gunships and artillery, The enemy returned fire with small arms, autmnatic
weapons and mortstr, but Company D suffered no casualties, Six of the enemy
were killed.

The 2nd Brigade had several contacts in enemy base camps in the "Citadel"
and Ho Bo Woods. On 15 September9 gunships from the ll6th Assaulh Helicopter
Company conducted a visual reconnaissance of a deserted hamlet 3°5 kilometers
northeast of Trung Lap (XT597227), which vas suspected of being heavily in-
feste with membere of the Vietnamese Communist Infrastructure, and NVA 8ol.
dierso The area around this "hamlet" was seeded with booby traps. Informa-
tion indicated that the hamlet was used as a center for food procuring ac-
tivities. As the gunships proceded to carry out their mission, they received
small arms fire fron the vicinity of the suspected enemy locatirui and engaged
an estimated reinforced enemy platoon with organic weapons, air strikes and
artillery. Elements of the 2nd Battalion 14th Infantry, swept the contact
site and discovered 38 NVA bodies, 12 AK 7 rifles, 20 bunkers and 17 huts
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destroyed, and evacuated two K54 pistols and some documents0

At 1000 hours that dayq Company D, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry, air-
lifted int6 an area eight kilometers north of Trung Lap in the Ho Bo Woods
(T554295) for a reconnaissance operation, evacuated 5300 pounds of rice.

On 3.6 September, a platoon from Company I, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infan-
try, and a platoon from the 3 Company, 2-49th ARVN Regiment, departed their
night offensive position in the Ho Bo Woods to perfona a reconnaissamce mis-
sion towards the northwest, Fresh trail activity was encountered and at 1208hours enemy bounkers and a food cachewere discovered (XT612245)o At 12.50 hours.,
still proceding to the northwest, the allied element received automatic weapons,
small arms and RPG fire from an estimated enemy platoon. After firing the in

itial volley. the enemy withdvew to the north and were engaged by a Company
A machine gun position. Helicopter fire teams were requested and Company A
and the 2-49th ARVN's moved to establish a circular defensive perimeter Ar-
tillery and air strikes were soon delivered to destroy thd enemy in place,
A sweep of the area (XT609247) was then undertaken and met with no resistance.
Thirty-six bodies and 15 AK-47 rifles were located.

On 19 September, a contact was developed with elements of the let Quyet
Thang Battalion only three kilometers northwest of Cu Chi Base Camp (XT6116).
Gunships from the 116th Assault Helicopter ComanyV, supporting the 2-12 Inf,
were returning frau the Boi Loi Woods to Cu Chi Base Camp to refuel when they
received small ans fire from an estimated two enemy platoons. On an immed-
iate reconnaissance of the area, several NVA soldiers were spotted, attempt-
ing to disperse to avoid contact. The gunships engaged these individuals
with automatic weapons fire, again receiving small arms fire from the ground.
The gunship pilot-s began noticing several cther groups of enemy and called
for supporting fires. The gunships were soon joined in the air by the Ex-
ecutive Officer of the 1st Battalion (Mechanized), 5th Infantry, and the S3,
1st Battalion, 8th Artillery. who began directing artillery fires from their
light observation helicopters0 Fire Support Bases Devin, Patton and Persh-
ing poured 735 rounds in the babtle area during the engagement and two tac-
tical air strikes by the USAF were also employed.

While the enemr was being hit with bombs r -d artillery, Companies A and
B, and the Scout Platoon,, lt Battalion (Mechanized), 5th Infantry, the 132nd
Regional Force Company. and elements of the 2.12 Inf were deployed to the con-
tact site. One company (15 Mech) established a blocking position to the west
while andther blocking position was established to the south. Company A and
the 132M Regional Force Company were positioned tt. the east

As the offensive fires were lifted, C=ompan A and the EF element began
a sweep of the area. The only resistance met b these forces was two NVA
soldier3 who were hiding in spider holeso The two soldiers refused to sur-
render, and grenades were dropped into the spider holes, killing them0  An
AX-47 rifle and an RPG-2 launcher were evacuated from the spider holes.

The sweep was completed at 1845 hours0 The enemy lost a total of 23 of
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their soldiers killed, 12 AK-47 rifles, the RPG-2 launcher and a light machine
gun.

In addition, two prisoners-of-war -ere captured within 700 meters of each
other. One of the prisoners claimed to be from the Ist Quyet Thang Battalion
ar stated his platoon was in the area waiting for orders . The second pris-
oner was an 18'year-old recrit who had been in South Vietnam for only a few
days. He was to be a replacement with the 3rd Battalion, 268th NVA Regiment.
Immediate field interrogation was made possible by the presence of the Cu Chi
District Chief who had Joined the task force (l1-5 Mech) as it had passed
th-rough Cu Chi Sub-Sector.

Due to the swift reaction to the contact, the accurate placement of sup-
porting fires and the concentration of friendly forces around the area, the
enemy was defeated without a single allied casualty.

While these battles were taking place, Company A and Company B, 2nd Bat-
talion, 12th Infantry, were conducting operations near the Boi Loi Woods in
an area known as "The Thimb" (XT5534). The targeted area was developed over
a period of two weeks by the 2nd Brigade from interrogation of PW's, document
read-outs and visual reconnissance. The 212 nf operations on 18 and 19
September earned the battalion, and supporting gunships and artillery, an en-
emy body count of 19 KiA in several scattered actions without any friendly
casualties.

At 2150 hours on 19 September, Patrol Base Dees (XT554227) engaged an
estimated 1012 enemy detected by radar (IT547217) with a mortar and artil-
lery, resulting in fur NVA KIA. FSB Patton (XT582195) detected 3-4 ' enewy
with radar surveillance at 2110 hours on 20 September and killed two of them
with artillery (XT623309)o PB Hunsley (XT583275) killed three enemy with
artillery at .0019 hotirs on 21 September (XT583275). At 1905 hours that night,
Patrol Bise Lorence (XT517218)., manned by Company B, 2nd Battalion. 12th In-
fantry, killed two enemy with small arms and automatic weapons0

Company A, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry, combat assaulted to an area six
kilometers noxthwest of Trung Lap (XT5323) on 21 September to exploit another
target developed from intelligence information. The specific area of the op-
eration was believed to be occupied by the C4 Company, Trang Bang Local Force
Battalion, with a strength of 30 men, conducting reconnaissance and sapper
training. Caught by surprise with the swift insertion of Company' A, the en-

r emy soldiets attempted to run or hide. rather than fight. At 1047 hours, Cam-
pany A killed two enemy with small arms fire and, at 1230 hours, gunships from
the ll6th Assault Helicopter Company, engaged five enemy with automatic we&
pons, killing another. The ground troops moved to a bushy area nearby where
the gunships had spotted the five enemy and conducted a three hour detailed
.smarch. As a result of the search, Company A killed an additional six enemy,
captured six prisoners and evacuated or destroyed seven AK-47 rifles axd two
pistols. One of the prisoners stated that when the U.S. troops arrived in
the area, the 04 Company Commander and Executive Officer had dropped their
weapons and fled, The CO's pistol and company guidon were captured along
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with what appeared to be most of the compazzy's records, including the company
roster. There were no Division casualties.

At 2045 hours on the night of 21 September, a combat patrol established
by Company A, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, outside of an ARVN "1hardspot"
(XT619217), occupied by one U.S. Company and a compar of the 2-49th ARVN
Regiment on a rotating basis, engaged a 10-12 man enamy patrol with organ-
ic weapons, helicopter fire teams, a Night Hawk helicopter, an AC-119 gun-
ship and artillery, resulting in four NVA KIAo The enemy re burned mortar
fire but there were no friendly casualties. It was believed that the enemy
patrol was on a rice procuring mission. This "hardspot", however, has im-
peded enemy movement in the area and it is possible that the enemy was on a
mission to harass the outpost.

The 3rd Brigade had no major encounters -with the enemy from 15-21 Sepo
tember. Main fore units of Sub-Region 2 operated on the east side of the
Van Co Dong River in the "Sugar Mill" area. A large portion of these main
force units, however, remained in their Cambodian sanctuaries.

On 18 September, the 2nd Battalion, 77th Artillery, aerial observer,
operating from the Duo Hue CIDO Camp engaged 15 enemy with artillery two kilo-
meters from a portion of the Cambodian Border known as the "Parrot's Beak"
(x313050). The CIDG's swept the contact site and found seven enemy killed
and located an AK-47 rifle and three claymore mines.

There was a series of small engagements throughout Long An Province in-
itiated by the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division

On 15 Septamber, Team #21, Company E, 75th Infantry (Ranger) made con-
tact five kilometers southwest of Tan An (XS529592) in an operation with the
U.S. Navy0  Four of the enemy were killedo At 1115 hours, the 190th Assault
Helicopter CMany gunned down four more enemy four kilometers east of Each
Kien (XS783693), while covering the 5-60 Inf on a reconnaissance operation
At 2000 hours, Team #1, Company E, 75th Infantry (Ranger), working along the
Bo Bo Canal eight kilometers northwest of Thu Thua (L499783), killed six en-
emy with organic weapons and artillery. destroyed one sampan and evacuated
two AK-47 rifles and some documents. Also at 2000 hours, a night combat pa-
trol established by Company q, 5th BattaLon, 60th Infantry, five kilometers
southeast of Ben Luc (XS035715), engaged 10-12 enemy with organic weapons and
artillery killing 10 NVA. evacuating two AK_ 47 rifles, one RPG light machine
gun and some documents and destroying seven RPG rounds0

On 16 September, Company C, 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry, on a "Bash-
master" operation with the i-5Oth ARVN Regiment five kilometers southwest of
Tan Tru (XS614590)9 initiated a firefight with an estimated enemy platoon with
helicopter fire teams in support. The l-50ti ARVN'a killed nine of the enemy,
captured five prisoners-of-war and evacuated four AK-47 ifles, an RPG launch-
er and a 6C0m. mortar0 Company C killed seven of the enemy and captured two
AK-47 rifles and a K54 pistol Three ARVN soldiers were wounded by enemy small
arms fire0  Interrogatton of the I'. s indicated that they were members of the
3rd Battalion, 18t NVA Regiment.
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At 1050 hours six kilmeters northwest of Tan Tru (XS623666), the 240th
Assault Helicopter Company killed six enemy with automatic weapons fire.
Ccpny B$ 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry, inserted five kilometers southwest
of Tan Tri (XS635512) at 1455 hours, met with sharp resistance from six en-
emy. Two Americans were killed and two wounded by automatic weapons fire.

Copny 0 eliminated all six of the enemy with small arms fire0

Also on 16 September, Compa B, 2nd Battalion (Mechanized), 47th In-
fantry, on a 'Jitterbug" operation four kilometers east of My Tho (XS57457i)
killed a total of nine enemy in three contacts in a 40minute period.

The, most significant contact of the week in Long An Province developed

on 17 September when Companies A and B, 5th Battalion, 60th Infantry, en-
gaged 30-40 enemy at 0729 hours while on a ground reconnaissance five kilo-
meters southeast of Ben Luc (XS665735)o Helicopter fire teams and artillery
reinforced the ground fighting and a sweep of the area resulted in 22 NVA KIA
and four prisoners-of-war, The prisoners identified the K4 Battalion, lt
NVA Regiment and included the Battalion's Assistaht Political Officer and the
Ist Sergeant of the rear service section6

On 18 September, Campany C. 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry, on a reconais.
sance mission six kilmeters southeast of Ben Luc (XS647710), located 12 NVA
who had been killed by artillery fires,

During the final week of September, there were some signs to indicate thatthe ev._-_my'w;s repositioning his elements north of Tay Ninho A railier and a

CIDGcontact at Tion Khon raised the possibility of a return of the 272nd
egiient, 9th VC/NVA Division, from operations in Binh Long Province for re-

neved attaet on Utrgete in Tay Ninh rrovinceo In addition, previous reports
had suggested a posibla resubordination of the 'OID Re iment to the 9th VC/
NVA Division, The fighting around Thien Nhon (XT082818i was attributed to
the 101D Regiment 0  The testimony of the rallier and the CIDG contact, taken
into acoount with other information , suggested that the 9th VC/NVA Divisionnow consisting of the 88th, 272nd and 1OiD Regiments9 was being targeted a-gainst Tay Ninh Frovince for a future action period0

In the let Brigadef area9 Tay Ninh Base Camp received four 122am rockets
on 2 September No casualties or damage resulted from the attack North
of Tay Nih on 23 September9 Headquartere Company , 2nd Battalion, 34th Armor,
on a reconmaiasance operation with the 547th ReSional Force Company, engaged
an estimated enemy eqnd ou the northeast side of Nui Ba Den mountain (IT290-
590). r &ddition to the small arms and automatic weapons fire delivered by
the tank crew hellcopter fire teams, "Flame Bath 9 riot control agent (cS1,
and air strikes were smpglo- A to destroy the enemy in plateo Eleve. enemy
were killed and seven AXK4' rifles destroyed. On 29 September at 21-03 hours
Patrol Base Bacimer (IT132668 Y engaged 20 enemy who had been detected by ra-
dar with mortars and aytilleryo resulting in seven NVA KIAo

Radar surveillance Tas used in inother role in the Renegade Woods eight
kilometers northwest of Go Dau Ha (IT308280) where Company A9 4th Battalion.
9th Infantry, had a mission of interdicting enemy east-west movement 0' The
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company established a base area and four night combat patrols butt had no con-
tact on the first night0 The Company Commander decided that the helicopter
air lifts and movement of the 8 1mm mortar and AN/PPS-4 radar warned the enemy
of Company A's location. He decided to shift his positions further east withIall movement by foot. On 25 September, the Company Commander gathered Com-
pany A in an assembly area northeast of the original base for resupply and
orders. Two squads were left as stay behind ambushes 0 A. company base was
then established in the new area9 manned by a rifle platoon9 the conmiand group,
an 81mm mortar and a radar operator (AN/PPS-4). Four night combat patrols
were established0 At 2045 hours, personnel at the company base detected an
estimated 60 enemy moving 100 meters southwest of the position. This movement
was engaged with small arms and 8 1rm mortar fire. The enemy returned fire
with AK-47 rifles.

Ten minutes later, the radar operator detectAd ernups of 5-6 enemy per
sonnel each at 500 meters south, southwest and southeast of the base. The
mort&r section leader was located with the radar operator with a plotting
board and converted each radar plot to a grid, This information was passed
to the fox-ward observer for engagement with artillery, Several targets were
engaged, and as the disorganited enemy fled9 they met with the combat patrols.
A Night Hawk helicopter also in pursuit of the confused enemy strafed sev-
eral targets. A sweep of the target area at dawn uncovered 15 enemy killed
and a wounded prisoner of war 0

At 1155 hours on 29 September, Company Cp 4th Battalion 9th Infantry
waiting to be extracted after a reconnaissance in the Straight Edge Woods
(XT143322), observed a five-man reconnaissance element moving into an open
area. Fire was held and soon afterward 25 more enemy followed. The enemy
was engaged with organic weapons9 helicopter fire teams9 an Air Force For-
ward Air ContwiIl qr, "Flame Bath" and artillery The enemy returned fire
with small ara ard an RPG launcher as they withdrew Six enemy bodies were
located a3og with ti AK-47 rifles an RPM launcher, four BPO rounds and two
hand grent,6 ,,

During .'-.;jkD there were sereral instances along the Cambodian Border
of US., aircraft monitoring beepa on their Fr radios posing the possibility
that they wre being tracked by enemy radar,

The 2nd Brigade area was an exception to the predominance of light enemy
activity. Rear service elements and enemy local force units9 especially the
Trang Bang Local Force Battalion moved critically needed supplies to main
force units who remained in base areas., Movement around the 2nd Brigade's
fire support and patrol bases was moderately heavy A further Indication of
Sub-Region V0s predilection for sapper tactics was given by the commanding
officer of the C-J0 Local Force Company who was captured near Phu Hoa Dong
(XT714200) on 16 September. The prisoner revealed that local force person-
nell were'alto receiving training in sapper techniques against bridges and in-
fantry. This was the first evidence that this tra4.ng was being conducted
at the local force level.

There were numerous groups of onemy detected by radar surveillance and
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night combat patrols during the week near PB Hunsley (XT596270) in the Ho
Bo %oods, ranging from estirated groups of 2-3 personnel to groups of 40-
60 personnel, The base engaged these targets with mortars and artillery
resulting in 26 enemy killed. At 0156 hours on 26 September, a night com-
bat patrol from Company B, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, detected several
enemy through a night observation device. The enemy movement was also de-
tected by the rAdar operator at the base who estimated an enemy force of
40-60 personnel. The enemy was engaged with mortars and artillery, result-
Ing in 18 enemy KIA.

Several other basen, also utilizing radar, successfully engaged targets
during the week. YSB Derin (XT5491751 accounted for 28 enemy known dead;
FSB Pktton (1T582195) killed 10 enemy; PB Dees (XT55227) killed five en-

emy on 22 September and PB Lorence (XT517218) killed three enemy on 27 Sep-
tember.

Division snipers presented yet another obstacle in the path of this
increased enemy movement. The most significant of such contacts occurred
along Highway 1 in actions by snipers from the Ist Battalion (Mechanized),
5th Infantry. At 2115 hours on 22 September, the 1-5 Hoch Snipers, pos-
itioned five kilometers northwest of Cu Chi (IT585158), killed two enemy
with M-14 rifle fire9 and9 at 2310 hours, still in the same location the
snipers shot four more enemy soldiers. On 23 September, seven kilometers
northwest of Cu Chi (XT5781.61), the 1-5 Mech Snipers engaged 25 enemy with
their accurised M-14's, an M-60 machine gun, a Night Hauk helicopter, heli-
copter fire teams and artillery, resulting in five enemy killedl,

On 23 September, a commar and control helicopter (2-14 Inf),, flying
over a small contact in the Ho Bo Woods (1T633261.)9 engaged 10 enemy at
1845 hours with artillery, The artillery set off 22 secondary explosions
and destroyed four bunkers, Nine enemy bodies were located.

A night offensive position established in the Ho Bo Wods (XT656262)
by Company C, Ist Battalion (Mechanized)9 5th Infantry, and the 10th ARVN
Cavalry Regiment on the night of 23 September received an attack from an
unknown number of enemy at 0150 hours on 24 September. The enemy fired
small arms, automatic weapons, RPG's and mortars at the position, wound-
Ing two Division soldiers. The main thrust of the attack was directed at
the portion of the perimeter guarded by the 10th ARVN Cavalry Begiment.
'While the ARVN soldiers engaged the enemy with organic weapons, supporting
fires were employed° Ak search of the area produced 10 enemy KIA, four
AL-47 rifles evacuated and 10 hand grenades and three RPG rounds destroyed,
The kills and enemy equipment were credited to the 10th ARVN Cavo

That night (24 Septemberl, a night combat patrol from Company A, 2nd
Battalion, 12th Infantry, departed FB Dees to a position 4.5 kilometers
northeast of Trung La' 1T540228),. The movement of the combat patrol was
monitored by an AN/FPS-5 radar operated from PB Dees. After a position
had been established9 the patrol spotted 10 enemy through a "Starlight
Scope" and killed three enemy with automatic weapons. Having compromised
their position9 they procerded to return to the base, till directed by
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the radar. The radar detected north-south movement in their vicinity, and
the patrol stoppedo waited and then engaged four enemy who had been trail-
ing them. Two more enemy were killed. The radar operator then guided the
patrol back to PB Dees.

Another combat patrol was making contact at about the same time three
kilometers northeast of Trung Lap (XT618216)o The patrol, set out by Com-
pany C, 2nd Battalion, 14th Infantry, was near the site of a contact made
on 21 September close to a 2-49 ARN Regiment "hardspot". The patrol en-
gaged 25 enemy with helicopter fire teams, an AC-47 flareship, and artil-
lery, killing 17 enemy.

On 26 September, a helicopter gunship flying to the front of a ground
reconnairsance by elements of Companies A and B, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infan-
try, six dlometers west of Ben Sue in the lower Boi Loi Woods (XT515335)
spotted several enemy on the ground and opened fire on them. The estimated
reinforced enemy platoon in well-fortified positions then returned fire
with small arms and RPG's, killing one American ad wounding four others.
Companies A and B then called for the "full package", including helicopter
fire teams, drops of riot control agent (CS), "Flame. Bath", air strikes and
artillery. Thirty of the enemy were killed and 10 AK-47 rifles destroyed.

On 27 September Company A0 1st Battalion (Mechanized), 5th Infantry
and the 132nd Regional Force Company employed a Combat Tracker dog team to
pursue an enemy force which had been engaged by the Combined Reconnaissance
Intelligence Platoon at 0510 hours0 The allied elements caught the enemy
at 1040 hours three kilometers west of Cu Chi (1T590124), engaging them with
a helicopter fire team small arms and automatic weapons. Nine of the enemy
were killed and five AK-47 rifles were destroyed0

A command and control helicopter from the 2nd Battaliong 14th Infantry,

gunned down five enemy in the open six kilometers north of Trung Lap (IT581-
270) at 0235 hours on 28 September near Patrol Base Hunsleyo

The 3rd Brigade again experienced minor activity during the week with
the enemy avoiding contact by remaining in his Cambodian sanctuary

The 3rd Brigade0 9th Infantry Division engaged in numerous small con-
tacts throughout Long An Zrovince with all enemy units being identified.
The major contact of the week oecfrred on 26 September three kilometers
northwest of Can Duoc (XS746639)o Company A0 2nd Battalion, 60th Infan-
try, on a "Jitterbug" operation made contact at 1545 hours with an esti-
mated reinforced enemy platoon. Twenty=six enemy were killed in the fire-
fight and an AL-47 rifle, an M-16 rifle and a Browning Automatic Rifle were
evacuated0 Enemy small arms fire wounded two US, personnel.

As the month of September ended, it was expected that the enemy would
continue to. replenish his supplies, reposition his forces and plan for an
offensive action sometime in late October. In the 3rd Brigadep 9th Inf Div,
area of operations, there were irdications that the enemy would attempt to
give the impression of a major, active presence0
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The 25th Infantry Division and the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division,
killed 1412 of the enemy during September, accounted for 379 individual wea-
pons, 31 crew served weapons and 12 tons of rice (captured or destroyed),
The Chieu Hoi Program in the TAOR received 639 Hoi Chanh, an inorease over
the previous month, with a sharp rise in Hau Nghia P ovince. Division sol-
diers destroyed 542 booby traps and mines while detonatiag 839 resulting in
three U.S. soldiers killed and 136 wounded. In the area of pacification, the
Division conducted 2546 broadcast and 4069 leaflet missions and treated
59,393 patients. Combined operations increased to a total of 1684.

As October began, the Division searched out the enemy in a series of
small unit actions with the intention of preempting his efforts to rearm and
reorganize for the WTteroSpring Campaign and to destroy the remnants of main
and local force unrlts which had been dealt serious defeats earlier in 1969,
Unlike the staging period prior to the Summer Offensive when enemy documents
and information culled from prisonersp ralliers and agents forewarned the
Division of the enemy's intentionsv little was knowm at this point of what
strategy the enemy might employ or which targets he had selected for attack.
The opening of the Winter-Spring Offensive, however, was not considered im-
minent during the month of October0 In this regard, rallior Tran Minh Dao,
a former high-ranking officer of Sub-Region 19 in further debriefing, main-
tained that the VC/NVA would take into consideration the demonstrations
planned by U.S. groups opposed tu the Vietnam conflict0  He also estimated
that North Vietnamese political objectives centering on the Paris Peace Talks
would be supported by military action.

From 1eo October the enemy initiated a harassment campadgn comprised
of small shelling incidents and acts of terrorism. During the week, the
Division destroyed 96 mines and booby traps while detonating 25 which wounded
35 soldiers.

In Tay Ninh Province, the 1st Brigade encountered very little ground ac-
tion while receiving several attacks by fire. Main forces continued to remain
close to the Cambodian Border and north of Tay Ninh City

On 2 October, three 122mm rockets impacted on the Lankerline at Tay Rinh
Base Camp (TI551), killing one soldier and wounding another from the ist Air
Cavalry Division0  FSB St. Barbara (XT272683) received 15 rounds of 82mm mor-
tar fire on 3 October but all the rounds impacted outside the perimeter On
5 October, a single 122mm rocket wounded two Division soldiers at Tay Ninh
Base Camp0 The heaviest shelling of the week at Tay Ninh Base Camp came on
6 October when the base received 20 60mm mortar rounds throughout the day.
The most damaging attack came at 0205 hours when a UHiH helicopter was des-
troyed, two UHIH helicopters were heavily damaged and three UH1H helicopters
received minor damage.

The only significant ground activity in the Ist Brigade area Oamrred
at the southern base of Nui Ba Den mountain (XT268564) in the early morn-
iLg hours of 6 October. The Scout Platoon, 4th Battalion Neohanized), 23rd
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Infantry, engaged an unknown sized enemy force with small armns, automatic
weapons, helicopter fire teams and artillery, resUting in 17 JVA killed.
Not far from this contact at 0915 hours, the Scout Platoon engaged an es-
timated 20 enemy in the danse banana groves at the foot of the mountain and
accounted for two more e~nemy bodies.

On 2 October0 the 9814th Land Clearing Company, 62nd Engineer Battalion
(Luand Clearing), began operations Jas the Boi Loi Woods to deny the enemy
use of the cover provided by the dense vegetation and to facilitate ease of
maneuver for Division units operating there. As previously noted, the Boi
Loi Wbods have long been a base of operations for Sub-Region 1 forces and a
storage area for enemy food supplies and materiel. The 2nd Battalion (Mech-.
anized),0 22nd Infantry, wAs ngiven, 14 th -n-Ussion of providing security for this
effort which was scheduled for completion by 27 October 1969.

Sub-Region I fortes in the 2nd Brigade areik sholled most of the U0.
installations in the *Citadel" during t~he week but the previously heavy
movement around the Divisionos bases decreased, The attacks by fire were
believed to'have beers an eixhibition staged by the enemy to show that he
still had the potentitlI to carry out attacks within the sub-region0  Most
of the attacks failed to hit their targets, Ona attack against FSB Patton
(XT582195) on. 1 October resulted in two U0 ,S. vounded and another on 7 Oc-
tober against FSB Pershing WT58256) left nine Division personnel WTA.

No ma,~or attiono were initiated by the 2nd Brigade's small unit recon-
naissance forces but cdetor-ined pursuit of intelligence targets and exploit-
ation of iontacte continued the pressure on the enesiy'a refitting activities.

On 2 Ortobar0 Companies A, B, C, D and the Combined Reconnaissance In-
telligenee Plat,"n, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry, executed a darin~ raid of
a targeted bilding complex -In Cau Xe (XT.5330) and Bau Cum (XT5528) Hamlets
in the nsrthern portion of tha 'Citadel". A rallier to the 2-49 _ARVN Regi-
rzont in laeSeptember Wa Provided th6 intelligence which led to the opera-
tion. The ralLlar 'had -tated that a group of about 50 Viet Cong operated
around theso h&mleta. Stsvr ,i of them were high-ranking Sub-Region I cadre0
In additioa0 many peraonnel of -the Rear Service Element of Sub.-Region 1 of-
ten epent the night there, The targeted hootches were verified from aerial
photograph5 and by a pgleonar from the rallieres unit. An artillery prepar-
ation and heli opter gship fires precedsd the assault. Using a cesetery
for a relaase point after their approach march rund a Night Hawk helicopter
to identify tho targets with a lanon searchlight, the ground elements stormed
thb objectives and engaged several enemy as they attempted to escape0 Caught
by aurpriae0 the enemy rsturnead only sporadic and ineffective fire. The
only serious friendly casualty rosalted from fragments of an exploding RPG
round. An extensive, detAiled search was undertaken and the friendly ele-
mentei looAtrd 10 ahewy Wiled and captured seven prisoiiers-of"-waro two of
which wo rom the C15 Local rorces Company and another from the 268th NVA
Regiment.

Exploitation of Another Intelligence target on 4 October led to the
capture of an AssistAnt Chief of Staff 0 Sub-Region 1v in the northen "Cita-
del' thres kilombters; oadt of the Cau Xe action (XT549279), The information
was divulged by a ditainee being processed by the 2nd Brigade. He claimed
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he knew the location of a Viet Cong tax collector and his two assistants, and
would lead a unit to the site. The target was a hedgerow with a hut in the
center and several bunkers on the perimeter. The operation was executed by a
4-ship lift of 3t personnel from the Aerorifle Platoon , Troop D, 3rd Squadron,
4th Cavalry, who surrounded the hedgerow where the enemy personnel were alleg-
edly living. The ground elements swept through the -'jective and caught Ma-
jor Phan as he was attempting to escape from a bunker. Another enemy soldier,
possibly the major's body guard, was flushed out of hiding with small arms
fire. In addition, the operation netted several maps and other papers. Dur-
ing interrogation, Phan, who later rallied, revealed that his special duties
were the administration of Rear Service activities within the sub-regiono
He also described the organization of Sub-Region 1, its operations , identi-
fied some of its key personnel arAd located its headquarters.

On 5 ctober, the 2nd Brigade conducted a seees of heliborne operations
in the "Citadel" which resulted in numerous small contacts throughout the day
The 2nd Battaliong 12th Infantry was again the principal unit involved, Gun-
ships from the 116th Assault Helicopter Company and Troop D9 3rd Squadron,
4th Cavalry provided close air cover and gunned down several enemy flushed
out of hiding by the infantrymen. When the day ended, 45 enemy soldiers had
been killed and nine prisoners-of-war captured. Two Hoi Chanh rallied to the
reconnaissance patroleo The infantrymen also evacuated or destroyed a total
of 13 AX-47 rifles 100 pounds of fresh fish, 1900 pounds of rice, 600 pounds
of salt 30 pounds of medical supplies, 25 pounds of clothing and three pis-
tols.

That night at 2030 hours, a night combat patrol established by Company
D, 2nd Battalion9 12th Infantry 1o5 kilometers northeast of Cau Xe (1T531-
283)9 engaged an estimated 20 enemy with small arms9 automatic weapons and
helicopter gunshipso resulting in 15 enemy killed,

In the 3rd* Brigade area there were no significant engagements during
the vepk but there was considerable movement and several ralliers testified
that they had guided enemy personnel primarily from the 2642 Battalion in-
to the "Sugar Mill" area (XTN605). A series of mines was discovered north
of the "Sugar Mill" (XT4212 to XT44i3)o The mines appeared to have been
planted to act as a southern screen for movement through the An Ninh infil-

ii tration corridar o

i The 3rd Brigade, 9th Tnfantry Division, encountered very little enemy

resistance in saturation reconnaissance efforts during the week. A pris-
oner captured on 2 October northwest of Can Giouc (XS7974) from the 265 Bat-

talion revealed that his unit was to move to the "battlefield" south of Sai-Igon and that it would attack Saigon during the Winter-Spring Offensive.
On 4 October , an Airborne Personnel Detector mission was flown just

north of the "Pineapple" five kilometers southeast of Due Hoa (XS619922)
to survey an area where a preplanned troop insertion was targeted. An "A"
-reading was recorded in the vicinity of XS608920. Troops from Company A9
5th, 'Battalian 60th Infantry received ground fire as they landed to exploit
the Airborne Personnel Ietector readings. Gunships from Troop B9 3rd Squad-
ron9 17th Air Ca'alry, and the 190th Assault Helicopter Company reacted and
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killed 10 NVAo A wounded prisoner-of-war vas captured by Company A as they

swept the contact site,

Company Bo 2nd Battalion (Mechanized)0 47th Infantry, on a ground recon-

naissance with National Police on 5 October five kilometers north of Binh

Phuoc (xS601587), engaged an estimated ten enemy with small arms at 2150 hours,

resulting in four enemy killed, The following night0 Company B established

a night combat patrol in this same area (XS599585) and at 2215 hours killed

five eney with small arms and automatic weapons.

In the second week of October0 the Division continued to force its way

into" enemy supply channels, Small unit enemy initiated incidents increased

by one third over the previous wsek but none of the enemy attacks proved to

be significant. (n the night of 11-12 October0 heavy movement was monitored

by radar surveillance in the "Citadel" east of the "Angel's Wing" and south-

east and southuest of the "Sugar Kill". Overall0 however, the tempo of en-

emy activity continued to decline.

Mining incidents increased slightly during the week. On 12 Qctoberq

FSB Devin (XT549175) engaged three suspectad, booby trapped areas with mor-

tars0 resulting in 22 secondary explosions (XT552195-XT555188-XT558187)o
Division soldiers destroyed a total of 126 mines and booby traps and deton-
ated 33 which killed one Division soldier and wounded 33 o 'ters,

The D.Iision's eonvoy to Dau Tieng received its first attack since the

Winter-Spring Offensive of 1968-1969 but the feeble attempt reflected the

enemys great>- deteriorated capabilities. On 12 Odtober six kilometers

southwest of Dau Tieng (xT430450), the convoy received scattered small arms

and automatic weapons fire and seven 82mm mortar romudso The enemy was en-

gaged ith organic weapons, helicopter fire teams and an Air Force Forward

Air Controller, with ideterminied results0  There were no casualties or
damage.

Tz the Ist Brigade area0 both Tay Ninh Base Camp and FSB St. Barbara

(XT278678) were the targets of =accurate shelling during the week.

On 11 Gctober, an element of Company A0 2nd Battalion0 34th Armorg se-

curing a repair crew from Company B0 65th Engineer Battalion on TM one kilo-

meter northeast of Nui Ba Den (W284619)0 received RPG fire from an unknown

number of enemy at 1440 hours. Two Americans were killed and three wounded.

Company A reacted to the enemy fire with small arms and automatic weapons and

received support from nelicopter gunshipt', rFlame Bath" and artillery. Four

enemy bodies were located,

At 0940 hours on 13 October, Company A, 4-23 Mech, discovered a cave on

the east side of Nui Ba Den (X1297577) which concealed a cache of 4900 small

arms rounds0 an 
82mm mortar base plate w/bipod, 13 RPG rounds, 12 RPG boosters0

50 pounds of rice and small amounts of other monitions, Documents found in

the cave contained overlays of the signal installation on Nuj Ba Den, Regional

and Popular Force outposts in the areL. a-d Tay Ninh City. The documents sup-

ported other indications that enemy forces in Tay Ninh Province were engaging

in reconnaissance activities in that aroe,
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In the Boi Loi Woods, land clearing operations met with several enemy
mines and attacks against night offensive positions, In one incident on 14
October, the 984th Land Clearing Company received RPG fire from an unknown
number of enemy at 1420 hours which wounded three engineers (XT514304)o Com-
pany C, and Battalion (Mechanized), 22nd Infentry, providing security for
the operation, returned fire with undetermined results. At 1510 hours, Com-
pany C engaged four enemy with automatic weapons and rockets fired by an
Air Force Forward Air Controller, resulting in four NVA KIAo

n the 2nd Brigade area, Major Phan, an assistant chief of staff, Sub-
Region 1, in further debriefing, revealed that Sub-Region I received 600
replacements in the summer of 1969o Preceding these replacements, COSVN
sent a message to Sub-Region i stating that the replacements were the last
that COSVN would supply and that further roplacements would have to he re-
cruited locally.

Further evidence of the effectiveness of Division operations and the
deterioration of Sub-Region I was provided by Major Phan and documents cap-
tured by the 2nd Battalion , 12th Infantry in early October Major Phan com-
mented on the varying degrees of dissension between VC and NVA personnel
both among officezs and enlisted men. The documents revealed that subordin-
ate battalions were submitting false after action reports and pointed out a
number of weaknesses, including a lack of determination, poor leadership,
lack of discipline during attacks and withdrawals, ineffective raid tactics
and inadequate combat support, Emphasis was also placed on the failure of
the Regimental leaders to commit their units in US/GVN controlled areas and
to conduct sweep operations. In addition the documents mentioned disagree-
ments between infantry and artillery units, Cadre and personnel at lower
levels were charged with ignoring their assigned fire missions° The docu-
ments suggested that these personnel, especially VC elements in southern
Cu Chi District, might defecto

At 0100 hours on 12 October , a night combat patrol from Company D0
2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry, established in the 'Citadel" six kilometers
west of Trung Lap (XT527208., killed four enemy with small arms and auto-
matic weapons. At 1630 hours that dayp an Air Force Forward Air Control-
ler engaged an unknown number of enemy in the Boi Loi Wods with air strikes
resulting in 19 NVA killed (XT528339),

South of the Boi Lol %bode, Troops B and C, 3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalryp
exerted considerable presture on the enemy during the week. The enemy re-
acted with an attack on Troop B's night offensive position on the night of
9-10 October. At 0410 houvr on 9 October, Troop B had received RPG fire
vhich wounded three caval Wen (XT502305). That night at 2020 hours0 a com-
bat patrol engaged eight enemy with uxietermined results (XT518318). Then,
at 2340 hours, Troop B killed two enemy outside their position with fire from
automatic weapons and the main gvs on their "Sheridans". At 0120 hours9
another firefight ensued with Troop B engaging the enemy with organic weapons,
main gun fire, an AC-47 flareship, helicopter fire teams and an air strike*
During the engagement, the enemy fired a 120mm mortar at Troop B's position
One American was killed and another wounded. The following day, a Hoi Chanh
who had surrendered to the 2-49 ARVN Regiment led them to a complete 120m
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mortar, possibly the weapon fired against Troop B.,

Troop C located a largo ammition cache in the same general. area
(1T514307) on 12 October0 The caphe contained 053 cases (44,4i50 rounds) of
AK-47 rifle ainmun~tion. An enemy soldier was killed not far from the cache
at 1500 hours (XT51330J.X Still apparently attempting to relieve the pres-
sure, the enemy mined Highway 6A, the 3-4 Cav's only route into the Boi Loi
Woods, on 14I October0 In the early afternoon, Troop B destroyed five mines
(XT5227) and later in the day destroyed 10 more mines in a 200-meter stretchIof the highway (XT5430). At 1320 hourev Troop C surrounded a tunnel complex
(XT508298) in this general area and -':aptnred nine enemy soldiers who were
recovering from uaourris. Seven of the prisoners :ldentified all three battal-
ions of the 268th Regime-sit and two were local guerillas. Troop C also found
a cache at the site which ' ontained 90 82=m mortar rounda, 105 rifle grenades,
seven RPG rounds, 1.4 75mm recoilless rifle rovands, a cooking stove and some
medical supplies.

The 3rd Brigade generally met with light resistance during the week but
the 267 Battalion made another tfatile attempt to harass PB lotre (previously
Patrol Base Rittgers) (XT357i47), manned by elements of Company D, 2nd Bat-
talion, 27th Infantry and 'Killer Junior" teamt from Battery A, 2nd Battal-
ion, 77th Artillery, hoping to facilitate infiltration from the "Angel's
Win&* of Cambodia through the An Ninh corridor to Sub-~Region 1. Early warn-
ing of the impendIng attaek waa developed follov4ng an engagement by a night
combat patrol positioned by Company B (2-27 laf) three kilometers northwest
of the bace (XT331i60) on 12 O-Aobor. The radar at Company B's night posi-
tion began montoriyig movement not far from the patrol's location0 The ar-
tillery forwrard obaerver at the bas* notitd the patrol of the enemay's
presence ard decidtd to q~lk"~ thty enemy isodekrs into the patrol by engag-
ing them udith atillery.F The plan wa& auccestfnl and drove the enemy directly into an M-60 ma-
chine gun poaltioyi. Whben the enemy rAn to within five meters at 2225 hoursp
the patrol began firing a;d droppod four enemy soldiers. One prisoner, fa-

tally andwas evacuated '.'? a Night Hauk halicopter to CU Chi Base Camp
and, during interrogation, revealed that he vrs to traniport munitionri to a
hamlet near ?htrol Baso Ybotro for an attack0 Air assets w~ere immsediately
dispatched to support tha baae but aN they arrived at 0100 hours on 13 Oc-
tolber, the base veeived A heivy volume of smali. arm and automatic mieapons
fire, fivs RPG rounds, 25 82vw mo-tar rounds and three 122MM rockets. Fire
was returned with organia weapons, haiicopter gunship*, artillery, an AC-47
flareship and a Night Ha-iok helicopt~'.

A dweap at firat light produced seven enawf bodiais, a wounded prisoner-
of-war ami a 8mill quantity of abandoned munitions. The prisoner evacuated
froin the firtt contact and the prisoner captured near the base both identified
the 267 Battalioni. The second prisoner was the executive officer of the bat-
talion. There were no Division casuAlties.

T-ho 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, also exqperisnaed generally light
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activity from 8-14 October with no Sub-Region 3 or Sub-Rgion 6 units being
identified in contact, Harassment of the pacification program and political
actions continued to be the prominent feature of enemy activity in Long An
Province.

On 11 October, Company D, 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry, operating along
a canal tw kilometers northwest of Tan Tru (XS506643)9 killed three enemy
soldiers at 105 hours and destroyed a sampan, 17 rifle grenades, 25 blasting
caps, 50 small arms rounds and six RPG boosters.

At 2045 hours that evening 4.5 kilometers northwest of Ben Leuc on the
Vain Co Dong River (XS590789)p the Raider Platoon , 5th Battalion, 60th Infan-
try, engaged an unknown number of enemy with helicopter gunships, killing
nine NVAo

In the Boi Loi Wods and "The Thumb" during the third week of October
the enemy attempted to disrupt the 1st and 2nd Brigade0 s invasion of his
traditional rear areas but his efforts cost him 81 XU, two prisoners and
a Hoi Chanho

In "The Thumb" at 0010 hours on 15 Cctober, a Troop C 3rd Squadron9
4th Cavalry night combat patrol engaged 12 enemy who had fired RPG rounds
into Troop C's night offensive position (XT529308). The enemy crossed tho
patrol's killing zone (1T517316) and three of them were killed with clay-
more mines0  At 1302 hours northeast of "The Thumb" (XT543347), an airborne
personnel detector mission located an enemy base camp and a visual reconnais-
sance verified the readings. Artillery and air strikes were placed on the
fortifications and Troop D, 3rd Squadron9 4th Cavalry, found 25 enemy bodies
in a aearch of the destroyed bunker complex

13t Brigade units operating with land clearing efforts in the southern
Boi Loi Wods on the night of 16 October receivew RPG and mortar fire while
teveral night combat patrols made contact nearby In one action. (XT495320),
Company A9 4-9 Inf, engaged an estimated 30 enemy at 2145 hours with small
arms automatic weapons, a Night Hawk helicopte-e and artillery resulting in
nine enemy killed0 Two prisoners were captured on 17 October, one outside
Company Aj (4-9 Inf) night offensive position where three NVA had been
killed in an attack that night (XT495320) and one by engineers from the 984th
Land Cearing Company (XT509352)o Both prisoners were members of the 268th
RegLmont.

The next night, 17-18 October a combat patrol from Company A9 4th Bat-

talion, 9th Infantry, made oontact twice0 At 1934 hours , Company A accounted
for v4x enemy killed ahd at 0610 hours called Ii mortar and artillery on 10
enemy kil.ing four NVA (XT492317)o

At 1840 hours on 21 October, Company B, 4th Battalione 9th Infantry,
engaged 15 enemy with helicopter fire teams9 an AC-47 flareahip and artil-
ler nd located 12 NVA KIA (XT499324).
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In an action on the northeastern base of Nui Ba Den mountain (XT297-
596) on 21 October, Company A, 2nd Battalion, 34th Armor, with the 160th
Regional Force Company engaged an enemy force with fire from their main
guns, a helicopter fire team and organic weapons at 2045 hours, resulting
in 15 NVA KIAo

In the 2nd Brigade area on 16 October, a visual reconnaissance of an
area north of the Ho Bo Woods (XT625294), where an airborne personnel de-
tector recorded Class "A" readings, sighted six enemy in fighting positions
and at the entrance of spider holes. The enemy soldiers were engaged with
organic weapons and artillery. Company D, 2nd Battalion9 14th infantry,
was inserted at 0950 hours and located seven enemy killed (XT625294). Af-
ter a day-long search9 Company D killed five more enemy at 1745 hours with
small arms and evacuated four AK-47 rifles.

On 17 October the 116th Assault Helicopter Company, covering several
2nd Brigade ground actions in the "Citadel" (XT5025), killed a total of 14
NVAo

In a night raid on 20 October in the upper "Citadel* eight kilometers
northwest of Trung Lap9 Company B, 2nd Battalion, 12th Infantry, with ele-
ments of the 8th ARVN Reconnaissance Company shot three enemy soldiers at
0137 hours with small arms (XT539282)o At 0255 hours, Company B killed 11
NVA with organic weapons and minigun and rocket fire from helicopter fire
teams0 Two prisoners9 one of them a nurse, were captured at 0600 hours
(XT523284), identifying the 268th Regiment. At 0645 hours, the 8th ARVN
Reconnaissance Company killed six more enemy and apprehended four detainees
(XT518290)o

In the 3rd Brigade 9th Infantry Division area, a coibat patrol es-
tablished by Company A, 2nd Battalion (Mechanized)9 47th Infantry, along
Highway 21 eight kilometers northeast of Binh Phuoc (XS68056-) engaged an
estimated reinforced enemy platoon at 2000 hours on 17 October with organ-
ic weapons, an AC-119 gunship, helicopter gunships and artillery Return-
ing to this area on 19 October9 Company A located 12 enemy bodies,

Near a canal 8.5 kilometers northwest of Tan An (XS467687) at 0630
hours that day, Team #14, Company E, 75th Infantry (Ranger), killed six
enemy with small arms and automatic weapons fire. Along the Vain Co Dong
River four kilometers northwest of Ben Suc (L5591788) at 2052 hours9 the
Raider Platoon, 5th Battalion 60th Infantry9 operating with the U.S. Navy
engaged an estimated 10 enemy with organic weapons, helicopter fire teams
anA artillery killing all of them.

At 1745 hours on 21 October, the Raider Platoon and Company D, 5-60
Inf with the 179th Regional Force Company, made contact with an estimated
two enemy platoons three kilometers northwest of Can Wuoo (XS742642) with
small arms, automatic weapons, helicopter fire teams and an AC-119 gunship.
Heavy enemy small arms and automatic weapons fire killed one American sol-
dier A sweep the following day produced 15 NVA KIA.
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As the mouth dmtw to a close, iantall igenca ixformation indicated that
the enemy planned a highpoint from aid-November ta: mid-Duecember 1969, in-
cluding plans for the calebration of 5ational Resistance Da1 CI; Deceber),
Birth of the M.LPSVN (zo December) and Formation of the NVA (2ZZ December).
A secret VC directive ca~tured in the Boi Loi Woods also revealed that de-
sertion had became a serious problem for the 268th Regiment0 The document
disclosed that every subord~hto unit of the regiment had recorded numerous
desertions in the recent pal-t 'which not only resulted In the loss of wea-
poits and equipment, but also affected the combat spirit of the ertire regi-
ment,

In the last week of October, the Divisiani developed several contacts
with dispersed eneiy elements, espacially in the 2nd Brigade and 3rd Bri-
gade, 9th Infantry Division, A09s. Enemy casualtiss from 22-31 October
rconatituted 40% of the enemy's lasses for ctober0

Early in the week9 action in the ist Brigade area nofzt c-f ?a
Ninh and near I*aE Ba Den mountain accounted for 30 enemy killed. On the
aarning of 2Z COctober at 0810 hours, Company D, 3rd Battalion9 22nd ifan-
try, located four enemy bodies at the southeastern base of Ni Ba Den
(XT295575) 0 At 0850 hours 400 meters north of the bodies, Company B (3-~22
Tnf) killed five more eneuxv with organic weapons and helicopter gunship
fire0 At 1620 hours, another contact was gained in this same area C1T290-
568) when Company D (3--22Z inf) engagad 20 enemy with small arms, automatic
weapons, a helicopter fire team, an Air Force fighter and artillery, kill-
ing a~eite NVA.

That night, a combat patrol from Company B, 4th Battalion, 9th Infan-
try, operating in the Boi Loi Wbod6 (XT519349;), engaged an estimated 20
enemy with g shipeo artillery and small arms, killing nine NVA,, At 0345
hovxs, another patrol, from Company B killed seven more NVA southwest of the
Iitial contact (XT488313L

The 2ad Battalion, 34th Armor at rFSB Buall 0:-L225535) had continued
teo 6xplolt the o~wilian information gained thi'~ugh the Volunteer lhtovmant
IProgtem (74T) vAth cs'4besuccasss Th a nine-day period, civilians
showsd the 2-34 Armor the lc.ciUan of 82 105mm raod&, 21 rounds of mortar
aaitiAon, 17 2,75 incoh roack ts uith 10 warheads and 23 rounds of other
types at high exp£osiw ordnaneei.

The heayvleet fighting of the week took place in the southern Boi Loi
andA Ho Bo Wbod. e *nd in the "lCitadel" between the 2nd Brigade and elements
of SPb-glon 1.

At 1630 hoare on 23 October, Company C, 2rA Battalion, 14th Infantry,
eandtcting a ground retnonnazsae northeAst of the Ho Bo Wods (XT642-
301), killed ten NVA with small. arms, automatle weapons, helicopter guin-
ships,. and artillery. Company C also captured 'two prisoners from the 83rd
Rear &rdic Group, four =L7 rifles, a 154 pistol and five pounds of
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Helicopter guanships from the 116th Assault Hblicopter Company inves-
tigating Class "A" readings detected by an Airborne Persarjael Detector in
the northern Ho Bo T*od3 on 24 October (XT576304) spatted three enemy at
1240 hours.* The enemy soldiers were engaged and an unknown number of en-
emy soldiers returned fire ork the gunships. Five platoons were air assault-
ed into the area 4;m engage the enemy force (two from A/2-1l2 Inf, one from
B/2-12 Inf, and two from A/?.l14 Inf), Troop C, 3rd Squadron, 4th Caval~ry,
was moving along Hielnaay 1 toward Cu Chi Base Camp Zor a maintenance period
when the contact developed. One platoon from ,Troop C was ordered north
along Highway 6k' trom Trang Bang t)' join the ccmtact, The "whole paxckage"
ineluding five tactical air strikeb -was called in to support the infantry%-
men and by dark 47 enemy had been killed. The enemy tired small arms, au-
tomatic weapons and RPG's from well fortified locations and killed nine
Division soldiers and wounded 12 others. Twelve AL-47 rifles and three
RPG launchers were evacuated. The friendly troops established a night of-
fensive position on the battlefield but the enemy did not continue the
battle. A PW captured by Cbmpany A (2412 Int) during the tight identified
the 2nd Battaliong 268th Regiment.

On 26 October at 0825 hours, elements of the 2nd Battalion, 14th ITn-

fantry with elemerits of the 2-41A9 ARVN Regiment and. gunshipa from the 116th
Assault 'Helicopter Company anga ed An unknavn n".mber of enemy in the wes-tern sector )f the Ho Ba' Tkds NW6728)with small arms, automatia wea-
prixoiek-f-war was captured *long with an AX-47 rifle and an M-16. U.30

lo~sai wee t& wnde., ntermgtio oftheprisonler identified the

5th 'infantry, -with CaomnQv X 65th Engineer Battalion and the 132nd Re-
gimal ?o e Coapany, on la-nd clearing operations, engaged an unkn~own nun-
ber of onamy four kilometers south of Trung Lap (XT58Ol72) with organic
weapanrs, killing sever, enemy voldiers and capturing seven others. Docu-
mantf% identified the C15 Local Force Company and Cu li District Forces0

Garzship tiroba tue 116th Aessault Helicopter Companyq working with ele-
ments of the 2nd &litt~lion0, 12th Infantry, engaged and killed nine enemy
tldiers in six separate engagementsw in the narthern %lWelw (IT5127)'

b"etween-1202 hocrr and 1641. hours on 30 October.

Thers was orily mne slgnificant zontact in the 3rd Brigade area in the
last woek of Qlbtob~r, It eaiie on 23 October when Company A, 2nd Battalion,
27th Infantry, enga'ged an estimated 30 enemy 2.5 kilometers east of the
"Angel's ?ngw (XT332171) at 0910 howrs while on a recnnaissances. WOlamo
rlthft, helicopter fire team, 1491 rounds of artillery tire from four bat-
teries and nine %ir strikes P upp red Company Ps small arms and automatic
weapons fire, The enewy lost 18 soldiers killed "d Company A captured

wounded prisoner and two AK-47 rifle. One Division soldier was killed.
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The 3rd Brigade 9 9th Infantry Division experienced several firefights
in the last week of October.

Oh 22 October at 1030 hours, elemente of Company B9 5th Battalion,
60th rnfantry, uncovered a cache 3-5 kilometers southwest of the "?1ine-
apple" (XS494790), and evacuated 114 8 2ma mortar rounds, 14 107mm rockets
and 13 rounds of 75m recoilless rifle ammunition.

Fifteen enemy were killed after being engaged by a night combat patrol
of Company B, 2nd Battalion Mechanized), 47th Infantry at 2200 hours on
23 October three kilmeters southeast of Binh Phuoc (X539541). The patrol
called for helicopter gunships and artillery to support their organic wea-
pons fire.

East of Ap Tan Thuan on the east bank of the Vain Co Dong River (XS7465),
Company D, 5th Battalion, 60h Infantry jambat patrols accounted for a total
of eleven enemy killed on the night of 26-27 Oetober.

A prisoner captured by a combat patrol from Company Bo 6th Battalion,
31st Infantry on 26 4atober following a light contact which resulted in
two NVA killed revealed there was a severe shortage of medical suppaies in
Sub-Region 3 and many of the wounded had died as a result.

At 1425 hours on 29 October, Company D, 2nd Battalion, 60th Infantry,
while conducting a "Jitterbu-,; operation southeast of Tan Thuan engaged an
unknown number of enemy (XSW613) with small armso automatic weapons and
helicopter gunshipso resulting in 12 enemy killed and one prisoner-of-war.
There were no U.S. casualties. An -1 carbine, one AX-47 rifle and a 9m
pistol were evacuated.

Eight NV1 soldierd were killed as a result of a contact with the Rai-
der Platoon, 5th Battalion , 60th Infantry, on the evening of 31 October
in southern Dinh Tong Province (1S663682). The Raiders evacuated an AL
47 rifle and destroyed four hand grenades.

Daring the last week of Otober, Division troops destroyed 109 mines
and booby traps and dsti'nated 26, resulting in 52 wouded and six U.S*
soldiers killed, reprensnting an increase ovar the previous week with 86
iid~ta reported in the 2nd Brigade AOL. Xrlng the entire month, Divi-
,ion soldierd had destroyed 317 booby traps and bines while detonating 78
wh~ih killed nine soldiers and wounded 116,

Oh 26 Octobe29 the Division's sniper program exceeded a 100 body count.
In the final week of (Iotoberu 24 enemy were killed as a result of the sni-
per program which continued to improve as a result of command emphasis0

During October , the 25th Infantry Division , and 3rd Brigadb, 9th In-
fantry Division killed 1207 enemy soldiers, captured 114 prisoners-of-
war, and captured or destroyed 275 individual weaponsp 19 crew served wea-
pons and 11.85 tons of rice. The Chieu Hoi Program in the Division area
recelved 714 Hol Chgnh, i n increase over the previous month. In pacification
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efforts0 the Division conducted 3948 broadcast and 8098 leaflet missions
and treated 65,135 patiente. Combined operations increased to a total of
1808.

The end of the reporting quarter (312400 October 1969) marked the
conclusice of Phase III of Oeration TOA THANG and the beginning of Phase
IV.

The quarter from 1 August to 31 October 1969 was a period of success
for the 25th Infantry Division and the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division.
Through the aggressive employment of small unit tactics , imaginative use
of electrnic surveillance, snipers and combat patrails and the swift pur-
suit of targets developed from intelligence information, every enemy plan
was preempted and 3847 of his soldiers killed. Through combined operatiams,
training and close coordination, South Vietnamese soldiers were assisted to
undertake a larger role in the defense of their homeland. The pacification
program had continued to expand and to strengthen the bonds between the
Vietnamese people and their government, The failure of the enemy to launch
a significant coordinated offensive during the quarter attested to the suc-
cess of these programs.

The 1st Brigade had preempted all attempts to initiate atn offensive
on Tay Ninh City, worn dawn the enemy units around Nui Ba Den mountain and
south-southwest of the city, and invaded his rear areas in the Bei Loi
Woods. Gf particular significance during the perLod in the Ist Brigade
area was the naval patrol of the Vain Ca Dong River, Navy forces opera-
ting from Ben Keo (XT2343) and Go Dau Ha (XT382250) effectively restricted
enemy infiltration of man and supplies into Tay Ninh from Cambodia.

The 2nd Brigade (and lt Brigade units operating in tOe Boi Loi Wods)
had coatributed greatly to the collapse and destrcetion of SCregion 1 as
an effective military and paiitical force* Cbmbat power of 1:ree 5rId for-
ces increased significantly in the 2nd Brigade AO du,! tv the heavier con,-
centration of forces in a smaller area of operations and insertion of the
49th ARM Regiment at Trung Lap. The increased combat power within the 2nd
Brigade coupled with the increase in combined operations limited the en-
emvs use of his traditional base camp areas in the "Citadel* and Ho Bo
Woods° During the period, the VC/NVA were forced repeatedly to dispersat
which rendered them incapable of conducting coordinated offensive operations.
The dispersion of main force units allowed the 2nd Brigade to intensify its
efforts against C Chi and Trang Bang District local force units and the
Viet Cong Infrastruceture which resulted in the rapid deterioration of these
enemy forces. Additionally , the 2nd Brigade became increasingly adept at
developing highly perishable intelligence information, evaluating it at a
local lavel and reacting imediately for maxi=n exploitationo

The 3rd Brigade had restricted use by Sub-Region 2 of the infiltration
corridws leading into their area of operations, blocked movement across
the Cambodian Border , and undermined the local force logistic and communi-
cations structure which the =ain force units who remained in Cambodia had
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planned to use as a base to launch attacks. An example of the 3rd Brigade's
small unit operations was the neutralization of the Hau Nghia City QC)moany,
a local Viet Cong force. Quick reaction to intelligence and coordinated psy-
chological operations directed at individual VC and VC elements completely
eliminated the unit as a fighting force.

The small unit tactics of the 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division.
accountAd for 1201 enemy KIA, effectively disrupted Sub-Region 6's efforts
to stage for attacks against Saigon in Long An Province and prevented Sub-
Region 3 forces from reinforcing its local infrastructure. The 3/9 Inf
also killed or captured many prominent Viet Cong personalities and further-
ed the pacification program in their area of operations, Sniper teams and
combat patrols and operations along canals and rivers prevented the enemy
from replacing his losses, resupplying his soldiers and implementing his
political objectives.

Prisoner-of-war interrogation and the large number of Hoi Chanh since
mid-August clearly indicated the low morale of the enemy. This was due pri-
marily to the relentless pursuit and destruction of enemy units, and eneR7
inability to resupply his units or to evacuate wmunded due to denial opera-
tions and popul&tion and resource control measures. The enemy had continued
to sustain heavy casualties, was driven from many of his "securel areas and
was critically short of food and supplies. Preemption through saturation
surveillance, reconnaissance and immediate reaction of massed fires had
dealt the Communist insurgency in Tay Ninh, Hau Nighia and Long An Provinces
another one-sided defeat.

B. (C) Personnels

(1) During the months of August, September and October 1969, the
aggregate Division personnel strength averaged 17,811 of 17,626 authorized,
or 10%, Enlisted personnel strength for this period averaged 16, 468 of
160329 authorized, or 100.7%, while officer personnel for the period averaged
1,343 of 1 297 authorized, or 103.6%o A sudden drop of some 1574 enlisted
men (,9.08% was experienced in August as the result of USARV-directed accel-
erated MW programs to meet reduced strength ceilings. Personnel shortages
continue in Infantry Captains and Field Artillery Liveutenants, but the short-
age of Infantry Lieutenants mas alleviated. There continued to be a shortage
of noncommissioned officers bi the grades E-6 through E-9 in liB, 11C, 12B,
17Bo 17K, 31G, 63A, 63C9 76Z and 94B MOS.

(2) During the period 1 August through 31 October 1969, the Divi-
sion had 87 [IA's (12 officers and 75 EM), and 1107 NIA's C85 officers and
1022 EM), excluding OPCON units. There were 18 nonbattle deaths, 27 non-
battle injuries, and no personnel missing in action. Officer gains foi- the
period numbered 482, while administrative losses of officers totalled 443.
Enlisted gains were 4867, "hile administrative losses of EM totalled 4641.

(3), Principal Command and Staffs The identification of principal
command and staff personnel of the 25th Infantry Division for the reporting
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period is as follows&

Commanding General Major General Ellis W, Williamson
(1 Aug - 14 Sep)

Major General Harris W. Hollis
(15 Sep - 31 Oct)

Assistant Dlvision Commander (B) Brigadier General David S. Henderson

Assistant Division Commander (A) Brigadier General Edwin F. Black
(1 Aug - 31 Aug)

Brigadier General Thomas J. Camp, Jr.
(1 SOp - 31 Oct)

Chief of Staff Colonel Robert L. Fair
(1 Aug - 12 Aug)

Colonel James M. Connell
(13 Aug - 31 Oct)

ACofS, GI LTC Robert W. Hampton

ACof G2 LTC Edmind R. Thompson
(1Aug - 1k Sep)

LTC Paul A. Brinkiun

(15 SOp - 31 OctY

ACofS, G3 LTC lliam J, CwzAngs
(1 Aug - 13 Oct)

LTC Robert A. Zurek

(14 Oct - 31 Oct)

ACofS, G4 LTC John D. Smith

ACofS, G5 LTC Robert B. Carmichael
(1 Aug - 26 Sop)

I.TC John R. Randolph
(21 GOt -31 Oct)

Commanding Officer, lst Brigade Colonel Charles W. Hayward
(1 Aug - 23 Aug)

Colonel John E. Tyler
(24 Aug -31 Oct)

Commanding Officer, 2nd Brigade Colonel Homer S. Long, Jr.
(1 Aug- 3 ot)
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Commanding Officer, 2nd Brigade (cont) Colonel Ennis C. Witehead, Jr.
(4 Oct - 31 Oct)

Commanding Officer, 3rd Brigade Colonel William J. Maddox, Jr.

Commanding Officer, DIVARTY Colonel Daniel D. Stsdhas

Commanding Officer, DISCOM Colonel John L. Kennedy Jr.

Commanding Officer, 725th Maint Bn LTC Maxie 0. Redic, Jr.

Commanding Officer, 25th S&T Bn LTC William R, Strong

Commanding Officer, 25th Hed Bn LT James E. Dill

Commanding Officer, 125th Sig Bn LTC Bernard P. Matthey, Jr.

Comnand-ag Of icar, 65th Engr Bn LTC Edward C. Gibson

Commanding Officer, 25th Ayvn Bn LTC Robert R. Gosney

Commanding Officer, 4th Bn, 9th Inf LTC John R Rs Jolph
(rAug - 20 Oct)

LTC Forest S. Pittgers, Jro
(21 Oct - 31 Oct)

Commanding Officer, 2nd Bn, 14th Inf LTC Constantine Blastos
(1 Aug S 11 Sep)

LTC Donald 0. Crutchley
(12 Sep 31 Oct)

Comiading Officer, 41th Bn (M), 23rd Inf LTC George E. Taylor
(1 Aug - 27 Sp)

LTC James E, Cbggins
(28 Sep - 31 Oct)

Commanding Ctfficer, Ist Bn, 27th iaf LTC William L. Martin

Commanding Officer, 2nd Bn, 27th Inf LTC William E. Ebel
(1 Aug - 1 Aug)

LTC Richard D. Moore
(12 Aug - 31 Oct)

Commanding Officer, Ist Bn (M), 5th Inf LTC Robert A. Kuarek(1 Aug - 9 Oct)

LTC Frederick C. Delisle
(10 Oct - 31 Oct)
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Commanding Officer, 2nd Bn, 12th Inf LTC John E, Mann
(1 Aug - 11 Aug)

LTC Burton J. &lrath, Jr.
(12 Aug - 31 Oct)

Commanding Officerv 2nd Bn (M), 22nd Inf LTC John C. Eitel
(1 Aug - 10 Aug)

LTC Bruce F. Williams
(11 Aug - 31 Oct)

Commding Officer, 3rd Bn, 22nd Inf LTC Jefferson K. Rogers
(1 Aug - 6 Oct)

LTC t'rren A, Jones
(7 Oat - 31 Oct)

Commanding Officer, 2nd Bn, 34th Armor LTC Tommie G. Smith

Commanding Officer, 3rd Sqdn, 4th Cay LTC Robert S. McGowan
(1 Aug - 3 Aug)

LTC Joseph R, Faluh
(4 Au7g - 31 Oct)"

Comanding Officer, Ist Bn, 8th Arty LTC Charles A. Crowe

Commanding Officer, 7th Bn, llth Arty LTC Carl M, Mott, Jr.

Commanding Officer, 3rd Bn, 13th Arty LTC Joseph C. Butler

Commanding Officer, 2nd Bn, 77th Arty LTC Lewis W. Wright

Adjutant General LTC Edward L. Shirley

Division Chaplain LTC Charles F. Powers
(1 Aug - 7 Sep)

LTC Gene M. Little(B Sep - 31 OctY

Finance Officer LTC Milton A. Jones

Information Officer MAJ John C. Fairbank
(1 Aug -31 Auy

MU arren J. Field
(1 Sep - 31 Oct)
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Inspector General LTC Bernard F. de Gil Jr.

Staff Judge Advocate LTC Fr&i Bright, Jr.

Provost Marshal LTC William E. Gregerson

Division Surgeon LTC Robert L. Reid
(1 Aug - 12 Aug)

LTC Bruce F. LaFollette

(13 Aug - 31 Oct)

Division Chemical Officer CPT Ray W. Bills
(l Aug - 18 Aug)

MAJ James D. Knipp-
(19 Aug - 31 Oct)

Headquarters Commandant MAJ Richard L. Gaffney
(1 Aug - 20 Oct)

MAJ Wilfred W. Hasstedt

(21 Oct - 31 Oct)

C. (C) Intelligences

(I)' (C) ~mmary of enemy activity.

a) During the first week of August, it became apparent that the
Summer Campaign had ended without the anticipated third highpoint. Sources
revealed that the planning and reconnaissance for the first autumn action
period had begun during the last two weeks in July. Preliminary data regard-
ing the autumn activity pointed to a continuation of the strategy which
emerged froi th Skmaer 4adpa using short bursts of offensive action to
maintain pressure for political objectives. Binh Long Prov-ice was singled
out as the main pressure point for the first activity period of the fall,
with a secondary effort to be mnunted in Tay Ninh Province. The enemy init-
iated the expected highpoint during the second week of the month (11-17 Au--
gust) prior to the anticipated date of 19 August by executing a coordinated
series of attacks by fire and ground actions throughout South Vietnam. Allied
installations in Binh Long Province received the brunt of enemy ground action.
Activity in the 25th Infantry Division TAOI generally consisted of widespread
attacks by fire and several limited ground confrontations, with the exception
of heavy engagements between the ARVN Airborne and 88th NVA Regiment south-
west of Tay Ninh City. Activity declined during the last two weeks of the
month and sources indicated that the enemy was devoting his efforts to pro-
paring his infrastructure and military forces for renewed activity in Septem-
ber. The CO&VN foroea withdrew into secure bases in proximity to the Cambod-
ian border in Tay Ninh and Binh Long Provinces, while the sub-regions conduct-
ed political indoctrination established further goals for the fall period of
activity, and attempted to improve the capability of their security and
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ntelligence nets. Available intelligence at the end of the month indi-
cated that the second highpoint of the fall would likely occur during the
first week of September.

(b) During the first week of September, the enemy did attempt to
continue his Autumn Campaign with a series of incidents throughout the IAOIo
The enemy's emphasis on economy of force prevented this action period from
becoming a significant highpoint, Following the death of Ho Chi Minhp a
three day NVA cease fire was announced which brought all activity to a stand-
still for the period of 8-11 September. During this period, the first in-
dications of a potential shift in VC/NVA strategy surfaced. Meetings between
cadres from various units occurred throughout the rest of the month and were
discussed by ?W's and outlined by captured docvments. While these sessions
were going onp enemy offensive activity decreased and the movement of troops
and supplies Increaied. This movement confirmed the hypothesis that tLh en-
emy was entering a period of low activity to permit the implementation of
his new plans requiring the repositioning of troops, the reinforcement of
units and the conversion of many subregional units to sapper units0 SR-I,
SR-2o and SR-3 units may all be involved in overall tactical conversion to
sapper and special action doctrine. The COSVN forces shifted to the west,
ending the month with five regiments in an arc from the Straight Edge Woods
to the Fish Hook. Mention of political statements and the greater emphasis
on small unit tactics9 coupled with the radical shift of COSVN units, may
result in a less violent Winter/Spring Campaign than those experienced in
the past.

(c) Enemy activity in October was negligible and most contacts
were with rear service elements attempting to establish the logistical
buildup necessary for the Winter/Spring Campaign. The only significant
incident was the 18 October sapper attack on the RF outpost vie XS666628.
This was the first indication of the shift to special action/sapper doo-
trine in SR-3o The shift is indicative of the overall change in COSVN pol-
icy fnd strengthens suspicions that large scale ground assaults will no
longer represent the main thrust of COSVN offensive efforts. -Activity in-
itiated by the VC/NVA dropped to an almost negligible level by the third
week of October and almost ceased the last week, COSVN forces were with-
drawn and thought to be engaged in an extensive reorganizational phase9

moving and isube+rdnatin_ regimets, and possibly center-ing COSVNe s threat
in III Corps along the northern ho midrx of TUy Wii Province*

(2) (CY During the quarter the Source-Liaison/VCI Team of the CI
section initiated or participated in 14 combat operations through targets
developed utilizing Hoi Chanhs and Kit Carson Scouts. As a result of these
operations 41 Viet Cong and North Vietnamese soldiers were killed in action
and 34 prisoners were captured, of which five were VCI ranging from hamlet
to province level,- One raid resulted in the capture of an NVA Major, the
Assistant Chief of Staff of Sub-Region 1. Nine individual and one crew-
served weapons were captured or destroyed and 19 pounds of medical supplies
were confiscated. The team employed a new method of insuring the most ef-
fective timing of its raid operations An agent in the target area is given
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a small easily hidden transmitter. When the targeted individuals have
gathered in the area the agent turns on the transmitter. Use of this tech-
nique initiated a raid which was executed 30 minutes after the signal was
received at Cu Chi Base Camp. Throughout this periodo notable operations
ware s

Cau le Operations 1 October 1969

The Muoi That Operation 26 September 1969

268 Regimental Supply Route 14 October 1969

Cau Xe II Operation 22 October 1969

Due Hoa Operation 27 October 1969

(3) (C) The Interrogation, Prisoner of War Section 25th rMI pro-
cessed 693 detainees during the quarter. This included 142 VCG/VC/NVA PW~sj
1 VCI-PW, 51 Returnees, 140 VCSCD, 107 Civil Defendants, and 252 InnocentCivilians.

(a) Debriefing of a Hoi Chanh, the former assistant Chief of Staff
of Sub-Region 1, revealed the location of the Staff Office Section of Sub-
Region 1. The target was in lst Division TAOR and tho division was informed.
On 12 October 69, elements of the 1st Division conducted an operation against
this target which resulted in the destruction of the base camp.

(b) Questioning of # rallier resulted in an operation on 29 October
in which the Hoi Chanh led elements of the 2nd Brigade, 25th Infantry Divi-
sion to a large rice cache in Trang Co. The cache contained 4800 pounds of
rice.

(4) CC) The G2 Air Section produced an increased number of area
studies for brigades and battalions. The increase is undoubtedly the re-
vult of recent Intelligence Seminars conducted by the G-2 which made S-2's
aware of available products. The Imagery Interpretation Section completed
training of selected interpreters in aorial photo reading. This has made
the debriofing of PI's and Hoi Chanhs simpler and more effective. A de-
tailed interpretation of choke points along the road between Due Hoa and
Ben Luc vas commenced. The completed study wlfl descitbe the condition of
the roadbed and detail bridge and crater interlictions to aid planning and
measure progress of the rebuilding effort. The study will consist of a
strip mosaic (annotated), hand held photos and an overlay at 1s25,000 scale
of all choke points, bridges and culverts. A summary of G2 Air Activity is
shown belows

AUG SEP' OCT TOTAL

AREA STUDIES 25 23 23 71
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AUG SEP OCT TOTAL

MDSAICS 23 34 37 94

READOUTS 40 47 55 142

ARMY PHOTO MISSIONS 53 52 69 174

AIR FORCE PHOTO MISSIONS RECEIVED 10 17 8 35

(5) (C) The Target Information Center (TIC) was placed under the
control of the G2 Operations section in August. The move placed the TIC
in the midst of the Division Tactical Operation Center where it is able to
receive current information directly. At the same time it became nore ac-
cessible to tactical planners. As the reliance on intelligence targets in-
creased, the TIC concept was spread to the brigades and battalions of the
division. During the quarter, the TIC developed targets resulting in 24
enemy killed, 2 PW's, 11 AK-47's captured or destroyed and 800 lbs of riee
captured. Li late October the TIC combined data from Red Haze9 agent re-
ports, and imagery interpretation to point out the sudden increase in enemy
use of the Bo Bo Canal in Long An Province.

(6) (00) Sensor devices continue to be successfully employed in the
25th Infantry Division TAOR in both a target acaxisition& %.-4 intelligence
role9 monitoring enemy LOC's, base areas and routes of infiltration.

(a) Decentralization of the Duffel Bag Program has cnntributed
significantly to the overall success of the program9 with individual unit
commanders maintaining an active interest in the planning and engagement
of sensor fields, On 14 Oct , the 25th Inf Div assumed overall staff su-
pervision of the 3rd Brigadep 9th Inf Div's Duffel Bag Program.

(b) Daring the reporting period, 2,058 targets were acquired
through Duffel Bag Operations, 1,825 of which were engaged with 55,311
rounds of artillery Operations have been credited with the elimination
of 335 enemy KIA (BC)" and numerous enemy weapons and equipment captured
or destroyed. Significant Duffel Bag activities for the period are as
follows

i. On 5 Sepo heavy activations in sensor fields SE of Nui Ba
Den were instrumental in troop insertion resulting in 30 NVA KIA (BC).

2L On U1 4ep, A/2-12 Inf vie XT5528 located 23 VC/.NVA (BC)
killed by Arty initiated by Duffel Bag activations.

2L On 11 Sep, A/4-23 Inf reacting to heavy Duffel Bag activa-
tions SE of Nui Ba Den eliminated 47 NVA lEA (BC). Also captured were 1
PW and 2 AK-47 rifles.

4_L On 17 Sepo during a ground sweep of a sensor field in the

Citadel vic XT5322, 2-12 Inf located 8 NVA KUA (BC) killed by Arty
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initiated by Duffel Bag activations. Troops also located an enemy hospital
and numerous documents and equipment.

IL On 13 Oct, D/2-27 Inf at PB Kotrc (formerly FB Rittgers) en-
gaged an estimated enemy company, resulting in 7 NVA KIA CBC) after receiv-
ing initial indications of enemy movement by Duffel Bag activations in the
area. Later Duffel Bag devices utilized in perimmter defense detected en-
emy personnel attempting to breach the wire.

6. On 24 Oct 69, A/2-14 Inf, and A and B/2-12 Inf vic XT5730
eliminated 47 NVA KIA (BC)o Heavy sensor activity in the Dffel Bag field
vic the Mushroom was one intelligence indicator leading to ground opera-
tions in the area.

() During the latter part of the reporting period the division
received the Battle Area Surveillance System (BASS) for test aid evalu-
ation. This system extends the range and operational flexibility of the
local monitoring sit,.s and in addition, provides for selective monitoring
over a wide area by higher headquarters, Tli' evaluation is being conduct-
ed in 5 phases, with the final evaluation phase anticipated to be completed
in 60-90 days.

D. (C) Operations.

() The G3 Section developed plans and exeeuted operaticns to
preempt VC/NVA, operations and to destroy VMINVA forces. DIOC Forward was
closed 31 July 690

(2) Doctrine, organization and training were coordinated by G3
DOT. All schools operated during the previous quarter remalIed in opera-
tion. Refresher training was initiated for the ARVN 10th Cavalry Regiment.
Training of US personnel has emphasized airmobile operations, small unit
patrolling and ambushes, and day and night marksmanship techniques, G3
DOT continued to coordinate evaluation of research and development projects.
Fifty-one projects were In process during the period, Fourteen evaluations
were completed. Significant projects include the XM9 Mltishot Flame Wea-
pon, Foliage Penetration Radar, and the Night Hawk system, In a reorgani-
zation of G3 (DOT) a reports and evaluations section was created. This was
divided into two sectionsi current statistics and computer analysis. The
eonuter analysis section has continued with development of computer programs
to provide evaluations of statistical data for use by commanders and their
staffs, During this period the following units were reorganizeds all In-
fantryp mechanized infantry 105mm artillery battalions, the cavalry squad-
ronp tbg support, maintenance and medical battalions, and the administration
company, The provisional unit securing the signal facility on Nui Ba Den
was also reorganized.

(3) The G3 Plans Section coordinated all friendly operations con-
ducted in the 25th Division TAQIo The section coordinated areas of cpera-
tions with the 5th ARVN Division, 25th ARVN Division, and adjacent W
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Divisions. It also coordinated cozbined operations and provided planning
guidanc6 and mission assignments to maneuver units of the Division and the
OPCON 3rd Bde, 9th Infantry Ditision. The maintenance of all G3 maps in
the TOC and the preparations of all charts/art work used in numerous brief-
ings were accomplished by the section.

(4) The G3 Air Section coordinated the Division tactical air sup-

*part and B-52 stiikes. The USAF TAC? assigned to support the Division was
responsible for controlling tactical airstrikeso visual reconnaissance,
assisting the development of B-52 targets and B-52 target bomb damage ases-

: ment. There -dre 2803 tactical air sorties flown in support of the Division.
The air strikes were in support of troops in contact landing zone props,
prestrikes and harassing and interdictory strikes, bomb damage assessment

Wass

Killed By Air (Body Count) 386

Killed By Air (Possible) 109

Bunkers destroyed 4,400

Structures destroyed 337

Secondary Fires 17

Secondary Explosions 167

During this period there were 7 B-52 strikes in support of Division opera-
tions. Bomb damage assessment wass

Bunkors destroyed 170

Trench destroyed 400 meters

Secondary e~,losiois 6I

Tunnels destroyed 10

Fighting positiong destroyed 35

(5) The Division Chemical Section and the 9th Chencal Detachment
continued to support Division operations by employment of persistent and
non-persistent riot control agents and by conduct of airborne personnel de-
tector and defoliation missions. During the reporting period a total of
722 E-!58 CS canister clusters or cluster equivalents were dropped in flush-
ing operations and in .support of troops in contact, A total of ia62680 lbs
of micropulverizod CS powder was dropped from CH-47 aircraft to restrict
known or suspected enemy infiltration and supply routes, I total of 5885
gallons of defoliant and 52,030 gallons of diesel fuel were sprayed around
'rase camp/fire support base perimeters and on approved defoliation projects
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in the Division TAOI. During the reporting period airborne personnel detect-
or missions accrued 170 hours of flying time. On 2 October a change in opera-
ting procedure for the personnel detector was instituted permitting more pos-
itive exploitation of personnel detector readings. This method has proven
successful, with reactions to readings during the last 30 days of the report-
ing period resulting in 67 VC/NVA killed, 6 persons apprehended and 10 wea-
pons captured. During this period the Chemical Section and 9th Chemical De-
tachment began participation in the evaluation of the 1MH91 Miltishot Flame-
thrower, and continued participation in the evaluation of both the Personnel
Marking and Identification System and Retroreflector program.

(6) The Fire Support Element worked under the general staff super-
vision of the ACofS,, G3. The FSE coordinated the fire support-for the man-
euver elements of the Division and supervised the Artillery Warning Control
Centers. Each maneuver brigade was provided direct support by a light, ar-
tillery battalion Although there were soms attachments and detachments,
normally support was provided as followss

BRIGADES DS BATTALINS

1st Brigade 7th Bn, l1th Artillery

2nd Brigade 1st Bn, 8th Artillery

3rd Brigade 2nd Bn, 77th Artillery

The 3rd Bn 13th Artillery (1 5 5 /81) provided general support for the bivi-
siono Expenditures of artillery ammunition by the Division Artillery weres

CALILa AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER

105ni
total rds 103,619 109,380 108,858
rd/tube/day 61.9 63.8 65,0

155mm
total rds 22,760 21,695 339037
rd/tube/day 40.8 40.2 39.5

8"

total rds 2,591 2,356 2,473
rd/tube/day 20.3 19.6 19.9

(7) Army Aviations

(a) During the period of 1 August to 31 October 1969 the Army
Aviation Element was responsible for aviation support for the Division
and was under the direct staff supervision of the Division G30 During
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the period 1 August to 31 October 699 the Army combat aviation support was
provided to the 25th Infantry Division and 3rd Bde, 9th Infantry Division
by organic and nonorganic aviation units. Organic aviation units providing
support include the 25th Aviation Battalion, D Troop, 3rd Squadron, 4th
Cavalry, 1st, 2nd and 3rd Bde aviation sections, Division Artillerl aviation
section, E Company , 725th Maint Bn, and the aviation section, 3rd We, 9th
Infantry Division. Non-organic air support was furnished to the 25th Infan-
try Division by units of the 12th Combat Aviation Group, Assault Helicopter
companies and CH-47 aircraft were provided primarily by the 269th Combat
Aviation Battalion whose units include the 116th Assault Helicopter Co, 187th
Assault Helicopter Co, and the 242nd Assault Support Helicopter Co. Addition-
al non-organic air support was provided the 3rd Bde , 9th Infantry Division
from the 240th Assault Helicopter Co9 222nd Combat Aviation Battalion and
the 190th Assault Halicopter Co9 145th Combat Aviation Bn,

(b) During the stated period the 12th Combat Aviation Group flew
the following support for the 25th Infantry Division and 3rd Bde9 9th In-
fantry Divisions 281,054 passengers airlifted9 1039871 sorties flown and
15,124 tons of cargo airlifted. Additional non-organic air support was
provided to the 25th Infantry Division from 1 August to 15 October 19699 by
A Co, 229th Assault Helicopter Battalion, 1st Car Division (AM). Aerial
surveillance and reconnaissance missions were flown through the TAQOI by B
Troop9 3rd Sqdn, 17th Cavalry of the 12th Combat Aviation Group the 73rd
Surveillance Airplane Company (Mohawk) and the 74th and. 184th Reconnaissance
Airplane Companies (Bird Dog). Primary aero-medical evacuation Vas provided
to the Division by the 159th Medical Company.

(c) Duing the quarter the 25th Aviation Battalion continued to
support the Division in Operation Toan Thang III. On 26 September 19699
Troop D, 3rd Squadron 4th Cavalry became OF= to the 25th Aviation Bat-
talion. Due to the increased requirement of mission support hours flown
in support of the 25th Infantry Division during this reporting quarter p the
following flying hour program by type and model of aircraft was establisheds

QH-6A, 115 hours per aircraft per month
UH-lC 105 hours per aircraft per month
UH-lH 105 hours per aircraft per month
AHlG 100 hours per aircraft per month

() Normal daily aircraft requirerints include 7 UH-VJI's for coi-
mand and control, I standby command and cmntrolp 1 for administrative cour-
ier 3 for general support 2 for standby, and I UH-IH for general support.
In addition 3 0H-6A LOB aircraft were provided daily for command and control
and general support missions. V'wo light fire teams consisting of AH.-lG
"Cobra" or UTH-lC aircraft were on continuous 24 hours alert in support of
contact missions, while additional gunships were provided for escort and
cover type missions. Two U6-A. aircraft were utilized for administrative
courier, general support missions and maintenance part runs. Beyond normal
daily support missions airmobile operations were conducted including move-
ment of ready reaction forces, and the insertions and extractions of
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Division maneuver elements. Many pre-planned and hasty airmobile operations
were conducted which normally required 5 UH-I-H lift ships, 1 command and
control ship, 1 light fire team and 1 UH-lH sooks screening ship. The cap-
ability to conduct and support night operations was continued. Night mim-
sions included 1 UH-iH for flare drops in support of ground units, and re-
curring night light flre team scrambles, count-rtar missions, command
and control and general support missions. The "Night Hawk" program contin-
ued, however the 6 "Night Hawk" aircraft were reduced to 3 "Night Hawk" and
lNight Squawk" aircraft (psychological speaker equipped aircra.ft). These
aircraft now also carry 13 flares in a quickly jettisonable barrel on the
right side of the aircraft to increase the Battalion's *Night Hawk" support
capability. The left side mounts the 7.62mm mini-gun, the Xenon searchlight
and the TVS-4 night observation device. Special missions for the Battaliou
consisted of chemical drops, psychological operations, persannel detectorso
defoliation, search and ressue, emergency resupply, emergency aeromedical

evacuations, smoke screening, aerial delivery of flammables and ranger in-
sertions and extractions.

(e) Statistical Summary of Combat Perfarmance Data
(I Aug to 31 Oct 69)

August Sep Oct Total
Flight Hours 4600 4320 4425 13345
Sorties 6000 7040 7361 20401
Passengers Carried 6043 6992 6959 19994
Cargo Carried (Tons) 256 268 363 887
Enemy Killed (BC) 19 47 38 104
Enemy 1lled (Poss) 19 36 61 116
Enemy Structovres (Dest) 14 16 101 131
Enemy Structures (Dam) 2 3 18 23
Enemy Sampans (Dest) 6 0 3 9
Enemy Sampans (Dam) 2 4 1 7
Aircraft Hits 15 5 4 24

() A eignificent change in the operational concept of the Divi-

sion's air assets was affected during this quarter. It was desired to in-
itiate a light war concept within the Division by which small sized troop
elements would be continually deployed on successive limited area sweeps.
To accomplish this, aviation assets were organized to provide each of the
three brigades of the Division an air cavalry package and an assault heli-

copter company packagei on a daily basis. The air cavalry package would
consist of 2 UH-lH lift ships operating with a light scout team consisting
of 1 OH-6, L0H and 1 IH-lG "Cobra%. The Assault Helicopter company would

be reduced to five UH-lH lift ships and a light fire team consisting of 2
AH-lG or UH-lC gunships. The 187th AHC which habitually supported the 1st
Bde would provide both the air cay package and the assault helicopter com-
pany to the Ist Bde. The 14 aeroriflemen would come from the 1st Bde's
assets. Included in this total would be 1 Kit Carson Scout and ar infan-
try ILT with combat experience. The 116th AHC would provide the assault
helicopter company package to the 2nd and 3rd Bde° They would be augmented
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with a light -fire team from thA 25th Avn Bni. Troop D, 3rd Sqdn, 4th Car
would provide the two air cavalry packages to the 2nd and 3rd Bde. These~mini-cav packages are on strip alert from 0700 hours to 1800 hours dail-

to react to intelligence targets, light scout team sightings o provide st-
curity for downed aircraft, establish blocking forces for larger sweep
elements and to raid targets of opportunity. D Troop in addition provides
6 visual reconnaissange teams consisting of 1 GH-6A LWH ard 1 AL-lG "Co-
braw on the basis of 2 to each of the 3 brigades. One team from the 2nd
Bde and 1 VR team from the 3rd Bde become part of the air cavalry packaps
durLW the insertion, sweep and the extraction. When available the CO.
3rd Sqdn, 4th Cay is provided an OH-6A LOH command and control aircraft
and a UH-1H resupply aircraft, The night missions of the troop consist
of I light fir6 team consisting of 2 AH-IG "Cobra" aircraft and 2 UH-IH
aircraft on strip alert for night ranger extractions.

(g) Statistical summary of combat performance data for D Troop,
3rd Sz7dn, 4th Cavalrya (26 Sep to 31 Oct 69)

Sep Oct Total
Flight Hours 439 2434 2873
Sorties 713 4761 %74
Fkssengers Carried 465 2426 2891
Cargo CArried (Tons) 2 62 64
Enemy Killed (BC) 10 46 56
Enemy Killed (Poss) 0 0 0
Eney Structures (Dest) 6 40 46
Enemy Stractures (Dam) 1 15 16
Enemy Sampans (Dest) 8 4 12
Enemy Sampans (Dam) 1 0 1
Number of Detainees 0 8 8
Numbe of PWs 0 11 Ii

(h) The Battalion experienced 5 major accidents during the
reporting quarter. The accidents were caused bya ovar reaction on the
controls by the pilot (2)9 main rotor blade strike engine failure, ani
a tail- rotor strike with another aircraft. During the same period the
Battalion hoA 4 arAraft incidents. The Battalion lost 1 aircraft to
enemy ground fire.

(9) Engineer Operations s

(a) Daring the period 1 August to 31 October, the 65th Sngin-
eer Battalion, 25th Infantry Division provided combat engineer support
to the Division. In addition to the normal combat support, the 65th En-
gineer Battalion continued Land Clearing operations with the use of as-
signed dozers and anchor-chains. A total of 4,936 acres of hedgerows
and light jungle were cleared during this period. in addition, the 65th
Engineers emplaced a total of 24 fixed span bridges throughout the Divi-
sion area to overcome trafficability problems incurred by the rainy sea-
son,
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(b)" During this reporting period Company A provided direct com-
bat support to the 1st Brigade in Tay Ninh. Daily winesweep of the HSRs
in the 1st Brigade area of operations coupled with combat engineer demo-
lition team in support of the 1st Brigade's Battalions were an extremely
iportant part of the combat engineer supPOrt provided.

;LA The fire support basez in the Brigade area of operation re-
quired continuous maintenance. This included upgrading the access roads
to Fire Support Bases Rawlins, Crook, Buell, Stoneman, Wood III, St. Bar-
bara and Hunte-. Other work included the upgrading of interior wds at
Rawlins Crook 4ad BTell .and filling of pot holes with rock. Nork at
Fire Support Bases Crook and Bu611 included rehabilitation of the berm.
Numerous sumps were dug at Wbod II.

2L Other work included the construction of two (2) boat ramps
or. the river at FSB Crook, rehabilitation of the mess hall and construc-
tion of a 330 foot chain link and concertina wire fence at FSB Buell,
dismantling of two (2) gun pads at FSB Stuart and reassembling them at
FSB Stoneman, and construction of 110 meters of corduroy road and instal-
lation of 200 feet of assault treadway at FSB Sedgwick.

). Company A corstructed three (3) new patrol bases. Work in-
eluded pushing up a berm and clearing fields of fire at Patrol Base Han-
sard in early July and Patrol Basea Bre", and Crocker i Septati*.

Company A continued to upgrade and repair roads through-
out the lt Brigade area of operatins during this quarter. In late
July and early August TL13 from FSB Washington to FSB Crook was up9
graded with use of rock, laterite and sections of corduroy. Since mid-
August grading, filling holes, culvert maintenrnce and draining of LTL
26 has been in progress. Company A also graded and repaired Highway 239
from FSB Hanter to Dau Tieng as well as repair work on TL 4. Upgraing
of QL 22 from Tay Ninh Bse Camp to FSB Wshington with rock and laterite
was started in late September.

M Wscellaneous projects included the construction of four
(4) helicopter pads in the 1st Brigade area of operations, the clearing
and burning of rubber tree stumps along the Big Rubber Road and the
clearing of fields of fire on Nui Ba Den which has continued through-
out the quarter and is now 77% complete. Explosives are being used to
clear around the signal installation on top of the mountain.

6. In addition, with the assistance of Company Bo Company A
constructed a combined fire support center at Tay Ninh Fast which was
completad on 21 October 1969. The bunker type facility was started on
14 September 19699 and will be used by US Artillery, Air Force, and
Navy as well as ARVN Artillery and Air Force.

(a) During this reporting period, Company B was involved in a
variety of tasks while furnishing general support to the 25th Infantry
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Division. Company B also provided direct support in the form of sweep
and demolition teams to the 3-4 Cav and 2-34 Armor,

l During August, Company B was busy upgrading TL 253 and

constructing three (3) turn-arounds on the Big Rubber Road. Other I
maintenance included installing a 36" X 38' culvert at CP 117. Since
October, Company B has been upgrading LTL 199 LMi 26, Route 239 and
the Big Rubber Road. Without Company B's effort on LTL 19, the road
would have become impassable in early October due to the heavy traffic
from the Rome Plow unit clearing in that area.

2. Company B also constructed a new access road into FSB Hamp-
ton, in addition to constructing and placing a 20' observation tower at
FSB %uell for the 2-34 Armor.

) Work was completed on the Tkikiki East stand down area.
In addition Company B has been rehabilitating the 65th Engineer Bat-
talion swimming pool.

4 One platoon from Company B was OPCON to Company A from
early SeptE qber until late October for construction of a combined fire
support control center in the ARVN compound at Tay Ninh East. This
bunker was completed on 21 October 1969.

(d) During the entire reporting period, Company C continued to
provide direct support to the 2nd Brigade. This combat support consist-
ed of minesweep teams on the IBR's and roads leading to the 2nd Brigade's
maneuver battalions.

l_ Company C maintained Fire Support Bases Pershing, Patton I,
and Devin in the 2nd Brigade area of operations, Heavy rain necessitated
constant upgrading of tle, interior roads and: improvement of drainap

2 Company C also performed extensive and continuous road main-

tainance on TL 6A North, TL 7 North, and TL 7A South. Work included
grading, filling and shaping of roadways, installation and maintenance
of culvertso corduroy construction and surface treatment with peneprime.

Company C closed Patrol Base Dragon and built Patrol Baxe
Does and Venice East. Three radar and observation towers were construct-
ed for use by the infantry. Two SEA huts were erected at fire support
bases.

4. In addition to normal engineering activities, Company C
assisted the ARVN's with combat support and performed numerous civic
action projects in the "Citadel".

$ The 25th Infantry Division Sniper School was rehabilitated
by Company C to include the construction of a fi ring range.
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* (e) During this reporting period Company D continued to provide
direct support to the 3rd Brigade with minesweep and demolition teams.

j. The repair and upgrading of the roads in the 3rd Brigade
area of operations vas a continuous operation. Company D had a partic-

ularly important and difficult iission keeping these roads open due to
the heavy rains in their area ot operations. The primLtry roads included
7 South, 8A Smith and TL 10. 8A South is of particular importance be-
cause of the traffic wtich moves on it to resupply 1ire Support Bases
Chanberlain, Houston and Jackson. At present Company D is upgrading
7A. South north of TL 10.

2 Company D also continued to maintain the fire support bases

in the 3rd Brigade area of operatioes. AT FSB Chamberlain, Company D
constructed both an access and interior road. Constant traffic ard heavy
rainfall made the upgrading of the access road a- difficult job. The use
of assault trackwv4y and used MBAl matting in the roadway to increase sta-
bility was particularly helpful. A final layer of laterite was placed
over the assault trackway and MSAI x.tting with two coats of peneprime
on the 1sterite as a sealer. Company D also relocated the access road
to ?SB Jackson. Damage to the original access road was so extensive
repair was not feasible.

_U Lar clearing was another task which occupied Company D
during this reporting period. The overall aim of the land clearing miU-
sioks was to pacify specific areas by oRening routes to the Yam Co Dodg
Ritero A team of two D-7 bulldozers claxed 100 meters of vegetation on

both sides of 6A from ?SB Jackson to the river. Trafficability was poor
and explosives had to be used in several areas. The same problem was en-

counteid to a greater extent on 6JX and explosi ver% use&* xte mlty-3
in lieu of the heavy engineer equipment. Company D also cleared fields
of fire at Patrol Base Harris with the use of explosives.

4 Cmkpany D completed several projects on Cu Chi Base Camp
in addition to their work in the 3rd Brigade area of operations. A
concrete block blast wall was constructed around the Commanding Generales
quarters. Extensive ingenuity and effort contributed to the successful
relocation of a mobile home trailer behind the Division Headquarters.
In addition, Company D built new revetments and constructed a new roof

on the 3rd Brigade TOC°

(f) During the reporting period Compa~.y R provided general

support to the 25th Infantry Division.

The beginning of the period found Company E on the Ann

Margaret Dam project. Company Els biggest problem on this project was
the placing of five 5500 lb culverts six feet in diameter and fifty feet
in length. Mastering this problem, by use of airlift Company 9 com-
pleted the dam and performs continuous maintenance to prevent erosion
of the soil on the steep slopes of the dam.
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2. Company E also plai-sd 14 dry spans during this period. Most of
the dry spans were air lifted to the job site by CH-47 and CH-54 helioptera.
The use of these dry spans was of great benefit, for the roads would have
been impassable for days without them. Company E also keeps roads inside
the various fire support bases passable with the use of assault trackway.

,. Company E continued land clearing operations during the month
of August, part of September and again in October. The use of D-7 bulldo ors
dragging a 100 foot section of Naval anchor chain, proved to be an efficient
and safe method for removing hedgerows which were heavily mined and booby
trapped.. Land clearing was limited to certain areas due to the heavy rains
which made most areas impassable to the dozers.

4. ALB's were used throughout the Division area of operations
during thi9s reporting period..

,J, Another project Company E completed was the construction of
three (3) BOQ buildings on Cu Chi.. This project consisted of construction
of a combined concrete block and wood siding wall and construction of in-
ternor partitions. Company E also completed a partially erected BOQ build-
ing and constructed a water tower, sump, and reservoir tank for the showers.

(g) The 588th Engineer Battalion (Combat) with the 362nd Eigineer
Company (Light Equipment) and the 544th Engineer Company (Construction Sup-
port) attached, located at Tay Ninh provided engineer support in the north-
ern part of the Division TAOI. Some significant projects included observa-
tion towers in eight key positions throughout the TACI; water support to FSB
St. Barbaral airfield rehabilitation, Tay Ninh; aircraft maintenance ramps,
Cu Chi; and hospital revetr.,3rts, Tay Ninh.. Two companies of the 588th Engi-
neer Battalion moved to Cu Chi to provide engineer support, picking up the
slack as the 554th Engineer Battalion (Construction) commenced their move to
the 1st Division0 s area. Company C arrived on 17 August from Dau Tieng and
Company A arrived on 14 September from Tay Ninh. The 554th Engineer Batt-
lion (Construction) with the 515th Asphalt Platoon, located at Cu Chi, pro-
vided engineer support in the 2nd and 3rd Brigade areas., Key missions were
the completion of CH-47 revetments; hqlicopter maintenance revetments; TOG
and commo revetmentsl and Cu Chi Base Camp paving. The Battalion's engineer
efforts were reduced by the move of two companies, one in August and one in
September to the !st Infanty Division area. On 1 November, the Battalion
ceased all operations in the 25th Infantry Division AO and officially moved
its headquarters to Lai Khe in support of the 1st Infantry Division.

(h) The 3rd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division, which came under the
operational control of the 25th Infantry Division just prior to this report-
ing period, continues to be supported by: The 571st Engineer Company (Combat),
formerly Company Co 15th Engineer Battalion, in direct support; and the 93rd
Engineer Battalion (Construction), a subordinate unit of the 20th Engineer
Brigade, providing engineer operational support.
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(9Y Signal Operation.

(a) The Division Signal Office continued its coordination and staff
supervision over all commumications within the Division.

(b) During the quarter ending 3. October 1969 significant changes in,
coimunicatios administration were effected. This was done while providing
continuing combat signal support to ths 25th Infantry Division.

1. Di order to provide more responsive and efficient telephone instal-
lation, repair amid cable maintenance at Cu Chi, the 125th Signal Battalion, 25th
Infantry Division and the 86th Signal Battalion have established on an experi-
mental basis, a joint telephone repair and cable maintenance office knomw as
Telephone Nanagement Agency (TML). 125th Signal Battalion and 86th Signal
Battalions recognizing the urgent need. for more efficient utilization of men
and material to meet demanding requirements imposed by the sprawling Cu Chli
Base QLp, directed the establishment of a. joint,. fb:I integrated office,
This office is staffed by officers a-d. nn ot both battalions. The telephone
trouble and cable team is likewise integrated. It is anticipated that this
effort 4e1l optimize the efforts of both battalions. A signifieant improve-
ment in overall system management has already been realized.

2. Significant progress has been made in the proposed establishment
of a Radio Relay station at Go Dau Ha. In order to alleviate some of the con-
gestion on Nui Ba Den and to provide a reliable alternate means of routing, a
160' tower and communication bunker will be constructed at Go Dau Ha. The
site survey has been completed and a proposed construction completion date has
been set for 31 December 1969. The new location will solve the resupply and
power problems that are encountered on Nui Ba Den especially during the rainy
season,

,. In his continuing effort to provide more and better service to
the men of the Iropic Lightning, the Division MARS Directort, has established
a second MARS station at Cu Chi Base Camp.. The new station is expected to
double the capacity for calls to ONUS. It uses the same basic Collins Sin-
gle Side Band Radio equipment and is located in Bldg T-5250 on Lanai Road.
The Mobile MARS station assembled last quarter received overwhelming response
from the line troops of the 25th Division, during its visits to the fire sup-
port basos of the 2nd and 3rd Brigades. A schedule for visits to the seven
sites of the 1st Brigade beginning at Fire Support Base Crook has been com-
peted. The station will depart for the North and spend three days at each
site. During the period 1 August to 31 October, 2,578 calls were made over
the MARS systems,

4 In late September the Division Signal Office initiated and super-
vised a Mobile Training Team (MTT) that conducted nine one-day courses on the
now Radio Set A/GRC 142. The courses were taught by a representative from
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1st Logistical Command of USARV with emphasis on equipment, capability and
operatiof;, tuning, care and maintenance, and practical exercises. The instruc-
tions were provided to all units in the 25th Infantry Division, with favorable
comments being received from the students.

. This quarter also saw the installation of a centralized Alert
Siren System at Cu Chi Base Camp. The system is activated at the ?d Brigade
Base Camp Defense TOC_. The Heavy Duty air raid sirens have been installed at
Division Headquarters, 2nd Brigade, 1st Signal, and 65th Engineer Battalion
areas.. The program will eventually include the 3rd Brigade area for an addi-
tional warning siren. Two other projects were in the planning stages this,
quarter, First is the development of an Audio Tape Club to be located at the
new MARS station on Lanai Road. Once under way the club would provide a music
library for its members with the capability of making their own tapes at a
minimal cost. Testing is also under way to determine the possibility of piping
Special Service shows from the Lighning Bowl entertainment area direct to
troops at the outlying fire support bases.

E. (C) Logisticst

(1) During the reporting period the Division Logistical Operations
Center (DLOC) was formed. The DLOG consists of the Support Command S2/3 Sec-
tion and the Division Transportation Office. The DLOC provides the Support
Command With a central point for the coordination af all tactical and logis-
tical information needed to furnish the best possible logistical support to
the Division, The nucleus of the DWOC is the Movement Control Center which
provides a central point for all modes of logistical resupply, including lot-
gistic helicopterso

(2) A monthly average of fourteen different conventional Class V
items were subject to ASR control. At the beginning of thn reporting period,
HE munitions were the principal items under management; however, -Id-way
through the period there was a transformation from HE to Illumination mun-
itions which continued to be the predominant munition under management.
During the reporting period, 9 HE and 4 Illumination type munitions required
suppl~mental allocations in order to supporttactical operations.

(3) The availability of construction materials (mainly lumber) was
critical throughout the period. All project requests, ongoing and proposed,
were carefully reviewed for termination or reduction in scope, and onrij those
projects considered absolutely essential were allowed to continue after pro-
per Justification. Base areas were under constant surveillance by the in-
stallation coordinators to detect unauthorized construction of facilities,
and action was taken to dismantle unauthorized structures or obtain proper
authority,

(41 Cn 6 August 1969, a contract laundry was officially opened on
Cu Chi Base Camp. This facility provides 3-day laundry service and repre-
sents a significant overall improvement over the contract laundry service
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previously available to the division.

(5) Excess materials totaling 2,171 line items of dollai value
457,658.09, were retrograded during the period.

(6) The Division Transportation Section continued to coordinato
the requirements for US. Air Force Airlift for unit movement and resup-
ply in support of Division operations. Special airlift data concerning
USAF support is as follows,

NTH (Tons MPs

August 214 12,686
September 278 14,779
October 174 14,202

(7) The Division Transportation Section continues to supervise
operations of hold baggage facilities at Cu Chi and Tay Ninh for the con-
venience of personnel located within the Division TAOI. These baggage
facilities are capable of receiving baggage of rotating personnel, pro-
cessing and delivering baggage to Headquarters Area Command Baggage Sec-
tion, Tan Son Nhat. The baggage sections also process baggage of newly
arr -ed personnel. Data concerning the Division baggage sections is as
follows

NDNTH PERSOMM PROVIDED SERVICE PIECES VIGHT

August 878 1213 108,700
September 556 782 74,270
October 522 779 69,665

(8) The Division Transportation Office has assumed the mission
of controlling all CH-47 & CH.54 type aircraft operating in support of
the Division. This system allows the supported unit a single point of
contact for all surface and air logistical requirements as well as im-
prove the efficiency of the CH-47/54 operations. This mission entails
receiving and screening Division requirements, integr~ting mod e,
scheduling allotted aircraft, and monitoring the entire program. CH-47
aircraft are allocated to the Division on an aircraft basis with 6 blade
hours per aircraft being the daily criteria CH-54 aircraft are alloca-
ted on a mission basis only. The following is a breakdown of CH-47 sup-
port rendered to the Division since 1 Septembers

ALLOCATED HOURS HOURS FLOW SORTIES AVo TONS
1DNTH TOTAL AVERAGE TOTAL AVERAGE TOTAL AVERAGE PER HR

September 744 24 765 25,15 1487 49 7.8
October 717 23.1 730 23:30 1744 56 8.76

(9) The Division Transportation Section continues to coordinate
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and schedule the operation of resupply convoys within the Division TAOIo
During the past quarter 736 convoys have been operated in support of base
camps located at Cu Chi, Tay Ninh and Dau Tieng with a total volume of
15,115 vehicles. The operation of resupply convoys includes establishing
schedules, receiving requirements and coordinating security forces and

traffic control. All convoys operating on the Division YSR, either tac-
tical, or logistical, are required to obtain clearances from the Division

Transportation Officer. Highway continues tc be the pxiary mod, of trans-
portation for this resupply of the Division Base Camps. Following is a
breadown of regular resupply convoys operated in the Division area.

MNo OF CONVOYS o0O VEHICLES

(a Cu Chi to Tay Ninhs

August 62 622
September 60 601
October 62 _
Totals in.6o

(b) Cu Chi/Lai KheIDi An/ to Dau Tiengs

August 62 474
September 60 286

October 62 26
Totals 1 , 027

(c) Long Binh to Tay Ninha

August 62 3,291
September 60 2,800
October 62
Totals

(d) Lonz Binh to Dau Tienvs

August 62 1,076
September 60 1,219

October 62 ll2Z
Totals IN 3,570

(e) Cu Chitjo DueHoa s

August 11 76
September 13 112
October 14
Totals
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(10) In July the Division Available Supply Rate (ASR) of 2.75"
rockets was drastically reduced. In order to assure that rockets were not
fired indiscriminately, DAO initiated a daily ASR and issue control pro-
cedure. G-3 was kept informed of the rockets used, and in order for rock-
ets to be fired in excess of the daily ASR, G-3 had to give permission
based upon its estimate of the necessity of the mission. In this manner
the Division ASR of 2.75" rockets was nat exceeded, but operations were
not hampered.

(11) In June an accident causing multiple fatalities occurred
at a field location because ammunition was being handled carelessly. As
a result the Division Amzmunition Officer visited all fire support bases,
patrol bases, and ther field locations for the primary purpose of in-
specting the safety of ammnition storage and handling practices. These
visits are continuing on a periodic basis.

(12) 25th Infantry Division Band.

(a) The 25th Infantry Division Band performed the following
commitments during this period,

Catepries and Totals

Award Ceremonies 18
Change of Command Ceremonies 11
Yiesc. Ceremonies 21
Serenades 50
Service Club Concerts 10
Formal Retreats (Full Band) 24
Bugler Commitments 105
Miscellaneous Concerts 7

Fire Support Base Concerts 10
Solo Concerts 10
Hospital Concerts 4
Ensemble Concerts (Small Groups) 8
Mess Hall Concerts (Combo) 6
Traveling Serenades (A and B Bands) 5
Television Appearancos 5
Total Commitments 304

(b) The two-baid (A and B) concept of touring the base camps
has continued and is proving to be very popular. It was learned that cou-
pled with the mess hall concert a greater coverage of the base camp could
be obtained. To date there has been five (5) videotapes made for the "In-
terlude" series on AFVN Saigon and more are in the planning stage. At this
point, the groups which have performed include "The New Yorkers" (aftotdioli
trio), the 25th Infantry Division Band Chorus, the "Tropic Lightning" Dance
Band, the "Cu Chi Mountain Boys" (Hillbilly Group), and a "rock combo" re-
cently formed, During this period the band appeared at Cam Ranh Bay, in
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Saigon at CMAC and II Field Force HQ, and made several journeys to Tan An
and Rach Kien in support of the 3rd Bde, 9th Infantry Division The Tropic
Lightning News recently did a full page article with pictures depicting the
activities of the Division Band.

c) Band capabilities continue to expand with a recent influx of
talented bandsmen. A new "rock" music combo has been formed and will be
utilized to entertain troops at fire support bases as well as Division
base camp areas. A full band concert is b3ing scheduled at the Vietnamese-
Amorican Association "University Day" celebration in Saigon on November
16th. Many of the NCO's and lower ranking EM are now capable of directing
the band and thus supervising various musical functions,

(13) 341st Aviation Detachment (Division):

(a) The 341st Aviation Detachment (DIV) has operational control
of Cu Chi Army Airfield.

1. Traffic count for the Control Tower, Cu Chi Army Airfield,
for the last quarter, August-October, was as follows:

Rotary wing 156,276
Fixed wing Z.I2
Total 163,670

2. Traffic count for the Ground Control Approach for the last
quarter, August-crtober, was as follows:

August 286
Septembei 203
October
Total

(b) The 341st Aviation Detachment (DIV) has operational control
of the 25th Inf Div POL Facility for aircraft.

l. Fuel dispensed since August 1 totals 34,743 gallons for AvGas
and 2,651,000 gallons for JP4.

2. On 6 Sep 69 the POL pump house burned down. On the morning
of the 7th the POL facility was again operational, using two (2) 350 GPM
pumps.

L Fire fighting and prevention classes have been intensified
and the POL area refurnished with the renovation of berms, cleaning out
of the ditch surrounding the refuel point and the addition of new fire ex-
tinguishers.

(a) The 341st Aviation Detachment (DIV) has operational control
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of the 25th Inf Div Rearmament Facility for aircraft.

1L The following amounts of ammunition have been issued during
the last three monthss

Army rockets 8,112
Air Fore rockets 8,563
7.62mm rounds 3,650,985
40mm rounds 54,450
Smoke grenades 11,458
Aircraft flares 4,o74

2. A 5KW generator has been installed. This supplies power for
running lights for helipads and barricades at Re-arm and a landing pad at
the PL Facility.

IL Separate barricaded bins have been installed for unservice-
able ammmnition.

4. Barricades within the "ready ammunition area" have been con-
structed to separate rockets by type.

(14) 25th Xeical Battalion.

(a) Throughout the reporting period the 25th Medical Battalion
continued to provide Division level medical service to the 25th Infantry
Division. HQ & Co A, B and C Companies continue to staff the 60 bed Ar-
thur E. Lewis Dispensary at Cu Chi Base Camp. D Company continued to sup-
port Tay Ninh Base Camp with 50 beds.

l Medical Totalss

Patients seen 12,519
Disease 11,038
Non-battle injuries 1,048
IRHA 436
Lab Tests 8,235
Immunizations 4,715
Prescriptions filled 12,325
X-Ray 5,055

Supply and Services,

Line items issued 5,372
Medcap line items issued 1,069
Maintenance work orders received 115
Eyeglasses ordered (Pairs) 3,180
Bulk pharmacy items issued 5
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Dental support, provided by the 40th Medical Detachment as
follows:

Total treatments 14,660
Civic actions 1, 041

4 Preventive dentistryz

Instruction in oral hygiene 4,389
Prophylaxis of dental hygiene 1,704
Cavity prevention treatments 3,163
Group lectures 67
Persons attending lectures 3,495
Self-applied prophylaxis treatment 1,495

iL The 159th Medical Detachment (HA), attached to the 25th Med-
ical Battalion, provided evacuation to divisional and non-divisional units$

Total patients 2,467
Total missions 1,370
U.S. 1,031
ARVN '712
VN civilians 663
VC/NVA. 61
Medical resupply for blood 10 hrs
Flying time 1246 hrs
Average aviator time 114 hrs
Aircraft availability 78%

(1I Class II & IV and VII Activities

(a) Deletions to ASL durlng quarter: 648

(b) Total lines on ASL: 1,617

Aug ep Oct

ASL Lines stocked 1381 1.442 1617
ASL Lines zero balance 688 728 643
Zero bal w/due-out 660 687 484
T6tal requests received 7644 8203 7947
Total ASL Requests received 5313 6038 6044
Total ASL Requests filled 3424 3816 4007
Total requests priority 01-08 819 625 581
Total requests pri-prity G1-08 filled 111 87 59
Total warehouse refusals 35 0 15
Units supported 68 68 69
Percent demand satisfaction 69.5 73.6 76.1
Percent demand accomodation 64.4 63.2 66.3
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(16) Services.

(a) Graves Registration

US Military processed 81
US Civilians processed 0
Enemy processed 10
Vietnamese processed 74
Total 165

(b) Salvage Operations:

Num*er of Tons received 2032
Number of Tons shipped 2032

F. (C) Comnunicationst

(1) During the reporting period, the 125th Signal Battalion pro-
vided the Division the following comunications facilitiest

(a) FM Radio: The battalion provided the personnel and equipment
for the division stations in the following netst

l Division Command Clear and Secure
2 Division Intelligence

IIFFV Command
Automatic retransmission facilities at Nui Ba Den for command

clear and secure.
5, RWI Station on Cu Chi Base Camp

(b) AM RATT& The battalion provided equipment and personnel for
the division station in the Division Command RLTT Net and a DISCOM Main
and Forward stations in the Division Admin/Log Net.

(c) Communications Center: The 25th Infantry Division Communi-
cations center facilities were provided by the 125th Signal Battalion.
During the reporting period, an average of 3483 messages were handled per
month. Of the traffic handled 40% was originating traffic, 39% terminating
traffic, 10% was relay traffic, and 11% was hand carried messages, High
precedence traffic continued to be passed at high volume. An average of
6?% of all traffic handled had precedence of immediate or higher. Addition-
ally, communications center facilities were provided at Tay Ninh Base Camp
and Dau Tieng Base Camp.

(d) Telephone Switching Ceii erss An AN/MTC-l with 5 dial tumks
was used for the Division Main Switchboard. This switchboard was used in
lieu of the authorized AN/MTC-3 because of the number of non-divisional
units and subordinate divisional unit's rear areas requiring drops or ac-
cess to Lightning Main Switch.
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(2) Significant Events:

(a) Switchboard, telephone and FM remote facilities in the DTOC
were re-engineered and relocated during the period 5-9 August in keeping
with the reorganization of staff elements and their working areas in the
DTOC.

(b) On 12 August 1969 a letter of justification for requisi-
tioning continuous coaxial cable RG-14 or RG-189 was drafted for and sub-
mitted by Division G-4 to the 1st Logistics Command. The request was
subsequently approved, the cable obtained, and a rehabilitation of VHF
antenna coaxial cables was initiated and completed.

(c) The Division Forward TOC located at Tay Ninh East was closed
down on 11 September 1969. At this time Company B discontinued the system
to DTOC F10 CommCenter and returned all equipment to Tay Ninh Base Camp.

(d) Company C provided and installed on 12 September 1969 an AN/
VRC-24 Ground/Air Radio in order to establish a DISCOM net in the ground/
air control net,

(e) On 7 October 1969 Company B's 2nd Platoon was assigned to
Company C. The additional VHF personnel gives Company C the responsibil-
ity of operating and controlling all VHF sites at fire support bases in
the 2nd and 3rd Bde AO's. This leave3 all of Company B elements in and
around Tay Ninh Base Camp.

(f) Two radioteletype sets AN/GRC-142 were hand receipted on 14
October 1969 by Company A for use in the brigade RATT net by 1-27th Infan-
try at PSB Chamberlain and 2-27 Infantry at FSB Jackson. A third AN/GRC-
142 was hand receipted on 16 October to 1-5th Kch for use at FSB Davin.

(g) The Cu Chi Telephone Management Agency (TELMA) began opera-
tions on 23 October 1969o The agency, consisting of cable and telephone
personnel and equipment from both the 125th Signal Battalion and the 86th
Signal Battalion, is responsible for the installation and repair of all
telephones and cables on Cu Chi Base Camp.

(h) Brigadier General Henderson, the Assistant Division Command-

or# visited the battalion on 28 October 1969. He received a battalion
briefing and was taken on a tour of the battalion's operational facilities
on Cu Chi Base Camp. The 125th Signal Battalion was placed under BG
Henderson's supervision on 23 September 1969.

(i) The Cu Chi Telephone Management Agency was made an official
agency when its charter was signed by LTC Matthey, Commanding Officer, 125th
ignal Battalion, and LTC Halloran, Commanding Officer, 86th Signal Bat-

talio. The signing of the charter took place on 30 Qctober 19 9 at the
office of the Division S~gnal Officer.
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(j) A second Cu Chi MARS Station, AB8AU, was activated on 23 Octo-
ber 1969 and designated alternate NCS for Net 47. During this reporting per-
iod 2,578 calls were made over the MARS System, The Division mobile Station
visited all the fire support bases in the 2nd and 3rd Bde AD during the quar-
ter.

(k) On 24 October 1969 the responsibilities of NS for the Division
FM Commad Clear and Secure Net passed from Company A's FM section to the DTOC
OPH Section. The FM section is still responsible for providing technical and
maintenance service.

(1) During this reporting period the Division Photo Lab processed
681 orders producing 13,729 prints. L total of 131 prints were forwarded by
the Southeast Asia Pictorial Center to Headquarters, Department of the Army.
On 27 October 1969 the division adjutant general assumted the responsibility
of taking D photos on base camp, The photo lab is still responsible for
sending contact teams to field sites to take ID photographs when needed.

(im) Changes in multichannel systems during the reporting period3

1, On 8 August 1969 FSB Emory was closed down due to relocation
of the tact*cal units. The AN/MRC.69 from this location was used to re-
place the AN/MRC-34,5 at FSB Devin, thereby providing the needed back-up
equipment.

.L Five 107mm rockets impacted in Company B's VHF park on Tay
Ninh Base Camp on 12 August 1969. The AN]/GRC-163 Log Periodic Antenna for
the systems at Ben Soi and FSB Buell ware combat lost. In addition, three
anchor puy cables from the top of the AB-216 tower and four oa-xial cables
were severed, requiring replacing.

The system to FSB Stoneman was discontinued on 14 August 1969.
The AN/MRC-69 was relocated to FSB St. Barbara in support of the 4-9 Inf.

4. The four channel system to Don Soi was discontinued on 16 Au-
gust 1969o The AN/GRC4163 was subsequently used on 22 August 1969 to es-
tablish a system to FSB Stoneman.

. On 26 August 1969 the system to FSB ood was re-engineered as
a direct shot from Tay Ninh. Formerly this system was patched through at
FSB Rawlins. The quality and reliability of both systems was considerably
improved by this change,

6, The system to FSB Houston ws discontinued on 27 August 1969.
The AN/MRC-69 was returned to Cu Chi for maintenance and to sclvage the hut.

2L Lj. September 1969 the AN/TCC-3 carrier equipment on Nui Ba
Den was replaced by ANiTCC 7 carrier equipment. This change increased the
system capability from four to five channels.
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8 On 5 October 1969 FSB Elizabeth was opened and a system us-
ing an AN/MRC-.34.5 was utilized to support the units there. The system
was discontinued on 18 October 1969 upon the unit's relocation to another
fire support base.

9. The system to FSB Sedgwick was discontinued on 18 October
and the AN/MC-34.5 was sent back to Tay Ninh.

10, An AN/MRC-69 was reconstructed from the AN/ERC-34.5's from
FSB's Elizabeth and Sedgwick. This AN/MRC-69 was sent out on 20 Octo-
ber 1969 to establish a new system at FSB Hunter.

G. (C) Materiela

(1) The 725th Maintenance Battalion continued to provide direct
support maintenance and supply support for units assigned and/or attached
to tbh division. During the month of September the Battalion recorded a
new average low backlog of 215 pieces of equipment in support maintenance
(DS, GS) and on 25 September 1969 the backlog was reduced to 162 which was
both the low point for September and 1969. This backlog represents only
•5% of the 30,000 pieces of equipment supported. Other recurring programs
to improve operations and support are listed belowt

(a) Project count-location survey,

Total number of lines surveyeds. 10,797.
Total number of lines in agreement with storage locations

9,678°
Percent accuracys 90%.

(b) PEroject count-inventory status.

Total number of lines inventorieds 8621.
Total number of lines in agreoment with storage locations

7816.
Percent accuracys 91%.

(c) The technical supply personnel identified and retrograded
2,484 lines of serviceable repair parts at a dollar value of $257,351-43.
"Project Strip" is a continuing effort to purge the supply system of ex-
cess items. Units have been encouraged to turn in items which are no long-
er required, to their supporting DSU for cross-leveling or retrograde.

(d) The following represent production figures for comodities
listed belows

AUG SE C TOTAL

%eeled 282 289 290 861
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AUG SEP OCT TOTAL

Track and Tanks 132 147 12Z 401

S=ll arm 589 640 656 1885

Artillery 62 104 153 319

Engineer 29 28 27 84

Generatori 105 122 107 334

Signal 2077 2096 1921 6094

Office machines 93 113 109 315

Aircraft 316 224 245 805

Other 250 259 313 822

Total 3935 4042 3821 11798

() Listed below are items which accounted for an appreciable
percentage of the Divisiom's deadlined equipment. It should be noted
that the f ton and 3/4 ton vehicles continue to present a significant
problem in comparison with other type vehicles. This is attributed to
the chronic problem of obtaining repair parts for these vehicles:

1/4 T Transmission 2520-678-1808
1/4 T Clutch Kit 252JD-887-1353
1/4 T Fuel PUm 2910-678-1856
3/4 T Transmission 2520-975-7081
3/4 T Steering Gear 2530-737-5403
3/4 T Clutch Plate 2520-040-1897
3/4 T Clutch Disk 220-293-5145
3/4 T Throwut Bearing 310-157-3725
2 T Wheel Cylinder 253-495-8784
2 T Clutch Plate 2520-832-7335

- T Injection Pump 2910-968-6317
5 T Throwout Bearing 3110-186-5073

(2) The 725th Maintenance Battalion retrograded a record high
of 287 major end items of equipment to the unserviceable property divi-
sion. Expeditious 3vacuation of unserviceable repairable equipment has
enabled the Division to obtaim new or rebuilt replacement equipment. Pre-
sently the Division equipment is relatively new and comparatively well
maintained as characterized by the favorable posture of the Division in
both the command deadline report and the material readiness report.

(3) Percentage of aircraft operational readiness (OR) during
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the reporting period is 86% as compared to the previous reporting period
which was 79.8% The increase is primarily attributed to two factors
The problem of tail rotor failure cited in the previous report has been
virtually solved by a modification and the fact that new aircraft are al-
ready modified before issued to the Division. A decrease in the percen-
tage of operational ready aircraft is expected as new OH-6 aircraft reach
the initial 300 hour periodic inspection. There is a significant number
of aircraft in this category.

(4) Five PPS-5 radars assigned -to units of the Division were
retrograded and exchanged for the new modified PPS-5 radars. This is
the first step to exchange the entire complement (to include float) with-
in the next 6 months. The 725th Maintenance Battalion received two PPS-
5 radars (floats), from the 9th Division on 30 July 1969. These floats '
have enabled the Division to better support the assigned radars and has
virtually eliminated the deadline of PPS-5 radars

(5) 25th Infantry Division CNMI Team.

(a) During the quarter, the CNRI Team conducted the following
inspections:

29 OMI/AGI
17 Courtesy
23 Roadside Spot Check (536 total vehicles inspected)
4 Generator Spot Check (52 total generators inspected)
9 Command Interest

,) A staff study was initiated this quarter to determine an
appropriate command level for the assignment of the CMMI Team. At this
time, the CMMI Team is responsible to both CO, DISCON and Division G-4.
Lines of responsibility need to be more clearly defined to eliminate the
possibilities of confusion and duplication of effort. The Team composition
was also discussed with emphasis on organization as prescribed by AR 750-8.

(6) The evaluation of 5, lOKW 60 CY diesel generators initiated
during the preceding period continues. The results as reported by the

125th Signal Battalion are favorable, The generators are performing very well
with a minimum of maintenance. The generators have required only 3 or 4
small parts since they were put in use. Reduced fuel consumption, lack
of noise, and minimum maintenance requirements are the most significant
characteristics noted thus far.

(7) A sufficient number of APC's became available during the
reporting period to accomodate a greater percentage of turn-in of high
mileage vehicles, The division density of overmileage APCs has been
reduced considerably.

(8) Forty sniper rifles, XM21 (ENSURE 240) were received in Oct
69. The IM21 rifle Is a modified, "accurized", National Match Grade M14.
These rifles were incorporated immediately into the division sniper pro-
gram.
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(9) Three Combat Engineer Vehicles were received during the re-

porting period to replace the WM4'3 tanks presently in use by the Engin-
eer Battalion.

(I0) In compliance with Department of the Army guidance the divi-
aion eliminated DA Form 2408-3 from equipment records. Required informa-
tion is now reported using DA Form 24087.

H. (C) Revolutionary Development/Pocifications

() The goals of the 1969 Pacification and Development plan are
fast being achieved with the following progress recorded at the end of
the reporting period in each province of the 25th Infantry Division TAOR,

(al Tay Ninh Province.

1. Security goals have been achieved with over 99 percent of the
335,191 population of Tay Ninh Province liv:ig within GVN security in terms
of the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES).

2L Viet Cong Infrastructure (VC1) member elimination goals have
been 90 percent met with the total goal of 480 eliminations well within
reach by year's end.

A Popular Self Defense Force (PSDF) member organization, train-
ing and arming goals have been 100 percent met with 65,000 members organ-
ized, 25,000 trained and 7000 armed.

4Ip Village elections and hamlet elections have been completed
with all villages and hamlets of Tay Ninh Province boasting properly
elected governments.

Over 100 percent of the Chieu Hoi Program goal has been
achieved. As of 31 October, 513 ralliers had returned to the GVNo

6. Nearly 100 percent of all in-camp refugees have been re-
settled and 75 percent of those persons in out-of-camp refugee status
have been removed from the official refugee status leaving some 1000
persons remaining in that status.

7L Goals of training village and hamlet information cadre mem-

bers have been 75 percent achieved with all remaining members currently
in training.

8, Goals in agriculture have been only 25 percent achieved thus
far but the goal of planting 6000 hectares of IR-8 Hybrid rice may be
nearly met in the upcoming planting season.

(b) Hau Nghia Province.

1. Security goals have been achieved in Hau Nghia Province
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with 90 percent of the 189,834 population living within GVN security in
terms of the HES.

2. VCI elimination goals have been only 50 percent achieved
and considerable effort will have to be expended if the GVN is to meet
a goal of 360 such eliminations in Hau Nghia Province by year's end.

PSDF goals have been met with over 25,000 PSDF members
organized, 20,000 trained and 4500 armed.

4. Nearly 100 percent of all villages and hamlets in Hau
Nghia Province have elected governments and all will have them before
year's end.

5 The goal of 825 ralliers under the Chieu Hoi Program has
been exceeded by 100 percent.

6, Nearly 100 percent of all in-camp and out-of-camp persons
in refugee status have been resettled or removed from that status.

., Goals in the training of village and hamlet information
cadre have been only 50 percent achieved but the remaining 50 percent
of the cadre may be trained before the year's end.

8. Agricultural goals of planting 2000 hectares of IR-8 hy-
brid rice will be only 50 percent met this year and are only 25 per-
cent achieved thus far.

(c), Long An Province.

L Security goeaIs have been 90 percent met with 80 percent of
the 369,633 total population living within the GVN security in terms of
the HES.

2, VCI elimination goals have been 75 percent met with a poss-
ibility of achieving the goal of 800 eliminations by year's end.

, P5DF goals have been over 100 percent achieved with 45,000
1!5DF members organized, 35,000 trained and ?300 armed.

4. Nearly 100 percent of all secure a.id contested villages and
hamlets have elected governments with 14 village areas still considered
too influenced by the enemy to hold such elections.

.J Chieu Hoi Program goals of 1488 ralliers have been 135 per-
cent achieved.

6. Nearly 100 percent of all in-camp refugees have been re-
settled but 8000 out-of-camp are carried in refugee status. These may
bo removed by year's end.
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7. Goals in the training of information cadre are 50 percent
achieved and the remaining cadre are currently in training*

8. Nearly 100 percent of the goal of planting 15,000 hectares
of IR-8 hybrid rice has been met.

(2) The _kCV Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) remains the principal
means of measuring the progress of pacification within the TAOR. Currently,
the overall US category ratings for the TAOR ares

HAMLET CATEGORY POPUIATION ______T

A 1 4,788 00.05
B 212 500,979 55.99
C 271 26G,730 29.14
D 56,574 06.32
E 16 7,355 00.81
V 53 21,855 02.44

Abandoned 9 0 00.00
Non-hamlet __Q 47,167 QAZ

TOTAL 656 894,658 100.00

The above ratings imjply that in terms of overall HE& security and devel-
opmental scores, 85% of the hamlet population lives within GVN -security
and civil development. Approximately 7% of the hamlet population lives
within VC control. Over 5% of the total population does not dwell with-
in properly defined hamlet areas but are scattered in a remote, rural
environment, 35% of the non-hamlet population is considered within GVN
security, 35% is contested and 30% is considered as being under VC con-
trol.

I. (C) Civic Actiong

(1) The r'-triction on civic action operations due to the re-
quirements of the V..lage Self Development Program, which encourages the
GVN to employ its own channels and resources in such operations, has now
resulted in lowering the number of projects initiated by the 25th Infantry
Division on a monthly basis to figure less 10 percent of that six months
ago,

(2) MEDCAPS have continued normally during this reporting period
with a total of 1100 MEDCAPS conducted during the quarter and 82,500 pa-
tients treated. This represents a substantial increase over the 685 MED-
CAPS conducted and 54,365 patients treated during the previous reporting
period. The RF/PF and ARVN MEDCAPS havb not been reduced, however a con-
siderable effort has been made to hold small MEDCAPS in remote contested
areas for the purpose of gathering intelligence concerning the enemy.
Hence, the increase in US MEDCAP statistics.

(3) In conjuction with medical civic action operations normally
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conducted, a special six week advanced course of medical treatment is be-

ing given RF/PF and Revolutionary Development cadre medics at 12th Evac-
uation Hospital on a continuing basis.

(4) Construction of civic action projects continued to be re-
duced during the reporting period with only 300 homes repaired to some de-
ree, and 3 temples, 1 dispensary and 3 schools repaired. Two hundred
200) kilometers of roadway were repaired through engineer efforts.

(5) Distributions were made to Vietnamese civilians in the
following categories and quantities from 1 August 1969 to 31 October 1969,
20,000 board feet of lumber, 900 sheets of tin, 20,000 pounds of cement
and 15,000 pounds of food.

(6) Civic Action Imprest Fund expenditures totaled 1,409,886

$VN for the reporting period.

J. (C) Psychological Operations (PSIO"),

(1) PSIOP activities were in support of operations conducted in
Tay Ninh. Hau Nghia and Long An Provinces.

(2) A total of 30,240,000 leaflets were disseminated in the Divi-
sion TAOI. Thirty-two leaflets were developed and printed by the ACofS,
G5, while 47 leaflets were developed and produced by the 6th PS1P Battal-
ion for the Division.

(3) During this reporting period, 1,225 hours of air and ground
loudspeaker broadcasts were conducted. This represents a 361 hour increase
over the last reporting period.

(4) A total of 1,893 Hoi Chanh rallied to the GVN in the 25th
Infantry Division's TADX, an increasc of 608 Hoi Chanh over the previous
quarter, The increase in the number of Hoi Chanh can partly be accounted
for by the accelerated pacification campaign currently underway in III
CTZ and partly by the increased emphasis placed on the third party induce-
ment PSYOP program in conjunction with an improved fnce-to-face persuasion
team effort.
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Z. Section 2, Lessons Learneds Commanderso Observations, Evaluations, and

Retommendations. (25th Inf Div ORLL, 1 August - 31 October 1969)

A. PEMSONNM.
(1) (C) ITE , Monitoring Casualty Causes.

(a) OBSERVATIDNs A system was needed that would establish and
measure operational casualty experience by cause and trend.

(b) EVALUATIONs The causes of casualties were classified into
five different groupings in conjunction with the daily AG casualty print-
outs

1. Booby traps

Mines

3 Small arms (including automatic weapons and grenades)

, Mortars

5. Others (which includes snipers, RPG's, rockets, and friendly
artillery splash.

The percentages of casualties by type are maintained by Divisional
Brigades, the 3rd Bde, 9th Inf Div, and 25th Infantry Division troops. This
enables commanders and staff to identify and assess the major producers of
their operational casualties, and assisted in planning training programs and
other actions to help reduce casualties from causes such as booby traps and
mines.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONt That other units use this system to monitor
casualty causes and trends.

CZ) (U) lFEH8 Reenlistment For Technical HS's Utilized Within The
Supply and Transport Battalion.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Recently this command has received a number of
enlisted men who have reenlisted for transportation and supply WDSes such
as 63E20 and the 76 series.

(b) EVALATION, Due to the technical depth of these WsI's a par-
tial tour does not alLow sufficient time for OJT training and therefore no
substantial benefit is realized.

(c) RECOMMEDATIONS,
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_ That steps be taken to preclude reenlistment in such technical
K)S's unless adequate school training is provided or civilian experience
verified.

2. That personnel who reenlist for a specific loS be assigned to
a school upon completion of their tour of duty in Vietnam.

(3) (C) rTEMs Sheridan Qualified llEls.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Only about half of the IIE's assigned to the
3rd Squadron, 4th Cavalry have previous training on the M551 Sheridan.

(b), EVALUATION, Personnel with previous training on the M551
Sheridan have more confidence in themselves when assigned to the vehicle
and more confidence in the vehicle, Assigning more personnel with prev-
ious training would increase the combat effectiveness of the M551 Sheridan.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONt All llE's arriving in country should be
screened so those with previous training on the M551 Sheridan can be as-
signed to units equipped with the vehicle.

B. INTELLIGENCEo

(1) (C) ITEM, Improving Battalion Level Intelligence.

(a) OBSERVATIONs The enemy is currently revising his tactics, mov-
ing away from his large unit tactics and relying more on the sapper, guer-
rilla and local force elements. Consequently, maneuver battalions must be-
come capable of generating operational intelligence through local sources
and agencies if the enemy is going to be succossfully engaged. Division
will not be capable of supplying timely intelligence on small enemy units
in the same manner as it furnishes reactable intelligence on the NVA main
force units.

(b) EVALUATIONs To rapidly upgrade the battalion intelligence
effort, an Intelligence Contact Team was established. The team is composed
of G2 and MID personnel qualified in CI/VCI operations, sensors, radar, and
aerial surveillance, and visits each battalion to survey the intelligence
program in actual operation. A report and sarvey is made with appropriate
recommendations, all of which are within the organic capability of the
surveyed battalion to implement. The survey concentrates on strengthening,
or if necessary, developing a battalion collection progran based on proper
utilization of available intelligence assets or the establishment of spe-
cific programs targeted against the small enemy unit and VCI. The Intel-
ligence Contact Tb!ms were an excellent aid in assisting the maneuver bat-
talicL to develop and-maintain an effective intelligence effort.

(c) RECOMMElATIONt That Intelligence Contact Teams be used in
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programs to improve battalion level intelligence.

(2) (C) IM: Accurate Emplacement Of Aerial Delivered Duffel Bag
Items.

(a) OBSERVATIONt A. difficulty associated with air iyvlaced sen-

sors has been obtaining desired accuracy for delivery in a predetermined
location. in order to facilitate accuracy of emplacement, a makeshift
bomb sight was drawn on tha chin bubble of the drop helicopter in order
to allow the pilot a point of reference to adjust from. Utilization of
the same pilot remains a key factor in the accuracy of all air delivery
methods. RWducing the drop altitude to between 250 - 500 feet at 60 knot$

also increases the accuracy of the drop (with appropriate gunship cover

this is effectively accomplished). The single most significant factor in

accurate delivery is prior planning and coordination. A coordination

meeting prior to the drop to discuss the area and method of operation, drop

altitude, and familiarization with bomb sight, combined with prior aerial

photography coverage of d ,p locations9 also will greatly enhance the ef-
fectiveness of the drop.

(b EVALUATIONs Combining the above factors has significantly

increased the accuracy of employment of aerial delivered Duffel Bag items.
During a drop in NW ar Zone C using all the factors mentioned, accuracy

to within 5 - 10 meters of a pre-determined location on the ground was
achieved.

(c) RECOQMENDATIONt This procedure be incorporated in the Stan-

dard Operating Procedures of all units employing air amplaced Duffel Bag

equipment.

(3 (C) ITEMa Use of PSID's In A Defensive Role.

(a) OBSERVATD2Ns The requirement for sensor 6ovices ia FSB/PB

security created the need for experimentation of the Patrol Seismic In-

trusion Detector (PSID) in this role. The geophone of the PSID was taped

in an inverted manner to concertina wire, providing earl, and accurate

warning of attempted penetration by enemy personnel.

(b) EVALUATIONa During initial experimentation the PSLD proved

very effective. The normal high sensitivity of the PSID was considerably

reduced using this method, but the reliability to detect movement of

perimeter wire wai very high. Three sets of PSID's were used at ?B Kotrc

for security and on 13 Sep 69, activations caused by movement L f the con-

certina wire not only provided early warning, but also the location of

the penetration.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONs PSID's should continue to be used in further
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experimentation in this role to detect possible sapper attacks on FSB's
and PB's.

(4) (C) ITEMs New Enemy Marking For Mine Wrning.

(a) OBSERVATIONs On one road sweep thr sweep team noticed an
unfamiliar marking. The marking consisted of a circle of rocks inside
a circle scratched on the road. Nearby was a knotted tuft of grass
and an arrow scratched in the road. No mine was found. The next day
the markings were gone, but a mine was located where the circle had been.

(b) EVALUATION& The enemy may be using this system to iden-
tify mines.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONs That mineswaep Geams be alert for further
instances of this pattern.

(5) (C) ITEM8 Intelligence Exploitation Of Children Around Bases.

(a) OBSERVATION: This unit has received knowledge of enemy
activities from children who live in the surrounding areas of the fire
support base. One of our interpreters made visits to areas surroUlding
the fire support base and talked with the children in the area who sell
sodas and pick through the trash dump. The visits were made at irregu-
lar intervals, and at no time were the children pressed for information.
During one of these visits, a small boy who tends water buffalo in the
are& beside the fire support base told the interpreter that about 10
individuals (VC)p were living about 2 kilometers from thco base. After
receiving the same report two days later, we employed US troops in the
area. The search revealed that the enemy had definitely been there, as
freshly cooked food, assorted clothiig, and equipment and cooking u-
tensils were found.

(b) EVAILUATION4 The children who habitually stay close to US
basrs are familiar with the adjacent area ard a potentially useful in-
telligence source.

(co) RECOMMENDATIONs That units use their Kit Carson Scouts
and Vietnamese Interpreter. to obtain intelligence from the children
who congregate near US bases..

C. OPWRATIONS,.

(1) (C) ITEMs Placement Of Enemy Land Mines.

(a), OBSERVATIONs The enemy places land mines along frequently
used roads to harass and hinder movement. It has. been observed recently
that mines have been detonated in areas of old piece of wreckage
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and shrapnel..

(b) EVALUATION& When engineer road swaep teams, obtain a
reading close to a piece of discarded track or metal, they assume that
the reading came from the piece of visible metal and by-pass it. Uben
vehicles pass over this area, they detonate the mine buried near the
.reckage.

(c) RECOMMNDATIDN, That when road sweep t3ams get a reading
from areas ,ith visible wreckage, they check closely around the wreckage
or remove it, if possible. Further, that all vehicles drive around
wreckage on areas which can be properly swept and declared free of' mines.

(2) (C) ITEMs Employment Of Radar With Aa-ea Ambushesm

(a) OERVATIONt Area type ambushes, supplemented with AN/PPS.4
radar set and crew, have been conducted.. The set and crew are heli-
lifted into the company before dark and moved into ambush position con-
currently with unit are& ambushes.. The radar is then employed to de-
tect any movement in the vicinity of the ambush sites..

(b) EVALUATIONt The employment of the AN/PPS-4 in an offensive
role with night area ambushes has been proven to be a successful tech-
nique. The AN/PPS-4 has accounted for numerous sightings and on one
occasion, contributed to the elimination of 13 enemy personnel. The
weight aid bulk of the radar set hampers movement of the set into po-
sition. Battery life liidts the continuous use of the radar set.

(c) RECOMMENDATION& That radar sets be considered for use
with area ambushes. Ccjtinuous emhasis should be placed on the care-
ful haidling required :und the Judicious selection of the IZ in relation
to the area of employmont. Sufficient batteries should be provided to
furnish power throughout the night.

(5) (U) ITEMs Tailboom Strikes On Paddy Dikes.

(a) OBWERVATIONa Three tailboom strikes causing incidental
d&i ate to divisional UH.lH aircraft occurred when the t-'lboom struake
rice paddy dikes on landing at pick-up zones Qaring ranger extractions.

(b) EVaLUAONs& After each incident a post ini'ident standar-
di iton check ride was given. Pbssible improper aviatr flight tech-
niques could not be isolated from thesi check rides. An inspection of
the aircraft revealed that in each case the battery was installed in
the aft cabin area causing the center of gravity to be moved further al
On low level rapid deceleration type approaches this condition causes
the tailboom to be approximately 2 feet lower than normal, resulting
in the inadvertent tailboom strikes.
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(c) RECOM1ENDATION& That all units utilizing low level ap-
proache into pick up zones on missions such as ranger extractions
relocate the aircraft battery on the UH-1H to the nose section.

(4) (U) ITEMr Increased Use Of Eathfinder Teams.

(a) OBSERVATIONt Units in fortard areas maintaing isolated
bases do not have the experienced nor the trained personnel to rig sling
loads and to prepare and maintain helipads.

(b) EVALUATIONa: Two man Pathfinder teams can be utilized on a
rotatink basis to visit various bases under the direction of the Brigade
S-3 for the purpose of giving instruction in sling loading procedures,
inspection of rigging equipment, maintenance and police of helipad areas
and loading zones.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONS? That units with Pathfinder resources
establish teams for the purpose of providing rigging instruction and
aid in the establishment and maintenance of helipads.

(5) (U) ITEMS wFlame Rath* Rigging Problems.

(a) OBSERVATION&: The sling which is made from 3/4 inch 6,500
pound test manila rope occasionally slips as the load is lifted and the
barrels shift. This has caused the load to come apart on pick up,, ig-
niting the trip flares,

(b) EVALUATION& A platform constructed of 2x4 ls is used to hold
the barrels together for rigging. Eight snap links, FSN 8465-360-0228,

are used to hold the ropes and barrels in place. (:. on etch end of both
bottom barrels and 2 on each end of the top barrel)

(c) RECOMMENDATIONP That all units involved in rigging "Flame
Bath* loads consider the use of eight snap links for securing the rope
to the barrels.

(6) CC) ITMs Searching Techniques.

(a) OBSERVATIONs When patrols are searching villages, built up
areas, or areas where enemy forces have been sighted )r suspected, the
patrol should make a detailed search of the area utilizing iron rods to
probe the ground.

(Dj EVALUATIONf The technique of using iron rods for probing
has been very successful in locating caches and enemy personnel hiding
underground in bunker* and tunnels,

(c) RECOMMNDATION& Thz.t all units carry iron probing rods,
for thorough searching of areas,
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(71 (C) ITEi- Placement Qf Trip Flares.

(a) BSERVATID-s It is suspec c-d that in some instances VC/NVA
scouts observe units setting up their trip flares in their preparation of
the YDP.

b) EVALUTIlN: Knowing the location of the trip flares aids
enemy sapper elements attempting ta penetrate a night position.

(a) RECOMM.DATIONs That trip flares be put out simultaneously
with another activity such as the search of the area surrounding the NOP
to prevent enemy observation of where the trip flares are emplaced.

C8) (C) ITMs Use Qr Scout And Tracker Dogs On Combined Operations.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Scout and tracker dogs used an one combined
operation seemed confused around large numbers of Vietnamese and were of
little use.

(b) EVALUATIM. Wile many things might have affected the dogs'
performance, they may have been confused by the presence of the Vietnamese.

(c) RECOMMATIONS8

]t That the use of scout and tracker dogs in cotibined opera-
tions be further evaluated to determine if the presence of Vietnamese af-
fects their performance°

t2 If so9 that the possibility of eliminating the dog's confusion

in the presence of Vietnamese through further training be investigated.

(9) (C) ITEMs Establishmont Of Combned Patrol Bases.

(a) OBSERVATIONt On 30 August 1969 the 2-14 Inf and the 2nd Bat-

talion, 49th ARVN Regiment established Patrol Base Dong Tien at XT615225,
and occupied it with one US company and one ARVN company. Combined opera-
tions were conducted so that each of the two companies would have one pla-
toon *f the other company with it on daylight operations. In addition,
combined ambushes were conducted every nigt, same af w-ioh Ach- ved Sig-
nificant success. Overall AXVN performance improved considerably, as a
direct result of the combined patrol base.

(b) EVALUATIONs Conducting combined operations from a combined
patrol base is a highly effective means of instilling confidence in the
ARVN and increases Lhe combat effectiveness of their units.

(c) RECMOMATIONs That programs to upgrade ARVN units include
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the establishment of combined patrol bases.

(10) (C) ITEMls Night Attacks On intelligence Targets.

(a) OBSERVATION8 Surprise night attacks have been effective
against 3pecific intelligence targets.

(b) EVALUATIONs Ersemy security measures are lessened at night.
When intelligence identifies specific targets and sufficient time is pro-
vided for planning and reconnaissance (down to platoon level) a night attack
based or surprise and -iolent coordAnated fire support will normally suc-eed,

(c) RECOMENDATIONs That, when the nature of the target is suit-
able, units consider xight attacks for engaging specific intelligence targets.

(11) (C) ITEM& Use Of Radar As &n Aid Tb Night Land Navigation.

(a) OBSERVATION& Land navigation at night is difficult. However
radar is effective in determining exact locations of units and patrols and
cn be used to direct them to desired locations.

(b) EVALUATION& Radar assistance on night land navigation is a
great .-d to the maneuvering eiementr increases their flexibilityp and in--
creases the cormander's cmtzl.

(e) RECOMMENDATIN That units with radar capacity use their

radar to aid units and patrol in night land navigation.

D. ORGANIZATION.

(1) (U) ITEMs Liaison With Supporting Aviation Companies.

(a) OBSERVATIONa Proper liaison with supporting aviation com-
panies is the key to increased efficiency in logistical helicopter operations.

(b) EVALUATIONs The addition of a liaison officer to the DTO Office
from the supporting assault smpport helicopter company has assisted in improv-
ing the CH-47 operations withIn the Division. This officer conducts base moves
and inatructs in proper rigging and aircraft capabilities. He also assists in
the scheduling of Division missions to insure that maximum utilization is ob-
tained.

Ce) RECOYMNDATID That a rulltme liaison officer from the support
C11-47 _iorpany to the Division Transportation Office be assigned in each non-
airmobile Division.
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K. TRAINING.

(1) (U) ITEMs Material Handling Equipment Maintenance Training.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Wieled vehicle mechanics require additional organi-
zational maintenance training on material handling equipment.

(b) EVALUATIONs Inexperienced organizational maintenance personnel
were unable to properly maintain the TO&E material handling equipment at desired
standards. This contributed to an increase in the MHE deadline rate and reduced
the unit's ability to accomplish its assigned mission.

(c) RECOMKENDATIDN8 That action be taken to provide specialized train-
ing for MHE repairmen and be assigned a separate MDS as opposed to cross-training
in light vehicle mechanic MDS (63B20)

(2) (U) ITEMs Improvement Of "Night Hawk" Techniques.

(a) OBSERVATIONs The gunner (Mini-gun operator) and the light/NOD
operator require specialized training in order to function as a team and there-
fore increase the effectiveness of the Night Hawk mission.

(b) EVALUATION8  It has been tested and proven that for best results
from the iJight Hawk missionsp the gunner and the light operator should work as a
team and be cross trained on both the mini-gun and the night observation device
(TVS-4). This allows the light/NOD operator and gunner to change positions every
30 to 40 minutes precluding the light/ND operator becoming eye fatigued due to
eye strain.

(a) RECOMMENDATIONs To increase effectiveness of the Night Hawk pro-
gram all elements cross train their personnel to operate both the mini-gun and
the TVS-4 night observation device.

[. (3) (C) ITEMs Searching Techniques.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Thorough searching of small, known or suspected en-
emy areas, produces greater success than reconnaissance of large areas.

(b) EVALUATIONs A thorough search of small areas is necessary to dis-
cover well concealed enemy tunnels. Normally the enemy will attempt to hide under-
ground. %hen discovered in tunnels many enemy soldiers surrender and provide
immediately exploitable information.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONs Soldiers should receive practical exercise train-
ing om searching techniques during BCT and AIT to include use of probes, likely
areas for tunnels9 and proper methods of clearing a tunnel when it is discovered.

(4) (C) ITEMs Zeroing And Test Firing Of Weapons.
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(a) OBSERVATION& All replacement personnel should be required
to test fire and zero their weapons prior to going on an operation.

(b) EVALUATIONs Personnel demonstrate more confidence if they
are positive of their weapons functioning properly.

(c) REOOMMENDATIONs Replacement personnel zero and test fire
their weapon prior to an operation.

F. LOGISTICS.

(I) (U) ITEMs Conserving Air Resources And Speeding The Closing Of
A Fire Support Base.

(a) OBSERVATIONs The closing of fire support bases in remote lo-
cations usually requires a large amount of blade time for transporting men,
material, and equipment. 1'.SB Sedgwick, closed on 17-18 October 1969, was such
a base. Located six kilometers from the nearest hard-surfaced road and com-
pletely inaccessible to vehicular traffic during the monsoon season, FSB Sedg-
wick was completely dependent on aerial resupply. Dae to the large number of
air sorties required to close the base (40 for the Infantry company and 36 for
the Artillery battery), a temporary LZ was established about six kilometers
awy near the closest hard- surfaced road. The equipment and material evacu-
ated could then be transferred to vehicular transportation for the remainder
of the trip.

(b) EVALJATIONa The procedure described above reduced the blade
time required as well as the time required to close the base. Although close
coordination between the PZ ani the LZ was required, the system worked ex-
tremely well. An additional heavy lift capability was required at the LZ to
transfer loads up to 8000 pounds from the ground to the vehicles.

(c) RECOMMNDATION& That an intermediate landing zone be used when
closing fire support bases which require long distance transportation of ma-
terial and equipment. This would reduce the time necessary to close the bakse
as well as minimize the helicopter blade time requirements.

(2) (U) ITEMs POL Handling Safety Precautions.

(a) OBSE tVATION9 This unit has experienced isolated incidents re-
sulting in JP4 fires which could ha's led to substantial damage to POL equip-
ment and loss o-f petroleum products.

(b) EVALUATIONs Te major cause of POL (JP4) fires ares

1, Brsting bladders due to rapid deterioration resulting
from climatic conditions present in Vietnam.

2. Shortage of qualified POL handlers.
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2. Sparks caused by the starting or restarting of internal com-
bustion engines within the immediate area where fuel vapors have accumulated.

(c) RECONMEDATIONSs

.. That sufficient bladders be on hand or available for immediate
issue from depot stocks to replace the bladders that are comhat losse3 or orn
out through fair wear and tear.

2. That unit,, institute programs to insure adequate instruction
is given to POL replacement personnel to include drivers of 5000 gallon
tankers.

2. That internal combustion engines never be shut down, started

or restarted in an area where volatile fuel vapors accumulate.

(3) (U) ITEM( Effect Of Climatic Conditions On Storage Areas.

(&) OBSERVATION& The rainy season has caused the rapid deteriora-
tion of paper products, and palletized perishable supplies shipped or stored
in Vietnam.

(6) EVALUATION8 Preliminary investigation shows that the rain is
detrimental to outside storage to the point that the packing crates often
fall apart under their own weight.

(c) RECOMMENDATIONs That stateside packing he reevaluated to sus-

tain such climatic conditions as are present in the Republic of Vietnam and

more suitable containers be devised to include plastic inserts to provide
adequate protection from the humidity aid rain.

(4) (U) ITEM8 Strobe Light Batteries.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Strobe light batteries (4-IB), are often in

short supply.

(b) EVALUATIONs A useful field expedient for scarce strobe light
batteries (4M4IB) was found to be the use of two BA1388 batteries. Placed
in series, the two batteries will fit nicely in the battery compartment of a
strobe light, requiring only a small metal nut or washer as a spacer for good
contact, resulting in a long life-reliable field expedient.

(a) RECOIENDATION8 This information should be passed on to all

units Issued strobe lights of this type.

G. COMMUNICATIONS.

(1) (U) ITEMt Use Of UHF Radio At Brigade TOC.
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,a) OBSERVATION8 During contact with the enemy the unit FM com-

mand net becomes cluttered with transmissions rmquired to properly brief
aircraft, This is A particularly time consuming problem when several air-
craft are entering the area at staggered times and the information I s.
pa. sed repetitiously,

(b) EVALUATIONs A UF radio at brigade TOC would enable the
brigade to brief aircraft commanders on the tactical situationg pass ar-
tillery air data, assign an orbit altitude and position and pass the call
sign of the persor. in command. This eliminates excessive traffic on the
unit command nut and allows the unit's commander to position his forces and
direct the ground action without interference. Once airor-ift have been
briefed, the aircraft are then turned over to the tactical unit commander
for specific targets. This radio can be used for flight following when air
assets are shifted throughout the brigade AD from unit to unit; it provides
more flexibility in the brigade commanications system.

(a) REOOMMENDATIO.N That each brigade be authorized a UHF radio

for purposes of aircraft control.

(Z1 (G) 8 FM Communication From Command and Control Helicoterso

(a). OBSERVATION8 In many C & C helicopters the FM communication
system often failso and the PRC-25 radio sometimes carried by the C & C
party has become the primary means of communication with the ground elements.

(b) EVALUATION8 Continuous communication with the ground elements
is essenttel to the effectiveness- of a Cv & C helicopter.

(c). RECOMENDATIONs That all C & C groups carry a PRC4-5 as a
back-up system to the ship's console.

,H. HATEFRTEL

(1 ) (U) ITENt M551 Sheridan Dbadline Rate.

() OBSERVATIONs Repair part control procedures raise the deadline
rate for M551 Sheridans,

(b) FIALUATION8 The primary cause for the recent (p, 69) high dead-
line rate for the M551 vehicle was accelerated wear of sprockets. It was not
determinmable at Division 1,evel if this ,as a materiel failure, an expected re-
sult of the rainy season environment, r both, X major contributing factor to
the generalized M551 maintenance prcilem was strict centralized monagement of
repair parts imposed by General Support Units. Certain critical repair parts
on hand are not released to SU' s until deadline conditions exist. This in-
creased the controlled cannibalization requirement. and the frequency of expe-
dited convoy inns from the DSU to supporting depots in an effort ta keep dead-
line rates within reason.
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(c) RECOM1ENDATION, That the supporting JXU receive fill on hi&h
priority requisitions and that at least part of the critical stockage of
She-a ri repair parts be decentralized to the field in order to provide fast-
or service. This would preclude vehicles being reported deadlined for 2 to
3 days even though parts are on hand in the depot.

(20 (UY ITIMs Repair Birts For Non-Standard Items.

(a) OBSERVATIDN7 In March 1969 Honda Motor Bikes were fielded for

use in the 13t Brigade. The initial procurement made no provision for repair
par,3 and consequently 7 of the 12 have since been deadlined for parts. The
725th Maintenance Battalion attempted to procure repair parts locally; how-
ever, since the Hond& motor bikes were 90 cubic centimeters (cc) displace-
mnt. models, they exceeded the 50 cc limit authorized under Vietnamese law.
No parts could be obtained locally and the problem of procurement was re-
ferred to USARV G-4. Ptr%4,s are being procured by the Non-standard Equip-
ment Branch of the Inventory Control Center 1st Log Gomand. It was nec-
essary for the ist Log Command to send an individual to Japan for the
specific purpose of obtaining repair parts.

(b EVALUATIONs Non-standard items cannot be effectively main-
tained if repair parts are available only after great delay.

(c) RECOMMNDATIONs That the initial procurement of non-standard
items include repair parts necessary to sustain the item during its ini-
tial period of operation and that a maintenance support plan be established
an coordinated with the maintenance battalion prior to procurement.

(31 (U) ITM Metallic Detecting Devices.

(a) QBSERVATION8 Crrent Army inventory mine detectors are cum-

bersome when carried on airmobile and water-borne operations

(3:) EVALUATIONs During water-borne and airmobile operations, this
unit used a metal detection device currently in the US Navy inventory. It
is lightweight, easy to carry and has proven very effective in locating
mines, booby traps and caches. An infantryman can be trained to be an opera-
tor of this device in one day.

(o) RECORMNDATIONs That the Navy's Ordnance Locator, M.59

Model D - Sperry Rand Manual Systems Division, be included in the Army in-
ventory,

(4) (U) ITEMs UH-lC Fuel Control Bellcrank Bolts.

(a) OBSERVATION8 The last 4 UH-lC's received by this unit from
rebuild had the bolts on the fuel control bellcrank on the engine mount im-

properly installed,

(b) EVALUATIONj Improper installation of bolts on the fuel control
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bellcrank on the engine mount causes the bolt to bend on the engine cowi-
ing resulting in a binding throttle.

(c) RECONNDATION: Technical inspectors should conslt the
appropriate -20 manual nd inspect fuel control bellcranks for proper
installation of bolts on all rebuilt UH-lC aircraft.

(5) (U) ITEs Desirability Of k Rotary Tiller Iten Using Lime
For Soil Stabilization.

(a), OBSERVATIONs This unit has found the use of lime on wet

soil to be a good stabilizer,

(b) EVALUATIONs To make the use of lime more eff.ective a ro-
tary tiller is needed. Mixing the lime with the soil by han2d is - slow
and very difficult task. Rotary tillers would make a more uniform mix-
ture of soil and lime and reduce time and manpower needed for hand wix-
ing.

(c) RECOMHMNDATIONs That a rotary tiller be made available

for use by engineer units operating in wet areas.

(6) (C) ITEMs Nbility Of The M551 Sheridan.

(a) OBSERVATIONs Though more mobile than the HUA3 in muddy
terrain the M551 Sheridan is less mobile than the Mll3Al.

(b) EVALUATIONs A track with increased traction would increase

the mobility of the M551 in muddy terrain.

(a) RECOMMENDATIONt M551 track design be improved to provide
more traction in mad.

I. GTHERo

(1) (U) ITEKs The Issuance Of Distinctive Items Of Clothing
To The Civilian Population.

(a) OBSERVATIONs During this reporting period large quan-
tities of distinctive items of clothing such as children's GVN baseball
caps, ChiEiu Hoi T-shirts, etc. were distributed to the civilian popula-
tion. The purpose was to develop a feeling of nationalism and to publi-
cize the Chieu Hoi Program. The items werr issued and gladly accepted by
the people -ho quickly sold them to US troops as souvenirs.

(b) EVADLUATIDNs As both a PSYOPI and civic action effort, the
project was a failure.

(c) RECOMNDATIDNs That future programs of this type be dis-
continued and that money budgeted for this type of effort be programmed
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for support of recognized patriotic youth organizations such as the
Vietnamese Boy Scouts.

(2) 01 CM Btckilling CI Wells At Fire &appoit Bases.

(a)- OERVATIQZ, The use of soil as a backfill for newly dug
wells is undesirable since the soil clouds and makes the water ,.mddy for
days and somtimes weeks.

(b) EVIALUATION: Laterite and soil should not be used as back-
fill for new wells.

(c REOMINDATIlNs That washed crusher rock be used as a
backfill arouwi newly dug wells, or if rock is unavailable no backfill at
all be placed aroud the wells.

(3) (uX IT~a VITCAP.

(a) OESERVATIN, The success of MKDCAP has been firmly estab-
lished. However, treatment and preventive medicine services for domestic
animals have been lacking.

(b) KVALUATM]Eh Recently initiated by the 4th Ba (X), 23d Inf
was VETCP, a program of veterinary assistance b/ qualified personnel
for domestic animals belonging to the local populace. In addition to the
civic action value of such a project, tactical intelligence of local en-
e activity can be obtained. VNTW can be conducted in the same manner
or in conjunction with conventional MEDCAP operations.

C) RCOMMENATIONs That MEDCAP operations be extended, where
qualified veterinary personnel are available, to include services for
domestic animals.

FOR THE CONMANPER,

JAMS M. CONNRL
olonel, GS

Chief Of Staff

-DISTRIBUTION:

4 - CG, II FFV, ATTN: AVVBC-RZ-H
3 - CG, USARV, ATTNv AVHGC-(DST)
2 - CG, USARPAC, ATTNs GPOP-DT
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AVFBC-RM-H (1 Nov 69) 1st Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report - Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Division,

Period Ending 31 October 1969, ROS CSFCR-65 (R2)

DA, HQ -I FFORCEV, APO San Francisco 96266 5 DVEC 19

THRU: Cnnianding General, US Army Vietnam, ATTN: AVHGO(DST), AIO 96375

Commander-In-Chief, US Army Pacif-c, kTTN: GPUP-DT, APO 96558

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D.C. 20310

This headquarters has reviewed and concurs with the Operational Report -

Lessons Learned of the 25th Infantry Division for the period ending 31
October 1969, with the following comments.

a. Reference paragraph iD (9)(g), page 63: last sentence should read:
CiL 1 November...in support of the Central Highway and Waterway Committee
(CEN!OM) lines of communication program.

b. Reference paragraph 2D(4), page 90: Appendix VI, Replacement Train-
ing, USARV Regulation 350-1, 10 November 1969, states that all replacement
personnel will fire familiarization and zero assigned weapons within 7 days
of assignment. The unit has been notified.

FOR THE CCOANDER:

ILT', ,,GO

As t AG

q7



CONFIDENTIAL

AVHGC-DST (I Nov 69) 2d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Division,

Period Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (R2)

HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY, VIETNAM, APO San Francisco 96375 2 7 JA I170

TO: Commander in Chief, United States Army, Pacific, ATTN: GPOP-DT,
APO 96558

1. (U) This headquarters has reviewed the Operational Report-Lessons
Learned for the quarterly period ending 31 Ot.tober 1969 from Headquarters,
25th Infantry Division and comments of indorsing headquarters.

2. (C) Comments follow:

a. (U) Reference item concerning "Monitoring Casualty Causes", page
82, paragraph 2A(l); concur. System employed by the 25th Inf Division to
monitor and measure the causes and trends of operational casualties is
feasible and considered appropriately performed at that level of command.
Dita obtained can be usefully employed by the Division G-3 and would be
more timely and meaningful if collected and analyzed at that level. Exist-
ing deficiencies can be quickly diagnosed and training initiated to cor-
rect them through the decentralized system amployed by the Division,

b. (U) Reference item ccncerning "Reenlistment for Technical MOS's
Utilized Within the Supply and Transport Battalion", page 82, paragraph
2A(2); nonconcur. An individual enlisting/reeenlisting for an Army Career
Group Option is in no way promised an assignment to any specific MOS with-
in that paiticular career group. The technical depth cf ACG 63 and ACG 76
is recognized; however, there are numerous positions within these ACGs in
which personnel can be effectively utilized in an OJT status. Reenlist-
merit for OJT in an ACG is an option authori zed by DA and, providing an
individual is otherwise qualified, no authority exi.st3 to preclude enlist-
ment in any career group. It is recognized that persoanel aesignea in an
OJT status are of limited value to the unit. However, the individual, and
the skills he acquires during this period, will be retained in the service
and will be of long range benefit to the Army as a whole. Assigning person-
nel who reenlist for a specific MOS to a school upon completion of their
tour in Vietnam is not favorably considered. In almost all cases the neces-
sary skills can be acquired by OJT and formal schooling is not required.

c.. (U) Reference item concerning "Sheridan Qualified 11E's", page
83, paragraph 2A(3); concur. All 11E personnel arriving in Vietnam are
screened to identify those individuals trained on the M551 Sheridan.
Individuals so identified are equitably distributed to units equippdi
with these vehicles. Unfortunately, the number of Sheridan trained
replacements received is not sufficient to meet all requirements and
other regularly trained 11E personnel are Pasigned for OJT to fill the
requirement.

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTERVALS;
DECLASSMRED AFTER 12 YEARS.

CONFIDENTIAL D DIE 5200.10

qgr'



CONFIDENTIAL
AVHGCDST (1 Nov 69) 2d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Division,

Period Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (R2)

d. (C) Reference item concerning "Improving Battalion Level
Intelligence", page 83, paragraph 2B(l); concur. The use of this con-
cept for improving battalion intelligence collection is particulary
applicable to units involved in the pacification program. The use of
ary aid which benefits a commander in the assimilation of intelligence
and in the proper utilization of all available intelligence sources is
encouraged by this headquarters.

e. (C) Reference item concerning "Accurate Emplacement of Aerial
Delivered Duffel Bag Items", page 84, paragraph 2B(2); concur. However,
conqideration must be given to the enemy situation and capabilities
within the drop area when flying at an altitude between 250-500 feet
at a speed of 60 knots. Sven with gunship cover, this altitude and
speed offer a lucrative target for all types of enemy fire. Prior
planning, coordination and experi.enced pikis are significant factors
in the accomplishment of an accurate emplacement of aerial delivered
sensors. Rehearsals of the mission in a safe area also contribute
significantly to the accomplishment of the mission. Employing units
should also be famillar with factory suggested ballistics tables when
determining drop altitude and speed for the various types of air
delivered sensors.

f. (C) Reference item concerning "Use of PSID's In a Defensive
Role", page 84, paragraph 2B(3); concur. Vibrations from artillery,
generators and low flying aircraft may cause false activations if the
PSID is ground emyLd-.ed. Consideratior should be given to the use of
line sensorr in 'A def0,nsive position as well as the use of PSIDs.

g. (U) - item concerning "New Marking for Mine Warning",
page 85, par,-.p-mh 28(4); concur. This headquarters encourages the
widest dissemi&i!c,,i of information regarding enenky practices and pro-
cedures. This item will be considered for inclusion in the Combat
Intelligence Lessons (CIL).

h. (U) Reference item concerning "Placement of Enemy Land Mines",
page 85; paragraph 2C(1); concur. Visible wreckage should be regarded
as either booby trapped or mined and troops should be cautious around
such wreckage.

i. (U) Referenco item concerning "Employment of Radar dith Area
Ambushes", page 86, paragraph 2C(2); concur. Use of the AN/PPS-4 radar
in area ambushes to detect enemy movement is excellent. Sufficient bat-
teries to sustain at least 12 hours operation should be immediately
available.

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL

AVHGC-DST (1 Nov 69) 2d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Division,

Period Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (R2)

J. (U) Reference item concerning "Tailboom Strikes on Paddy Dikes",
page 86, paragraph 2C(3); nonconcur. Th 55-1520-210-20, paragraph 12-119,
specifies that the battery location is dependent on the mission. The bat-
tery location is of primary consideration when determining the weight and
balance data for the particular mission. The recommendation that all
units utilizing low level approaches into pick-up zones relocate the air-
craft battery to the nose location does not have universal application.
The technique for low level flares used by the viators at the time of
the incidenL should be reviewed.

k, (U) Reference item concerning "Flame Bath Rigging Problems",
page 87, paragraph 2C(5): ACTIV has been tasked to evaluate "Flame Bath"
Operations, to include rigging. Until the ACTIV evaluation is completed,
USARV is not in a position to recommend the best rigging procedures for
these opcrations.

1. (C) Reference item concerning "Searching Techniques", page 87,
paragraph 2C(6); concur. Some sort of probing tool should be carried by
combat units to search for possible underground caches or hiding places.

m. (C) Reference item concerning "Use of Scout and Tracker Dogs
on Combined Operations", pagz 88, paragraph 2C(8); concur. Scout and
Tracker dogs are trained to seek out Vietnamese. Thus in combined oper-
ations where Vietnamese are near the dogs, the effectiveness of the dogs
would be greatly reduced. The Dog Training Detachment will attempt to
determine a solution to the problem.

n. (U) Reference item concerning "Establishment of Combined Patrol
Bases", page 88, paragraph 2C(9); concur. Establishment of a combined
US/ARVN patrol base from which joint operations are conducted will greatly
increase the effectiveness of the ARVN Forces.

o. (U) Reference item concerning "Liaison with Supporting Aviation
Companies", page 89, paragraph 2D( 1); nonconcur. The Division Aviation
Officer and his staff have the iesponsibility to insure the maximum uti-
lization of assets. When large lifts are being planned, it may be ex-
tremely useful to representatives from the aviation un-*t(s) involved in
the lift to assist in the planning to assure the maximum utilization of
the aviation assets. Normally the lifted unit S-4 is the key man in
planning for moves. He must be throughly familiar with the aircraft
capabilities to program and plan for the exact number of sorties neces-
sary to accomplish the task.

CONFIDENTIAL



CONFIDENTIAL

AVHGC-DST (i Nov 69) 2d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Divieion,

Period Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR-45 (R2)

p. (U) Reference ibem concerning "Material Handling Equipment

Maintenance Training", page 90, paragraph 2E(1); concur. More spe-
cialized training in MHE would enhance operational readiness. Recom-
mend that CONARC review the MHE maintenance training to determine
whether a separate MOS is more 'desirable t&wabroadened scope of train-
ing for MOS 63B20.

q. (C) Reference item concerning "Searching Techniques", page
90, paragraph 2E(3): Concur in that soldiers should receive practical
exercise training on searching techniques; however, it should be con-
ducted at the Division Replacement Training Centers. This type of
training is not applicable to all personnel going through BCT and AIT.

r. (U) Reference item concerming "Zeroing and Test Firing of
Weapons", page 90, paragraph 2E(4) and let Indorsement, paragraph b;
concur with : ; Indorsement.

s, (U) Reference item concerning "Conserving Air Resources and
Speeding the Closing of a Fire Support Base", page 91, paragraph 2F( 1);
corour. Tha establishment of an intermediate LZ and subsequent use of
vehicular transportation to remove equipment and personnel from a fire
support base to reduce the amount of blade time required is acceptable.

I

t. (U) Reference item concerning "POL Handling Safety Precautions",

page 91, paragraph 2F(2); concur. ICCV makes every effort to maintain an
adequate stock of 10,000 gallon POL bladders in the depot system. Unpre-
dictable demands and sporadic availability of these items from but-of-
country sources cause stocks on hand to be depleted at times. Units should
institute programs to insure that adequate instruction is given to re-
placement POL personnel. It is a command responsibility to assure that
all personnel are properly trained to accomplish their jobs. It is a
matter of doctrine that pumps and other items of equipment should not be
located in depressions in the ground or other areas where vapors would
tend to accumulate.

u. (U) Reference item concerning "Effect of Climatic Conditions
on Storage Areas", page 92, paragraph 2F(3); concur. The recommendation
is now in effect. AR 700-58 prescribes the system for reporting indivi-
dual packaging deficiencies at the time they are noted. TheRCS AMS-199
Report (Unitization and Packing of SEA Shipments) submitted quarterly by
this headquarters to AMC is used to report general packaging deficiencies
such as the or, cited in this ORLL. The two reporting means have resulted
in changes to applicable Military Standards and revision of AMCR 746-8
(Preparation of Shipments for Southeast Asia) with resulting improvements
in-packaging of items for SEA shipment.

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL
AVHGC-DST (I Nov 69) 2d Ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry DivisiorW

Period Ending 31 October1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (R2)

v. (U) Reference item concerning "UHF Radio at Brigade TOC", page
92, paragraph 2G(1); concur. Each brigade i already authorized an
AN/VRC-24 radio, which is designed specifically for aircraft control.

w. (C) Reference item concerning "FM Communications from Command
and Control Helicopters", page 93, paragraph 2G(2); concur. The Command
and Control party can carry a PRC-25 and use this as a back up system
when the helicopter FM communications fail.

x. (U) Reference item concerning !M61 Sheridan Deadline Rate",
page 93, paragraph 2H(1); nonconcur, DSU fill and decentralization of
Sheridan repair parts to the field is desirable, but not feasible due
to the shortages of critical repair parts in USARV. issues of controlled
parts are made only against bona fide deadlines as reflected on the dead-
line report. ICCV has taken action to raise requisitioning objectives to
support the M551, however many of the items are not being received. Recom-
mend further consideration by AMC to provide a required stockage of Sheridan
repair parts to USARV.

y. (U) Reference item concerning "Repair Parts for Non-Standard
Items", page 94, paragraph 2H(2); concur. Originators of requests for
non-standard items must include a list of repair parts IAW USARV Reg
715-1. The 25th Division, which originated the request for Hondas, was
advised as to the proper procedures to use in future requests for non-
standard items. Local procurement in Japan has solved this problem.

z. (U) Reference item concerning "Metallic Dectecting Devives",
page 94, paragraph 2H(3); concur. The Army vhould continue to evaluate
new equipment to provide the best possible mine detecting devices.
Eighty-eight MK1 5 Ordanance Locators are being procured under ENSUE 238
for evaluation by USARV units.

aa. (U) Reference item concerning "UH-1C Fuel Control Bellcrank
Bolts", page 94, paragraph 2H(4); concur. Investigation revealed that
only one incident occured versus the four reported. No other units have
reported similar incidents, therefore this is considered to be an isolated
incident.

ab. (U) Reference item concerning "Desirability of a Rotary TillerWhen Using Lime for Soil Stabilization", page 95, paragraph 2H(5);- concurs

The use of rotary tillers to prepare the soil stabilization mixed with
lime is a proven technique. Rotary tillers are available in the Army Sup-
ply Systew and are issued upon TOE/MTOE/TDA/MTDA authorization either to
units or Class IV Equipment Pools.

CONFIDENTIAL



CONFIDENTIAL
AVHGC-D$T (1 Nov 69) 2d ind
SUBJECT: Operational Report-Lessons Learned, 25th Infantry Division,

Period Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (R2)

ac. (U) Reference item concerning "Mobility of the M551 Sheridan",
page 95, paragraph 2H(6); corcur. There is no record of any previous
complaint from users of the M551 Sheridan as to its mobility in muO.
Tests in Panama, in an environment similar to Vietna*, concluded tnat.
the M551 was at least equal in mobility characteristics to the M113 APC.
It is recommended that further action on this item be deferred until
the 25th Inf Div provides amplification on their complaint. Mobility in
mud is a complex function of vehicle ground pressure, track width and
design, vehicle power, driver skill, and other variables. For that reason,
it is recommended that amplified comments from users be provided to USAMC
for appropriate action.

ad. (U) Reference item concerning"The Issuance of Distinctive Items
of Clothing to the Civilian Population", page 95, paragraph 21(1); non-
concur. Prior planning is a necessary and essential part of civic action
and PSYOP work in RVN. In regard to this recommendation, coordination
with and cooperation of GVN officials are necessary. This program has to
be part of an overall PSYOP program to gain the desired results. It is
also recommended that the local commanders institute a program for inform-
ing the troops about the program, so they will not purchase back the items.

ae. (U) Reference item concerning "VETCAP", page 96, paragraph 21(3);
concur. The use of VETCAPS can be of great value. HQ, USARV Veterinarian's
Office presently has a VETCAP Program implemented. Through coordination of
MACCORDS and GVN channels, VETCAPS are carried out in conjunction with
local Vietnamese personnel.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

1. D. MURR/&Y

Cy furn: CPT, AGO
25th Inf Div Assiitant Adlutart G

II FFV
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GPOP-DT (1 Nov 69) 3d Ind (U)
SUBJECT: Operational Report of HQ, 25th Infantry Division for Period

Ending 31 October 1969, RCS CSFOR-65 (R2)

HQ, US Army, Pacific, APO So- Francisco 96558 17 FEB 1970

TO: Assistant Chief of Staff for Force Development, Department of the
Army, Washington, D. C. 20310

This headquarters concurs in subject report as indorsed.

FOR THE COMANDER IN CHIEF:

D. A. TUCKER
CPT, AGC

I
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TROOP LIST
25TH iNFANTEY DIVISMN

1 AUGUST - 31 OCTOBER 1969

I0 O.-M ANIC

a. Command & Control h-lements
IIHC, 25th 7nr Div
HHC, 1st Brigade
HHC, 2nd Brigade
HHC, 3rd Brigade

b, Combat
3rd Sqdn, 4th Car

c. Combat Support Elements
FMB, 25th Inf Div Arty
ist Bn, 8th Arty
7th Bn, 11th Arty
3rd Bn, 13th Arty
2nd Bn, 77th Arty
25th MP Company
25th Aviation Battalion
65th Engineer Battalion
125th Skin.Jl Battalion

d. Combat Service 3upport Elements
HHC & Band, 25th ,Div Spt (rad
25th Adrmin Company
25th Med Battalion
25th S&T Battalion
725th Maint Battalion

IT. ASSIGM'M AUTHORITY

a. Command & Coiitrol Elements - N6Ie

b. Combat Elementg
Ist Bn, 5th 7nf (Mcli)
4th Bn, 9th Tnf'
-2nd- Ba, 12th Inf
2nd Bn, 14th inf
2id Bn, 221,1 2f (Mech)
3rd Bn, 2 Ad I'
4th Bn, 23rd Inf (MYech)
1st Bn, 27th Tnf
2nd Bn, 27th!1fif
2nd Bn, 34th"Armor (-) USARV GO 5063 3 Oct 6.

Inclosure 1 105'



I!. ASSIGNED (Cont) AUTHORITY

Co B attached to 1st Inf Div USARV GO 3502 15 Sep 69
Co C attached to 1st Bde, 5th Div (-4ech) " " 1836 21 May 69

Co F, 75th Inf (Ranger) " " 557 17 Feb 69

c. Combat Sapport Elements
9th Chemical Det USARV GO 503 4 Feb 68

38th Inf Plt (Scout Dog) " " 5423 24 Oct 67
44th Inf Plt (Scout Dog) " " 5423 24 Oct 67
46th Inf Pit (Scout Dog) " " 713 15 Feb 68

66th Inf Plt (Combat Tracker) " " 821 21 Feb 68
265th FA Arty Det (Radar) " " 1412 22 Apr 69

d. Combat Service Support Elements
15th Public Information Detachment USARV GO 503 4 Feb 68

18th Military History Detachment 
to " to

20th Fublic Information Detachment " " t " " "
25th Military Intelligence Detachment of of " I of

TI13. ATTACHED

a. Command & Control Elements - None

b. Combat Elements - None

c. Combat Support Elements
Btry B, 5hh Bn, 2nd Arty
Btry I, 29th Arty (1 'lt)

44th EOD Det USARV GO 1357 10 Apr 67
159th Ned Det, Helicopter Ambulance " " 5121 4 Nov 68

258th FA Det (Radar-CM) " 4263 10 Sep 68
341st Avn Det " " 931 16 Mar 69
362nd Avn Det " 1268 11 Apr 69

d. Combat Service Support Elements
5th Weather Sqdn Det "USAF) USARV GO 1122 1 Apr 69

20th Freventive Med Det " " 4701 9 Oct 68

40th MD Det " " 5166 9 Oct 67
390th Quartermaster Det (Petroleum) " " 5406 23 Oct 67
USA Special Security Dt " 4182 3 Sep 68

372nd Radio ReseA:rch Co " " 2433 6 Jul 69

3rd Bd, 9th inf Div

V0  DIRECT SUPPORT LOCATION

4th Med Det Cu Chi, RVN
Co B, 86th Signal Battalion Cu Chi, RVN
53rd Signal Dot Cu Chi, RVN

/o
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IV. DIRECT SUPPORT (Cont) LOCATION

61st Trans Dot Cu Chi, RVN
HQ Co, 86th Signal Bn, Support Cu Chi, RVN
94th Maint Co, Support Cu Chi, RVN
116th Assault Helicopter Co Cu Chi, RVN
242nd Assault Helicopter Co Cu Chit RVN
2p7th Resu y Bn, Service Cu Chi RVN
23rd SigCu Chi, RVN
325th Weather Det Cu Chi, RVN
501st Land Clearing Co Cu Chi, RVN
578th Sig Co, Support Tay Ninh, RVN

587th Sig Co, Support Tay Ninh, RVN

V. GEneRAL SUPPORT

8th Aerial Port Sqdn Cu Chi, RVN
12th Med Hospital Evac Cu Chi, RVN
HQ & Btry A, 6th Bn, 15th Arty Tay Ninh, RVN
20th TC Co, Aircraft Cu Chi, RVN
45th Sugr MA (MUST) Tay Ninh, RMN
269th Avn Bn, Assault Helicopter Cu Chi, RVN
362nd Engr Co Tay Ninh, RVN
515th Engr Plt, Asphalt Construction Cu Chi, RVN
554th Engr Bn, Construction Cu Chi, RVN
588th Engr Bn, Combat, Co C Tay Ninh, RVN

cD
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ILfrQUi~Th-,, 2"i £2i'YAiTRY DIVSIO14
APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCCS 6 October 1969

SUBJECT: Corimander's Combat Note - The Bushmastcr Opcration

SEE DISTRIBUTION

It is my view that we are not making the most of our ambush opportunities
at night. A techniqu(; that i hav- found veryj successful is the bushaster.
I realize that some of you use sirilar techniques. In the inclosurc are
outlined the basic principles. I desire that each battalion commander have
one or more companies erpeririont with this technique within his assigned
area of operations. - N!. ,/- 1./

// /iZ'•~~~ ~~ x.I/ ,. " /,
I Incl /HARRI VT. HOIIS / (

The Bushmaster Oeration / &,jor General, USA
Commanding

DISTRIBUTION:
A; plus 3rd Bde,
9th Inf Div (10 cys)

Regraded U14CLAS when separated
from classified inclosures

Incl2 LD/V F IDE TIAL



CA'FtH L-LJVIAL..
Commander's Combat Note - The Bushmaster Operation

1. (C) The first step is to choose an area of operations (AO) based on
valid intelligence (i.e., PW interrogations, previous operations, observed
trail activity, agent reports, radar sitings, etc.). The area for an in-
fantry company may cover two to four grid squares (even more) and may be
of any shape. The Bushmaster force may be inserted by airmobile means, may
walk in or be hauled in. It may b6 inserted ixectly into the AO or by
whatever method that is best suited to the situation at hand ann the skill
of the force. Once in the AO a small command group sets up a clandestine
command post (CP). The platoons move out from the CP and usually framen5
into smaller ambush patrols. A detailed map study and careful use of
troops allows a company comnder to configure his AO with AP's interdict-
ing the most likely routes of movement, including waterways where appro-
priate. This configuration is maintained throughout the first night and
the next day. The maximum number of personnel should be allowed to rest
dring the hours of dvlight. Just before or at dusk the following night,
all APts disperse to alternate locations to increase coverage of the AO.
The following morning, approximately 38 hours after insertion, Lho bush-
master operation should end. Airmobile assets may be used to extract the
uni or the unit may conduct a reconnaissance on multiple axes enroute to
its base.

2. (C) A successfl Busnmaster depends on several factors. A clandestine
introduction into the AO is of critical importance. IThe skills of the
individual soldier, decentralized control and thorough briefines by comman-
ders lown to the last private are absolutely essential. Small ambushes
must be located so as to complement and reinforce several adjacent posi-
tions, and a properly placed portabl, radx can provide critical information.
The basic principles of ambush must be used and forcefully applied: coverand concealment, ability to stay alert during the hours of darlaices (byenforced rest during day), and the positioning of all available weapons
must be planned and aggressively executed. Indirect fire weapons must be

closely coordinated since many small units will be located throughout the
AO.

3. (C) Bushmasters can have a devastating effect on any enemy movement of
supplies and troops. However, the operation is only as good as the in-
telligence upon which it is based and the competence of the loaders who
execute it.

4. (G) A unit that specializes in bushmaster techniques and perfects it
to a high military art can expect productive results.

Dpwngraded, at 3 year intervals;
Declassified after 12 years

DOD DI. 5200.10

Incl toInc2 C 0 I D E VT I A L.
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jrOR OFPCIOL L ofJL(

DEPARTMT OF THE ARMY
Headquarters, 25th infantry Division

APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCCG 7 October 1969

SUBJECTt Commander's Combat Note - Sniper Techniquaes

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. In taking a look at our sniper program at this juncture, I had the

performance of a recent day of sniper employment profiled to see how each

was being employed, I discovered that over half of the snipers in this

division were being employed from towers in the vicLnity of fire support

bases. Although this may have been a profitable way of employing snipers

at one point in time, I am of the view that the enemy has now accommodated

to a sniper's presence in certain of our towers, and has adapted his move-

ments to avoid us.

2. W.ile there is a need to cover fire base defenses with observed iire,

I think that these defenses can be covered by a rifleman, as opposed

to a sniper, and thereby the sniper might be put to better and more imagin-

ative use.

3. Moreover, I do not get the feeling that each battalion commander J&

this division is personally supervising, on a centralized basis, the sniper

assets that he has. I say this as a broad observation, recognizing that

in a number of instances battalion commanders are doing just this, I would

like to see all battalion commanders intensively managing their sniper pro-

grams, applying imaginative approaches, avoiding stereotypes as they become

unproductive, and vaintaaiing an experimental attitude toward the entire
program.

4. I believe that our gr.rAng sniper capability can conclusively demonstrate

its significant wrth to -us as we attempt to accomplish our mission. I

have enclosed some general thoughts on snipers which I commend to each

commander. These should not be considered as any final answer. There are

many avenues to explore and we all should proceed to explore them, posthaste.

s/ Harris W. Hollis

i Incl t/ HARRIS W. HOLLIS

as Major General, USA
Commanding

DISTRIBUTIONt
A (PLUS)
3d Bde, 9th Inf Div- 10

A TR COPY

WILLIAM D. WATSON
CPT, FA Fz OFFICIAL O L.Y"
Division Historian
Incl 3 110



A, DEIRED SNIPER PROGRAM
WITHIN THE 25TH INFANTRY DIVISION

I. ORGANIZATION: Six snipers should be assigned to each battalion headquarters
and headquarters company and four at each brigade headquarters. It is essen-
t2al that snipsr employment be planned and controlled no lower than battalion
level, by the commander.

2. SOME SUGGESTED INITIAL METHODS OF EMPLOYMEN's

a. Ambush Patrols: Placing snipers with ambush patrols is a most
successful method of employment. Two techniques can be used extensivelys

) The sniper team accompanies a platoon on an ambush. 2) The sniper team,
with a security element of five to eight men, establishes an obush/sniper
position.

(I) 'When employed with a platoon ambush, the sniper team remains close
to the platoon commend post. %hon an element of the platoon observes enemy
activity, the snipers are alerted to that location. The sn.pers engage se-
lectively at night with the starlight scope or with the ART scope during
daylight. Lt there is but one Viet Cong in the area, he is taken ueder
fire by a sniper. In this way the ambush position and location of auto-
matic weapons are not coapromised. Snipers with suppressorc can engage at
will without compromiring the ambush position. %hen a group of Viet Cong
aDproach the killing zone, the snipers engage the Viet Cong leaders and
radio operators while other members of the platoon fire into the general
kill zone. Another technique which has been successful in an ambush is
that of having the snipers fire tracers to mark the flanks of an enemy
force which has approached the position in an area other than the specified
kill zone. Snipers are also used to engage Viet Cong who probe the ambush
site, attempting to incite the ambush to fire prematuroly, thus disclosing
automatic weapons positions and detonating its claymorei,

(2) The second syccessful method of employment has been that of pla:ing
a sniper team and a five-to-eight man security element in a carefully so-
lected -.iper/ambush position. The general area is selected by the battalion
commander who considers the enemy activity in the area and the advice of the
sniper team. The team is moved to a company forward position where it is
joined by the security element. The security element is equipped with M16 's,
M79's, and an AN/PRC-25 radio. The sniper/ambush position is occupied just
prior to dark. The locatioi is selected to provide maximum range of fires
and is located within a reasonable distance from a friendly unit. The snipers
maintain a continuous surveillance of the area. Eye fatigue at night is
minimized by having the snipers alternate the use of the starlight scope
throughout the night. The M79 is an especially useful weapon at a sniper/
ambush position. Viet Cong frequently have been observed in a tree line
or in a vegetAted area wherein a shot is not possible due to a low light
level. By directing M79 fire into the area, he Viet Cong, on several occasions,
have been forced to move and expose themselves to sniper fire,.

b. Stay-Behindst Snipers, having long range fire capability, are ex-
tremely effective in engaging Viet Cong who follow a unit as it moves from
one location to another. A sniper team with a 5-8 man security element is

Inc I 1to Inci 3 FC-Z cFFK '- 111 USE CJY
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selected to provide long range observation of the route over which the unit
has traveled. Snipers with their telescope sights are able to engage the
Viet Cong at ranges out to 900 meters. At extreme ranges, the Viet Cong
frequently are not cautious about their cover and concealment. Thus, they
present excellent ta-egets for the sniper team.

c. Off-Sets

(1) A xenon search light has been used to covertly illuminate an
area with pink light. The starlight scope is sensitive to a portion of the
infrared band that is pink and near the visible light portion of the spec-
trum. By using a pink filter on a xenon search light an area can be
illuminated with invisible light that registers in the starlight seope.
This phenomena has been used successfully in two types of sniper activity$
bers security and ambush operations.

(2) Successful ambushes have been conducted by placing a searchlight
equipped 1 ton vehicle 1200 to 1500 meters from a road intersection. Snipers
equipped with starlight scopes wre plaeed 300 meters from the intersection.
Maintaining radio contact with the searchlight operator, the snipers con-
trolled the covert illumination of the intersection and surrounding areas.
V4en Viet Cong appeared in the kill none they were easily engaged by the
sniper team. It has been found that by off setting the sniper teams from
the searchlight and placing the searchlight and f ton vehicle in a position
remote from the awibush sitet the enemy in the kill sone is not alerted to
the noise of a running engine.

(3) The pink light/sniper combination has been successfully employed
in base camp security operations. The searchlight, mounted on a jton ve-
hicle, responds to radio equipped sniper teams in position either on the
berm or in ambush positions ouside the berm. The background noise of
a fixed base camp conceals effectively the noise of the engine and activity
of the searchlight crew. In forward base camps the searchlight remins in
the center of the base camp and, by swinging its beam through 360 degrees,
covertly illuminates avenues of approach into the position. Nith this
method it is again essential that the snipor teams maintain radio contact
with the searchlight crew. The pink light is particularly useful during
the dark of the moon period.

d. Counter Snipers Sniper teams are effective in oounterin3 Viet Cong
sniper activity, Each team, equipped with its telescopic sight and'9
Spotting Scope, searches the area of suspected sniper activity. The optical
equipmient permits a detailed search of distant areas. A feemt example
is that of a unit, after having beon fired on by a Viet Cong sniper from
long range, deployed its sniper team. The team searched the tree line with
its optical equipmeft and the Viet Cong sniper was discovered in a trace at
720 meters. 1tilz one team member Judged the wirA1 using the 19 spotting
scope, the other man fired one round, killing the Viet Cong sniper.

e. Night Hawk Operations: Night Hawk operations can occasionally make
good use of snipers to mak t&rgets and to engage them.
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3, PROBLEM AREAS The following problem areas have been encountered in
training and employment. The problem areas are discussed here to provide
guidance to units initiating a sniper program.

a. Wien sniper teams are employed for prolonged periods with units
other than units of assignment, there is a tendency for the snipers to be
overlooked When promotions are considered, when Rest and Recuperation leave
is scheduled and other personnel affairs.

b. The personal interest of battalion and company covmanders is essen-
tial Jn selecting candidates for the sniper school. Men have been "volun-
teered' for the course when they not only expressed no interest in the pro-
gram -at had a very short time remaining in country. The selection and
training of only well motivated and interested men is essential to the
program.

c, Commanders must take an active interest in employing snipers.
&thout command interest, sniper teams will be employed poorly and the

results of the sniper program will be meager. There have been examples
of snipers being positioned in dense vegetation with limited fields of
fire while riflemen in the same unit were located in positions with wide
fields of fire. In those units in which the commander imaginatively em-
ployed his snipers, the results have been significantly greater than in
units which the coir nders were less interested in the program.

do A sniper, with his optical equipment, frequently is able to see
the imediate reaction of a Viet Cong as he is hit by a bullet. -In some
cases, a sniper who has been well motivated will suddenly lose interest
in sniping after witnessing a kill. This can be detected only be careful
and regular debr ofing of both members of the sniper team.

4. EZPERIMENTATION, The need for imaginative employment and experimentation
is paramount if the unit2 sniper program is to get off of th -gwrcut, so
to speak. Continued forward momentum will be directly related -o the commander's
degree of interest and imaginative exploitation of this valuable resource.

113
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CONPlKDETUI L

DEPARTMenT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, 25TH INFANTRY DIVISION

APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCCG 8 October 1969

SUBJECTt Commander's Combat Note -Offensive Use of Radar (U)

SEE DISTRT.BUTION

1. (C) Recently, I distributed a letter to all units in the Division
concerning the needed improvement in our intelligence program at the
unit level. One of the subjects addressed in this letter was the im-
aginative and aggressive use of ground surveillance radar as an offen-
sive weapon, to be employed w herever and however it could find the
enemy and direct a combat response against this eemy. Some units of
the Division; through imagination and innovation, have already enjoyed
success in thie program and thei? experiences are set forth here so
that other units may benefit from them. Some other suggested techni-
ques are also included for the guidance of all units.

2. (C) These examples should encourag all commanders to employ the
radar assets as an integral part of th r offensive operations at night.
They can do much more than merely pro earl warning of a probe or
an attack on one of our bases.

2 Incl.iW.OUS
I - Offensive Use of Radar jor General, USA
2 - Other Suggested Techniques Commanding

DISTRIBUTIONs
A; plus
3d Bde, 9th Inf Div (15 cys)
G3 (10 cys)
Div Hist (14 cys)

CO JFI DEWTR41L

r-NiWNGRADED AT 3 YEA'? IHNTERVALS

DECLASSIFIED AF-lE 12 YEArmS

Incl 4 DOD DIR. 5200.10
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CONFIDENTIAL

OFFENSIVE USE OF RADAR

1. (C) On the night of 24 September 1969, the aN/PS-5 radar at Patrol
Base Dees was employed to periodically monitor, in order to acquire tar-
gets, the area around a squad sized ambush patrol from Company A, 2nd
Battalion, 12th Infantry, which was in position some 1200 meters south-
west of the base. At 2322 hours, the patrol engaged ten (10) enemy thir-
ty (30) meters to the east of their posit5n, after detecting them with
a Starlight Scope. After a brief firefight, the patrol checked the area
and found three (3) dead enemy. Within minutes of this contact, the
radar detected a group of enemy moving toward the patrol's position a-
long a trail 100 meters to the west. The information was radioed to the
patrol leader and he had sufficient time to shift his men to face the
threat, confirm the sightings with a Starlight Scope and engage this
force, killing two (2) more enemy. As this patrol was returning to the
base, the radar, vectoring its movement, detected movement 100 meters
behind the patrol. This movement was engaged by artillery and abruptly
ceased.

2, (c) The next night, in the 1st Brigade area, an AN/PPS-4 radar was
used to maintain contact with and direct fires upon a fleeing enemy.
Company A, 4th 2attalion, 9th Infantry, had established a series of four
(4) ambushes along the southern edge of the Renegade Wods. Their radar
was employed to cover the area to the west toward the Cambodian Border.
At 2045 hours, the men at the CP location detected approximately sixty (60)
personnel moving 100 meters southwest Gf their position. A heavy fire-
fight ensued, during which the Company Commander directed the radar oper-
ator to 'lock on" to the contact and report any movement from hs't area.
After ten (10) minutes, the fire slackened and the radar began to detect
groups of enemy moving south from the contact site. The Company Comman-
der had co-located his mortar section leader with the radar, and each
radar polar plot was applied to the plotting board for immediate conver-
sion to an accurate grid which was relayed to the artillery Forward Ob-
server for engagement. In this manner, five (5) separate targets were en-
gaged. This continued pressure so disorganized the enemy that shortly
his elements began to blunder into the ambush positione, setting off achain of five (5) more engagements. Fifteen enemy were ki.led and one
was captured as a result of these fights because the enemy could not
effectively break contact.

3. (C) Operating from Patrol Base Hunsley on the night of 30 September,
Ccompany B, 2d Battalion, 14th Infantry, employed an AN/PPS-5 to monitor
the movement of their ambush patrols into position and keep the area
around the patrols under surveillance. At 1940 hours, the radar detec-
ted 10-15 individuals following one of the patrols. The patrol waa in-
tormed of its Kshadow" and continued to its location. Shortly after the
patrol settled into position at 2000 hours, the radar detected 5-7 enemy
in their immediate area. Being fully alerted, the patrol sighted 30-40
enemy within 50 meters of their position at 2007 hours and immediately
engaged them with their organic weapons, followed by a light fire team
and a Night Hawk helicopter. Two enemy bodies were recovered from this
action. Again, the radar had provided security and tareet infntion
for an offensive operation. 00Mi AT 3 YAI INTEiRVALS;

Inclosure 1 to Incl 4 CONFIDENTIAL DA AFE 5200.10
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COJFIDEAJTI PL.

OTHER SUGGESTED TECHNIUES

1. (C) Use radar to direct the r:vement of a force into a position to
block an enemy withdrawal, or to-interdict enemy movement.

2. (C) Radar could be used in conjunction with sniper teams to direct
their surveillance toward an area of activity.

3. (C) Employ radar to vector friendly aircraft into x target area.

4. (C) Use radar to vector friendly units in a "link-up' or reinfurce-
ment at night.

5. (C) Collect and analyze radar data to aid in the selection of future
AP sites, and to determine more lucrative radar sites.

6. (C) Use radar to vector sweep elements into areas engaged by artillery

or gunships as a result of radar sightings.

7. (C) Confirm the accuracy of indirect fires, and assist in the adjust-

ment of these fires.
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1V FF)CjAL US5 MET
DIPART M T OF THE ARMY

eadquarters, 25th Infantry Division
APO San Frencisco 962-5

AVDCOP 2.7 October 1969

SUBJCJCT Comusandprs Combat Note - Ranger Operations

SIR DIS 1RIBUTION

i. I would like to see the Rangers used in a more agressive role as
opposed to operating solely as an intelligence gthering agency. I am
confident that the techniques used in the Delta are applicable to large
areas of our TAOI. The enemy at present is dispersed, and a six to twive
mn teas should be able to hold its own until help can be made available.
Large parts of the 2nd and 3rd Bde AO's are ideally suited for various
types of operations such ast Parrakeet; 12 and 18 man Hunter-Killer
operations (6 men conduct ground reconnaissance and 12 establish a linear
ambash and maneuver if hunter element establishes contact); snatoh Missionsl,
sniff operations; rescue missions; sniper teams; 6 man ambush and recon
miqsions; counter-mortar operations; combined operations with the US Navy
and RVN forces; and others which can be developed. Yany of these opera-
tions can be conducted in the 1st Bde AO with little or no modification.

2.. Interest and support must go both ways. The brigades must support the
Rangers, and the Rangers must be interested in what is going on in the
brigades. A mutual understanding of each other's capabilities and limita-
tions can insure the maximum effectiveness of all operations.

3. The brigades should request Ranger Teams to conduct operations which
they feel would be best handled by a small, well trained unit. I believe
that short missions, where they can carry light loads and move quickly
and quietly would be profitable (two days maximum). Various means can
be used to insert the teams into an operational area; these include such
methods as stay-behinds on airmobile or mechanized operations, walkout
from friendly units, boat insertions, as well as rappelling or parachuting
from aircraft. The methods of inserting and employing Rangers are many
and varied. The use of different techniques will provent the establishing
of easily detectable patterns and greatly enhance the Rangor's effectiveness.

FOP- OFFh JL- U66' OL'
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AVDCOP 1? October 1969

SUBJECTs Commanders Combat Note - Ranger Operations

4. Once the Rangers havs established contact with the enemy, the team
should be reinforced if necessary to fully exploit the contact. Rather
than extract, we should Opile-on* to eliminate the enew force and gain
all available intelligence information.

5. The Ranger Company is carable of providing long range reconnaissance
and combat patrols to supplement other operations conducted by the Division.
They are a valuable asset which e must exploit to the fullest extent pos-
:ible. I encourage commanders at all levels to recommend and supiort
Ranger operations, and I am confident that the results will be revarding.

s! Barris W. Hollis
t/ HARRIS W. HOLLIS

Major General, USA
Commanding

DISTRIBUTION s,
A plus
15- Co F* 75th Inf (Rangers)
25- G3
30- let de
30- 2nd Bde
30- 3rd Bde
30- 3rd Bde, 9th Inf Div

A TRUE COF!?

WLIAM D. ULTSON
CPT, FA
Division Historian
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CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMEN OP THE ARMY

Hpdquarters 25th Infantry Division
APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCCG 20 00*tb; p 1969

-SUBJECT: Canmanders' Combat N~te - Defense Against Sappers

SEE DISTRI3JTION

1. (U) Enemy units axe increasing sapper training throughout thpir ranks.
Because of the increased possibility of sapper techniques being used
against Division base camps, fire support baseso and patrol bases, the
attached lessons learned by the 5th Battalion, 60th Infantry should be
very useful.

2. (U) I urge all conmanders to use sapper Hoi Chanhe in judging
defensive capabilities and vulner-bilities. At the earliest opportunity,
units should attain assistance of these Hoi Chdnhs to determine the actual
strength or wealmess of our defensi meas es,

1 Incl ARRIS W. HOLLIS
as jor General, USA

Commanding

DISTRIBUTION:
B (Plus)
30-1st Bde, 25th Inf Div
30-2nd Bde, 25th Inf Div
30-3rd Bde, 9th Inf Div
30-3rd Bde, 25th lnf Div

REGRADED L'~4
WHN SEPARATED FROM
CLASSIFIED INCLOSURES
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DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEAJ-S.
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oA 7r 7--,
DEPARTMIT OF TRE ARMY

HEADWARTERS, 5TH BATTALIO, 60TH INFANTRY
9TH INFANMY DIVISION

APO SAN FRANCISCO 96371

AVBB-ID-ST 10 October 1969

SUBJECT: Lessons Learned - Defense Against Sappers (U)

Camanding Officer
3d Brigade
9th Infantry Division
APO San Francisco 96371

1. (C) During the last six months, no significant sapper attacks have
occuired in Rach Kien District. However, analysis of previous contacts
and intelligence reports indicates that sapper units are t ctive and capa-
ble of launching an attack.

2. (C) On 10 September 1969, a request ws made to the Tan An Chieu Hoi
Center for a former Viet Cong sapper to make a detailed inspection of the
battalion base camp.

3. (C) The former sapper was made available within two days, He proved
extremely vauable in providing cam~ents and observations on the base
camp defense, the most likely avenues of approach for a sapper atTack$
and the best. attack plan. Hir general ccmrments included:

a. Sapper Limitations:

(1) Sappers will norma ly withdraw when constant illumination is fired.

(2) Sappers have difficulty in crossing wet areas because of the heavy
loads they are required to carry. Sappers prefer to mlk on solid grouxid
or dikes.

(3) Chain-link fencing is extremely hard to cut.

(4) Triple concertina wire is also extremely hard to dut and time

consuming when used in conjunction with chain-link fencing.

(5) Trlp-flares destroy secrecy., and thereforeq normally cause the

sapper to abort the mission.

DOWNGRADED AT 3 YEAR INTrERVALS;

DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YEARS.
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AVB-IDh-ST 10 October 1969
SUBJECT: Lessons Learned - Defense Against Sappers (U)

b. Recanmended Counter Sapper Defense Measures:

(1) Fire illumination at irregu!;r intervals.

(2) Maintain alert LP's, dgy and night.

(3) Install additional trip flares at a greater distance from the
perimeter.

(4) Cut tall grass around the perimeter.

(5) Emplace additional wire in grass, canals, and paths.

(6) Install concertina wire and chain-link fencing around all grave
sites located near the perimeter.

(7) Construct triple concertina (supported) in depth on the outside of
the chain-link fence.

(8) Construct additional chain-link fencing at a 20 meter radius around
bunkers for protective stand-off of RPG and 107 rockets.,

(9) Partition internal areas with chain-link fencing in order to
canalize an attack,

4. (C) The specific lesson learned is that a former sapper is extremely
valuable to a battalion in evaluating the effectiveness of its base camp
defense and in providing recommendations for biprovements. The general
lesson learned is -that there are many external sources upon which a battalion
may call for assistance.

FOR THE CCMANDER:

/s/ JOSEPH S. JOHNSTON
/t/ JOSEPH S. J"HNSTON

OPT, Infantry
Adjutant

"THIS IS A TRUE COPY"

Z E, CONNOR III

Asst G3 12)
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CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEADQUARTERS 25TH INFANTRY DIVISION
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96225

AVDCCG

SUBJECT: Effective Intelligence Program

SEE DISrfrIbUrION

1. (U) The evolution of an effective intelligence program in Vietnam has
been a long and slow process and great progress has been made. Neverthe-
less, our intelligence must be further improved if we are to preserve the
lives of our soldiers and defeat the enamy.

2. (C) This war has been termed, "An Intelligence War". Every commander
mu3t be acutely responsive to the changing situation of enemy locations
or intentions. The enemy has withdrawn the major portion of his main
force units from our area of operations. The local VC and guerrilla for-
ces for the present have became tne target of primary interest. The
large number of squad and cellsized units in the enemy forces makes it
impractical fov the division and brigade intelligence sections to keep
abreast of all locations and situations. An increased task falls on the
batalion commander and his S2.

3. (U) To insure maximum use of available intelligence resources, each
commander must know and understand all sources of intelligence that are
available to him. He will then be able to use them fully and devise new
means to exploit them. vle can take away from the enemy some of the few
advantages he has remairing, regardless of whether he is a local hamlet
guerrilla or a recent infiltrator from North Vietnam.

4. (C) Intelligence sources available to the battalion conuander in-
cludes

a. Huian sources: Prompt exploitation of intelligence produced by
prisoners and Hoi Chanha has resulted in the elimination of enemy forces
and the capture of significant caches. This type of intelligence is very
perishable. The information from a NW or a Hoi Chanh must be exploited
before his comrades are able to leave the area or move heir caches. A
prisoner or a Hoi Chanh should be evacuated rapidly to the nearest loca--
tion at which he can be interrogated. The information acquired must be
disseminated at once to both senior and subordinate units. Reports frcm
agents should also be given consideration but only in conjunction with

DOWNGRADED AT 12 YEAR INTNWALS; CONFIDENTIAL
NOT AUTOMATICALLY DECLASSIFIED.
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CONFl DENTIAL

SUBJEOT: Effective Intelligence Progrt

other intelligence to determine validity.

b. Electronic Means: The product of electronic devices will remain
simply data unless it is exploited by the commander.

(1) Within the battalion the commander has his Ground Surveillance
Radar Section. All too frequently the radar is used only in a defensive
role. The great feature of r&dar is t it takes away the cover of
night from the neny,. Imaginative an, aggressive comanders use it as
an offensive weapon. If a radar set is not producing sightings., it must
be either relocated or given a new sector of scan. Take it out on night
ambushes to cover known LAs 'a. All cleared radar sightings must be
engaged and the results checked at the earliest possible time.

t2) The People Sniffer, SLAR, Red ease and Duffle Bag sensors indi-
cate a presence. Altnough the presence will not always be hostile, when
taken with other intelligence it may confirm an enemy location. Good
ccmanders use these indicators to plan locations for day and night
operations.

c. Reconnaiasance: Reconnaissance is conducted from the air, on the
ground or by boat. All soldiers moving through or across an AO should
constantly search for signs of enemy presence. Even the untrained obser-
ver can detect such indicators as a hostile population or recent trail
activity. Aeidal reconnaissance assets can cover areas inaccessable to
ground troops but patterns of reconnaissance must not be established.
Anything out of the ordinary should be reported, regardless of the obser-
ver's estimate of its relevance.

d. All other means: Intelligence -an be gathered from a variety
of other sources within the 10. Daily contact with the district chief and
his DIOCO give the coemander access to intelligence produced within his
AO by Vietnamese agencies. Personal contacts with village chiefs,
spiritual leaders, and commanders of RF/PF forces will produce intelli-
gence. Other contacts by members of the unit, such as MEDCAPS or similar
operations will produce intelligence for the conmander.II - 5. (C) I want an effective targeting aystem set up within each battalion
to enable the comander and his staff to determine the most likely areas
for productive operations. One valuable aid is a target intelligence
center in the Battalion TOC. On a separate map board, preferably 1/25,000
scale, a seven day accumulation of all VR sightings, contacts, acts of
terrorisa, SIAR, Red Haze, Duffle Bag, Airborne Personnel Detector, agent.
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CONFIDENTIAL

SUBJECT: Effective LTtelligence Program

reports, and radar sightings are plotted in a color code which denotes
the different dayu of the uaek. A nightly review by the coumauder and
staff will reveal areas of activity in which cperati*w should be under-
taken.

6., (U) Oar goal is to destroy the enemy while preserving the lives and
well-being of our zoldiers. Tnis call best azceiaplisked by careful

assessment of and timely reaction to e ence.

or General, USA

DISTRIBLUION:
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COA)F E e1\)VidL

DEPARTMI.NT OF THE ARMf
HEAdqUARTERS 25TH INANTRY DIVISION

APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCIN 7 September 1969

SDBJECT: 1OI - Radar Ground Surveillance Employment (U)

SEE DISTRIBUTION

1. (C) PUJRPOSEt To establish policy, and delineate responsibility for
the employment of the ground surveillance radars in the 25th Infantry
Division TAOI. This L01 supersedes 25th Infantry Division OI dated
17 April 1969, subject as above.

2. (U) APPLICABILITYi These instructions apply to all units assigned
or under the operational control of the 25th Infantry Division.

3. (C) RESPONSIBILITIESs

a. Assistant Chief of Staff G2 has the general stuff r6sponsibility
for the employment of all ground surveillance radars organic or attached
to the 25th Infantry Division.

b. Division Artillery Commander has the responsibility for the
employment of AN/TPS-25 radars as approved by the Commanding General,

c. Brigade Commanders have the responsibility for the integrated
employment of AN/PPS-5 and AN/PPS-4 radars assigned to the maneuver
battalions under their operational control,

d. Commanding Officer, 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry, has the responsi-
bility for the employment of AN/PPS-5 and AN/PPS-4 radars assigned to
that unit,

e. Commanding Officer, 725th Maintenance Battalion has the direct
support maintenance responsibility for all organic and attached ground
surveillance radars.

DONNDRADED AT 3 YEAR INITERVALSs
DECLASSIFIED AFTER 12 YFARSs
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Cc) t j--i to ixri dL.

AVDCIN 4 September 1969

SUBJECT LOI - Radar Ground Surveillance EmpIloyment (U)

4. (C) CONCEPT OF ENPLOYMENTs

a. AN/TPS-25 radars will be located to provide coverage of those areas
determined to be most lucrative tor the detection of enemy main force move-
ments. All locations will be approved by the Commanding General, 25th in-
fantry Division.

b. AN/PPS-5 radars will be located primarily to provide long range
identification and location of hostile targets during periods of reduced
visibility. Due to its range capability, every effort will be made to
locate AN/PPS-5 radars to obtain maximum long range surveillance of enemy
LOCs. Commanders should not restrict themselves to fire support bases and
patrol bases for radar site locations, but should also site radars in
Vietnamese installations whenever these locations -ill improve radar ground
surveillance capability.

c. AN/PPS-4 radars will be located primarily to provide close-in
surveillance at fire support bases, patrol bases, night offensive positions,
bridges and other small critical installations.

d. All ground surveillance radars, except the AN/PPs-4, will be mounted
on towers' to minimize dead space and ground clutter.

e. All AN/TPS-25 and AN/PPS-5 radar locations w-Ill be surveyiW unless
occupancy is to be for less than 72 hours. Uhen an AN/PPS-4 is employed at a
somi-permanent site, the location will be surveyed.

f. Commanders will ensure that quick-fire communications are established
between radar sites and operations centers for rapid target engagement£I
determination. Appropriate engagement may include artillery, Light Fire
Team, Night Hawk, mortars, infantry reaction, or a combination of these
means. Commanders will establish direct-) !ne communications between radar
sites and nearest artillery battery fire direction center to expedite
Artillery engagement when appropriate.

g. An SOP should be established citing brigade criteria for the attack
of radar acquired targets. The SOP may specify, for example, that artillery
will immediately request clearance for and engage targets with fewer than
ten personnel. Targets of ten or more personnel would be immediately
cleared, but referred to the Brigade Commander for a decision as to method
of attack,

h. All ground surveillance radars will have adequate communications
to prov-ide immediate reporting of sightings and for tip-off to radars to
scan areas in which activity is detectad by other acquisition means.
Radar operators will be instructed to monitor areas of Duffel Bag activation
to verify size and presence of enemy, if area is within radar scan capability.

12
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AVDCIN 4 September 1969

SUBJECT: LOI - Radar Ground Surveillance Employment (U)

i. All radar sightings will be reported promptly as spot reports to
G2 Operations, with follow-up reports as additional information is developed.
Every effort will be made to visually confirm results of all combat responses
to radar acquired targets through use of Night Hawk or ground react.ion ele-ments,

J. No ground surveillance radars, other than those maintained in the
division maintenance float, will be placed in reserve or employed solely
as back-up to another radar without the approval of the Commanding General.

5. (C) TASKS:

a. Division Artillery Commander wills

(1) Employ organic and attached radars in accordance with the concepts
outlined above.

(2) Furnish required directional and horizontal survey control to radars
and furnish technical assistanco, less maintenance and logistics, to Brigades
and 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry concerning employment and capabilities.

(3) Obtain approval of the Commanding General, 25th Infantry Division,
prior to relocating AN/TPS-25 radars. Requests for approval cah be made
orally through the G2.

(4) Maintain a clutter/coverage diagram for each active AN/TPS-25
site. One copy will be forwarded to G2.

(5) Provide daily report on the operational status of all organic or

attached radars to G2 Air.

b. Brigade and 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry Commanders wills

(1) Employ organic radars in accordance with the concepts outlined
above.

(2) Maintain a clutter/coverage diagram for each active AN/PPS-5 site.
One copy, 1850,000 scale, will be forwarded to G2 Air. Diagrams need not
be submitted for a site that will be active for less than 72 hours.

(3) Provide daily report on location and operational status of all
organic radars to G2 Air. Telephonic reports of any changes to the oper-
ational status report will be made as soon as they become known.

6. (C) MAINTENANCEt

a. COMMANDING OFFICER, 725th Maintenance Battalion wills
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CONFIDENTIAL
AVDCIN 4 September 1969

SUBJECT: LOI - Radar Ground Surveillance Employment (U)

(1) Maintain AN/PPS-4 and AN/PPS-5 radar sets in maintenance
float. Authorized density will be determined in accordance with
25th Infantry Division Regulation 750-1 and current Major Item
Agency (MIDA) list, as published by USARV.

(Z) Provide maintenance assistance to user units to include
periodic courtesy inspections.

(3) Establish policies and procedures to attain minimum
deadline rates on ground surveillance equipment.

(4) Inform the G2 of the status of deadline ground surveillance
equipment as soon as it is knoTm.

b. Operators will perform daily maintenance checks in accor-
dance with appropriate technical manuals. This check should be
performed prior to 1000 hours to insure equipment faults are de-
tected and repaired prior to night operations. 725th Maintenance
Battalion, wl be no'JAfied immediately of radar deadlines. AN/PPSL4
and AN/PPS-5 radar sets that cannot be repaired and returned prior

to nightfall will be exchanged for a maintenance float. A statement
by the appointing authority or surveying officer releasing the radar
for repair will accompany those radars damaged other than by fair
wear and tear (FWT). Such a statement must be furnished prior to
issue of a float set from the Maintenance Battalion.

c. The Commanding Officer, 725th Maintenance Battalion, will
insure float radars are available for this exchange. The Commanding
Officer of the supported organization will be responsible for trans-
porting radar sets to and from the supporting DSU. During daylight
hours, maximum utilization should be made of DISCOM helicopter assets
for evacuation of radar sets. After 1900 hours, Division ready ship
will be utilized for evacuation of radar sets and will have priority
second only to support of troops in contact.

d. To preclude damage to AN/PPS-4 and AN/PPS-5 radar sets, all
movements will be conducted by helicopter sorties, VeIcles may be
used to transport AN/PPS-4s and AN/PPS-5s within base areas with the
driver instructed not to exceed 10 miles per hour. Vibrations and
bumps will be held to an absolute minimum.

e. To prevent damage to tower mounted Receiver-Transmitter
units by the rotor-wash of helicopters, the following measures
will be taken8

I. PPS-5 radars will be wired to the tower.

2. PPS-5 radar antenna reflectors and feed horn will be

removed when the radar is not in use during daylight hours.

3. Nails will be given through the ground spike holas in
the tripod of PPS-5 radars and bent over the foot to further
anchor the equipment.

1 CONFIDENTIAL



CONFIDENTIAL
AVDCIN It, ieptember 1969

SUBJECT: LOI - Radar Ground Surveillance Employment (U)

7. (C) TRAINING:

a. Each unit equipped with the PPS-4, PPS-5 and TPS-25
radars will conduct a supervised, mandatory, daylight training
program for all radar personnel. Training will be conducted
daily for a minimum of one hour and whenever possible will in-
corporate the use of aerial observer, artillery firing battery
and/or friendly reconnaissance patrols.

b. When an artillery observer conducts the radar training,
he will instruct the operator to scan a opecific area and report
to him what is sighted. The observer will vary the nature of
targets such as artillery registrations, sampans, water buffalo,
wheel and track vehicles, and personnel. Mien friendly patrols
are used, the operator will track the patrol from the Fire
Support Base/Patrol Pase, continuously verifying its direction of
movement, speed and location by means of radio communications,

c. Daylight training will give the operator an abundance of
known targets enabling him to make visual checks affording him
the opportunity to associate targets with sound and wave shape
patterns.

FOR THE COMMAIDERs

s/ James M. Connell
t/ JAM M. CONNELL

Colonel, GS
Chief of Staff

DISTRIBUTIONs
B-(i-2, 5-o 18-20, 26-28,
30-32, 47-49, 51-63)
G2 (15 cys)

A TRUE COPYs

MICHAEL D. KEATING $
Major, Armor
Division Historian
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DMART2?1Tr' OF THE ARIY
1TH BATTALION (MECH), 23D T:TIA11TRY

25rH L1FAITRY DiVISIC':
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96385

AVDCFBC-OP 11 August 1969

SUBJECT: After Action Report (Operation Labrador Retriever)

THRU: Commanding Officer
Ist Bde, 25th Infentry Division
APO 96385

TO: Commanding General
25th Infantry Division
APO 96225

1. Introduction: Operation Labrador Retriever was conducted on 8 August
1969, on the Northeast side of Nui Ba Den Ilountain with a two fold mission:

a, Locate and recover the body of an American Soldier killed in action
on 12 July 1969, during an operation conducted by the 2nd Bn (Mech), 2nd
Inf then OPCON to the 25th Infantry Division.

b, Locate and destroy any enemy resistanco in the imrediate area°

2, Initial Planning: CO, 4th "n (M), 23d Inf received the mission on 7
August 1969 and contacted Major James J. McDivett, XO, 2/2 Infantry, who
had information on a possible location of the remains. A low level air
recu.. was made by CO, 4/23d Inf (M) and XO, 2/2 Inf to locate possible LZs
and approach routes, The area was at the base of a voj rocky portion of Nui
Ba Den Mbuntain, (XT277607) Later that afternoon the CO, 4/23d Inf (M)
made air photos of the area to facilitate planning and briefing. Intolligonce
indicated a principal threat of accurate enemy snipers, RPG teams and possible
mortars. The size of oremy forces was unknown,

3, Concept of Operations: The concept of -oeration envisioned by the CO,
4/23d Inf (M) was to form a six (6) man iocovery team to make a single
combat assault, screened by smoke, rocovor the body and link up with a
ground support force of throe APCs. Then RIF the area, supported by a strong
baro of fire,
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4. Final Planning and Coordinationt (See Annox A) (Map)

as Two Mechanized companies, B and C, 4/231 Inf (14), plus 2 RF
Companies were placed in the area to support the operation and provide
diversionary forces for the recovery phase of the operation. A base of
fire was established, composed of one 8" Hoditzer, a tank platoon, 4,2
mortar platoon and two 40nim Dustersg* Artillery sapport was provided by
batteries firing from FSBs St. Barabara, Grant, Bragg and Washington.

b. A Ground Support Force commanded b5 1LT Nelson, was formdC using;
HQ 6, a M113 APC equipped with a borrowed US Navy Mark 20-40mm cannon plus
battalion cormand communications, HQ 88 equipped with a 762 mini.-gun and
B12 equi.ped wlth a Cal 50 Machinegun plus eight infantrymen, each with
I60 machineguns.

c. A six man volunteer Recovery Team was formed as followss

(1) Team Chief (w/Smoke Pot) - LTC Taylor, CO 4/23d Inf (M)
2 Deputy Team Chief (w/Radio & Smoke) - Major McDevittT 2/2d Inf
(3) RTO & Smoke Member (w/PRC 25 & Smoke) - CSM Gallagher, 4/23d Inf (
(4) Graves Registration Meber (-/Body Bag) - iLT Fie Rio, 1st Inf Div
( ) Mines and Booby Traps iember (w/Grappling Hook & special

Qcuipmentj - SP4 Davis, A Co, 65th Engr. Bn.
(6) Photographer and Smoke Member (w/Camera and Smoke) - PFC Dixon,

4/23d Tnt (M)

This team was inspected and rehearsed several times while in the vicinity
of FSB Rawlins before com nitment (See Photos) and a air recon inspection
conducted to determine visibility and wind direction, The air photos were
used to identify and code name specific locations and were used by the various
forces, teams and pilots, Also, the team photogra.'ier had an additional missior
of providing photos if the renains prove, to be oth3r than expected.

5, Execution:

a, Phase I (Recovery) - On 8 August 1969 the fire base and maneuver
units were in place prior to 1045 hrs, Mortar P fire was placed between
the objective area and suspected sniper locations which proved to be rather
ineffective. At 1055 hrs the single ship combat assault was successifu-ly
completed. The body was located and screening sinoke was placed between this
location and the suspected sniper locations. (See Photos), The Ground
Support Force arrived as the body was recovered and the three sub teams
(Members 1 and 3, 2 and 6, 4 and 5) loaded the remains plus other equipment
found in the area (helmets, RPG Screen, and ammunition). There was no
evidence of booby traps in the area nor any evidence of enemy search and
police. However, dud RPG rounds were found in the area. The body did not
appear to be mutilated in any way. Identification tags and wallot were still
on the remains, As the team linked up and began to withdraw from the
objective area, enemy sniper fire was received from the base and sides of
the mountain striking the APCs. CO, 4th Bn (M), 23d ordered the three APCs
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into line and engaged te area with all weapons. Tracer fire from a

Car 15 proved effective in identifying enemy locations. One US Navy

guene3 on the Nark 20 - 40imn was wounded. Two snipers began to run and
were killed. The mini-gun proved extremely effective. Smoke Pots were
then placed between the sniper locations and th APC . Tne infantry squad
was deployed with its 8 1,60 iachineguns, their ,PC ish the body and team,
less LTC Taylor and CSFI Gallagher, was ordered back to the base of fire.

LTC Iott, CO, 7/11 Arty on his own initiative brought up two 40mm Dusters
which were L-mediatoly put to use. Corpany -o w/277 RF Co reinforced the
Ground Support Force plus artillery fire and TAC Air.

b. Phase II (RIF) - The reinforced tearn comoosed of the Ground Support
Force (less I APC), Company B, 4/23d Inf (M) and 277 RF Co, plus the two
(2) 40mm Dusters moved back to the edge of the objective area. The force
engaged suspected sniper and RPG locations with all available fire and
received several secondary explosions. As this force began a careful with-
drawal by bounds, with vehicles moving in reverse, RPG fire was received.
The force was then orderd forward by the CO, 4/23d Inf (M). This action
proved very effective when coupled with a high volume of fire. Again all
available fire and air was used effectively. The force was withdrawn about
300 meters and a LOH was directed in for the CO, 4/23d Inf M). Upon Ianding,;
this aircraft received sniper fire. The south flank of Co B also received
fire which was effectively returned, Two vehicles became mired in soft
rico paddies and the recovery operation received sniper fire. The operation
terminated at 1645 hours.

6. Statistical Data:

Date: 8 August 1969
Location: XT 277 607
Daration: Contact sporadic between 1112 and 1605 hours.
Ammo Expenditures:

Artillery

8:; at Base of Fire 89 rds

8"1 at FSB St Barbara 122 rds
155m 586 rd s
105M 39!rds

Totals -17Rs

4.2 Mortars

HE 277 rds
Smoke .2rds

Total - 329 rds

90mm Tank

HE 105 rds

13A



Air Assets

TAC Air Stril:es 2 w/3onbs and Napalm
Light Fire Team I w/4inmn Nini-gun (no 2/75 rockets

were fired)
Tactical CS Drop I (Extremely good coverage)
One Flame Bath aborted
Results: 9 Body Count (VC)

1 US WIA (US Navy)

7, Leszons Learned:

a. Smoke pots are extremely effective however almost half were too
wet from storage to make the match strikers function. An electrical firing
method is being tried, also the wire carrying handles must be wrapped for
easier hand carrying at the run.

b. Commanders can effectively use tracer rounds in the M16 or CAR
15 for target marking.

c. Small enemy forces watch carefully and engage only at times when
either difficult maneuvers or obvious vulnerab-lities exist, i.e.: with-
drawals, mired vehicles reorganization or resupply or helicopter landings.

d. Close control is essential at the instant of engagement and the choice
of prompt devastating fire on area targets or careful, accurate, slower
fire at point targets requires an immediate command decision. In this case
the immediate forward movement under RPG attack proved to be effective,

e. Once engaged the US Forces must act quickly to seize the initiative
boore receiving casualties causing organization structure to deteriorate.

8, VICTORY IS THE PRODUCT OF PROFESSIONALISM

s/ G. E. Taylor
t/ G. E. TAYLOR

LTC, Armor
Commanding

2 Incl
Annex A - Maps
At - not rec'd HQ, DA

A TRUE COPY:

W3HAEL D. KEATING
Major, Armor
Di~visioft istorian
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMr
18TH MILITAR HZTORY EACHNT

25TH INFATM IVION
APO San Franaisco 96225

AVDCWH 23 September 1969

SUBJECTt Combat After Action Interview Report

THRih Consanding General
United States Army, Vietna
ATTNs Command Historian
APO San Francisco 96375

TOi Headquarters
Department of the ArMy
ATTNs O.C. 41..
Wshington, D.C. 20315

1. NAME AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATIONa Combined US/ARVN forces, see paragraph

7, Task Organization.

2. INCLUSIVE DATES OF OPERATIONt 4-5 September 1969.

3. LOCATIOU' Ref Mip Series L7014, Sheet Number 6Z31 II, Grid XT52139;
Ehiem Hanh District, Tay Ninh Province, Republic of Vietnam,
4, CONTROL HEADQUARTERSt

a.. US - ist Brigade, 25th Infantry Division.

b.. ARVN - Ist Brigade, ist Airborne Division*

5. PERSONS INTERVIEEDs

a. LTC: Bruce F. Talliams, 04524051, Commanding Officer, 2d Battalion
(Mechanized), 22d Infantry.

b. 2LT Michael P. Pate, 416527304, Platoon Leader, 2d Platoon, Company
Av 2d Battalion, 34th Armor (Acting team oommander during most of the con-
tact period).

6. INTERVIEA.N OFFICERs Assistant Division Historian.

Incl 10 13 j
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[7. TASK ORGANIZATIONs

US.- A/2-22 Mach (-3d Plt) ARVN - 12th Co/7th Abn Bn
2/A/2-34 Arm

8. SUPPORTING FORCESs

a. Artillerys

(1) Btry B, 1st Bn, 8th Arty (105mm) - FSB Pershing (XT517258).

(2) Btry C, 7th n, 9th Arty (105mm) - FSB Wood III (XT441346).

(3) Btry A, Ist En, 27th Arty (155sm) - Dau Tieng (XT494475).

(4) 1 Plt, Btry D, 3d Bn, 13th Arty (8") - FSB Hampton (XT416244).

(5) Btry C, 2d Bn, 32d Arty (8"/i75mm) - Dau Tieng (XT491475)

b. Army Aviations

(1) Co A, 25th Avn Rn - I UHIH - "Flame Bath"
I UHiH - Tactical CS

(2) Co B, 25th Avn n - 2 AHIG Gunships (2 sorties).

(3) Troop D, 3d Sqdn, 4th Cay - 2 AHIG Gunships.

c. USAr:

(1) 3 - OVI0 - 25th Div T.A.C.P,

(2) 4 - A37 Fighters.

(3) 8 - FIO0 Fighters.

9. BACKGROUND INFORMATIO !s In the first week of August 1969, the US II
Field Forces and ARVN III Corps Commanders directed that operations be con-
ducted in the Boi Loi Woods to complete the destruction of the remaining
enemy Sub-Region I (SRI) forces in that area. To achieve this goal, ARVN
III Corps allocated the 1st Brigade, Ist Airborne Division and the 1st
Brigade, 25th Infantry Division tasked the 2d Battalion (Mech), 22d Infantry.
The 2-22 MAch ims based at FSB Wod III (XT441346) and one ARVN airborne
battalion was co-located with it on a rotating basis. The 2-22 Mech and the
airborne battalion were not under a unified command, but did closely coordi-
nate their operations, and operations were often jointly planned and con-
ducted by elements of both units maneuvering together, but again not opera-
ting under a unified command. The reason for maintaining separate command
structures as primarily psychological - to preclude the development of ARVN
dependence on the US force and to encourage their independence and aggressive-
nesse
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Previous to the action on 4-5 September, the 25th Infantry Division had
developed an SOP under which the Division Tactical Operations Center would
react to each significant contact by immediately dispatching a fire support
"package" consisting of a forward air controller, a hielicopter fire team, a
helicopter loaded with tactical CS gas, and a OFlame Bath" (3 55-gallon drums
- 2 diesel fuel and I- AV Gas w/igniters) helicopter. In this manner, the
Division would bring all types of available fire support to bear against the
enemy in the first minutes of contact. Once these assets arrived on station,
they were under the control of the ground commander and he wauld coordinate
their employment.

10. INTELLIGENCE:

a. e - There were no specific intelligence leads to this operation.
There as, however, continuous intelligence that enemy units under the con-
trol of SR-1 were operating in the Boi Loi Woods. In the seventeen days
prior to this contact, units of the 2-22 Mech had made five (5) significant
contacts in the 5oi Loi Wods. For several months, captured documents, PW1s,
Hoi Chanh, and agent reports had indicated that SR-i units were understrength,
low on food, and suffering from low morale.

b. Terrain - The Doi L.oi Wods has scattered trees over one foot in
diameter; large areas of trees under one foot in diameter, generally spaced
two to ten feet apartl and is generally flled in with brush from two to
eight feet tall. In many areas the density of vegetation has been lessened
by B52 strikes, tactical air strikes, and artillery. Besides clearing away
some of the vegetation the high explosives have slso left many areas so
densely cratered that the craters are morj of an obstacle to vehicular movq-
ment than the vegetation was. Standing water and waterlogged soil have fur-
ther limited vehicular access into and mobility within the Boi Loi oods.
The vegetation provides excellent concealment. Observation and fields of
fire are limited, generally from 10-20 meters (See Photograph 1- Terrain).
From 31 May 1969 to 9 June 1969, the 60th Land Clearing Company conducted
Rome Plow operations in the upper Boi Loi Woods. During that period the 60th
IW Co split the woods into four quadrants with an "X" cut. The arms of the
01" varied in width from approximately one (I) kilometer to approximately
500 meters. (See Photograph 2) After Rome Plowr operations were completed,
the deadfall was not cleared out since it was too wet to burn and civilians
did not enter the area to cut firewood. Even though the deadfall provided
some concealment and ocasional obstacles to tracked vehicles, the Rome
Plow cut greatly increased aerial observation and gave rapid, relatively
secure, access for mechanized units to previously inaccessible areas. Fur-
ther, the Rome Plow cut made it possible for mechanized units to establish
night laagers in the heart of the woods. The cover and concealment offered
by deadfall, craters and partially destroyed enemy positions which remained
after Rome Plow operations were insignificant compared to that offered by
the standing vegetation.

ii. MISSIONs Team A, 2-22 Mech -"s to conduct a combined dismounted recon-
naissance with the 12th Airborne Company through the eastern quadrant of the
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upper Boi Loi Woods and upon completion, mount the airborne company and
move back to the Rome Plowed area to establish a combined night laager.

12. CONCEPT OF OPERATION AND EXECUTIONs The coordinated operation order
and overlay provided for a flexible operation giving the general area to
be searched and approximate axis of advance. (See Figure 1)

After crossing the LD at 0830 hours, Team A and 12/7th Abn moved along
axes parallel to an unused trail. Wen not engaged in a detailed search,
the two units moved An a column type formation. The vehicles were in a dou-
ble column led by the three M48A3 tanks of 2/A/2-34 Arm. The first platoon;
A/2-22 Mech was dismounted, moving on line ahead of the tanks. The second
platoon, A/2-22 Mech, was dismounted in column, providing left flank secur-
ity. The right side of the formation was covered by 12/7 Abn, moving in a
narrow "T" formation (See Figure 2).

Throrgh he morning and early afternoon of 4 September 1969, the Team
searched :veral areas. At 1125 hours, in the vicinity of XT515348, they
found six (6) spider holes and two (2) tunnels which showed no recent ac-
tivity, and were destroyed. By 1155 hours, further search of the same
area had disclosed two (2) 4' x 4' x 5' bunkers with three (3) feet of over-
head cover and a four (4) meter tunnel off each bunker. The bunkers showed
signs of recent use and it was estimated that 5-6 personnel had spent the
previous night there.

Two (2) RPG-2 rounds were located under some foliage in the vicinity
of XT519348 at 1330 hours and destroyed. Shortly thereafter, a Russian
50-pound anti-tank mine was found in the trail in the vicinity of XT521349o
No attempt wav being made to clear the trail but the MACV advisor with the
12/7 Abn noticed the mine as they paralleled the trail. Making a detailed
search of this area, a fresh trail recently traveled by 2-3 personnel moving
northeast was found at 1418 hours. At 1425 hours, lead elements of the Team
spotted suspected movement to their north.

Zth signs of recent activity and suspected movement ahead, the Team
Commander decided to deploy his infantry and tanks on line, followed by the
APC's on linein support, and sweep a heavily vegetated area to the north-
northeast in which the movement had been reported. The Team's present loca
tion was so heavily cratered that the vehicles had been confined to movement
in file.

The Team Commander moved his infantry on line to the left of the tanks
and requested that the ARVN troops move on line to the right. In order for
tank 23 to come on line, tank 24 had first to move forward and allow 23 to
pass to its rear, because of numerous oraters. At 1445 hours, after tank
Z4 had advanced approximately 10 meters, two (2) RPG rounds were fired from
the brush to the left front, impacting on the gunshield, killing the driver
f.- burning the tank commander's face. At the same time, the enemy began
firing AK-47's and a .51 caliber machine gun from the right front. (See
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Figure 3). The Team immediately returned fire with small arms, caliber e50
uachine 6ns and the tank main guns. The platoon leader's tank (tank 21)
went out of action after its first round from a ruptured cartridge. As the
crew of tank 24 was recovering the dead driver, they observed a group of ten
(10) enemy in the brush and killed all ten (10) with a cannister round.

At 1455 hours, the 2-22 Mech requested an urgent MEDEVAf, not knowing
that the driver was dead, and a helicopter light fire team. This request
was forwarded by the Division Tactical Operations Center to the 25th Avia-
tion Battalion as a requirement for a Light Fire Team, a CS drop and a
"flame bathO. A Forurd Air Controller was directed to the contact area and
arrived overhead at 1456 hours. The 25th Aviation Battalion supplied the
flame bath by diverting an airborne ship which arrived on station at 1457
hours.

Despite the damage and casualties to the crew, tank 24 fired eight (8)
rounds of cannister and its caliber .50 machine gun before it was ordered
to retire to join two mired M113's approximately 100 meters to the rear in
an open area. With tank 21's main gun out of action, tank 23 moved to the
spot where tank 24 had been hit and engaged the enemy with its main gun.

The Team Commander ordered his infantry forward and attempted to deploy
his APC's to support them. Bomb craters so limited the movement of vehicles
that the APC's could not deploy out of a single file until they had advanced
beyond tank 23's position. The high volume of enemy fire directed at the
Team from the left half of the enemy position, and the .51 caliber fire com-
ing from the right side stopped the Team's infantry approximately 10 meters
from the enemy's forward bunkers.

Unable to maneuver, and too close to the enemy positions to engage them
with supporting ordnance, the Team Commander ordered his elements to pull
back approximately 40 meters. As they began the withdrawal, the Team Comman-
der was wounded and the tank platoon leader assumed command since he was at
the focal point of the action. The dismounted elements were able to mark
the trace of the enemy bunkers with smoke grenades as they pulled back.

Upon initial contact, the ARVN airborne company had withdrawn to the
vicinity of the two mired APC's, drawing sporadic fire as they pulled back,

As Team A withdrew, their artillery forward observer adjusted artillery
behind the enemy bunker line, engaging the area in depth. By 151.5 hours,
the Team had completed its short withdrawal, and onemy fire slackened. By
1532 hours, the necessary medical evacuations were completed and the 2-22
Mech Battalion Comunder, now airborne over the contact area, directed the
drop of the "flame bath", and at 1534 hours, the 25th Aviation Battalion
Light Fire Team began rocket and machine gun runs against the enemy forward
positions.

The Forward Air Controller put in the first air strike at 1539 hourst
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two (2) A37 fighters, dropping four (4) 500-pound bombs each into the area
behind the forward bunkerlins.

The CS ship with 12 E158 CS cannisters on board arrived on station at
1541 hours.

The second air strike, consisting of two (2) F-100's dropping two (2)
500-pound bombs each and two (2) napalm containers each, was put in at 1600
hours.

It was decided to deliver the CS in three (3) passes of four (4) can-
nisters each. The A/25 Avn Light Fire Team had returned with a second load
of ordnance and was expended between CS drops. Although it did not interfere
with the use of the CS on this operation, the commander's options were limit-
ed because the 12/7 Abn did not have protective masks. The CS drops began
at 1616 hours and the third drop was completed at 1626 hours. Following the
last drop, artillery fire was shifted into the area of the CS drop.

(Figure 4 compares the pattern of fire support with the actual enemy
dispositions as determined by a ground sweep on 5 September. The fire sup-
port was delivered in depth, based on the correct assumption that the enemy
position was constructed in depth.)

"Wtle the artillery was firing following the last CS drop, the Team
Commander requested that the 12/7 Abn move up on his right flank and join
him ir, sweeping the contact area , The YACV advisor attempted to get the
ARVN anit to join the team, but was unsuccessful. When the 2-22 Mech Bat-
talion Commander landed to refuel his light observation helicopter, the
Assistant Division Commander for Maneuver had made his UH1 Command and Con-
trol ship available for the Battalion Commander's use. The 2-22 Mech Bit-
talion Commander had picked up the 7th Airborne Battalion Commander and S3
and their MNCV advisor. Thus, when the coordination problem arose, both
the concerned battalion commanders were over the battlefield in the same
helicopter. After being briefed on the situation, the ARVN Battalion Com-
mander ordered the 12/7 Abn to move up and join the sweep, which it did,

The Division Tactical Operations Center had been monitoring the action
and had previously ordered Troop D, 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry to dispatch a
light fire team to replace the A/25 Avn element. The *Centaur* gunships
arrived on station at 1645 hours.

As Tm A/2-22 Mech and 12/7 Abn moved forward toward the enemy position,
they were still unable to maneuver their vehicles other than advancing on
the single file track that they had used previously. The remaining fully
operational tank from 2/A/2-34 Arm led the column with the 2-22 Mech dis-
mounted elements on its left and tht 12/7 Abn on its right. Tank 23 advan-
ced to within 20 meters of the known RPG position and engaged it with the
main gun. Inaccurate RPG fire was returned. A high volume of automatic
weapons and .51 caliber fire was received across the entire front and
sporadic sniper fire came from the left flank. (See Figure 5)
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Tm A/2-22 Hoch and the 12/7 Abn engaged the enemy with organic weapons
but were not able to suppress the enemy fire. The APC's were not able to
employ their caliber .50 machine guns to the front but were able to place
suppressive fire on the snipers on the left flank. Unable to silence the
enemy fire after almost 30 minutes of close contact, unable to effectively
maneuver the APC's, and having taken further wounded, the US and ARVN forces
withdrew approximately 75 meters to bring artillery and gunship fire onto
the enemy position.

The artillery fir. was adjusted to the enemy positions and after MEDE-
VAC's were completed, the D/3-4 Cay light fire team engaged the area of
heaviest enemy fire at 1751 hours.

Wien the rocket and machine gun runs were completed, the artillery fire
was shifted and the US and ARVN forces again moved forward. They advanced
in essentially the same formation and were again met by a high volume of enemy
fire. The enemy fire from the left flank had increased in volume (See Figure
6).

The advance was again stopped before the APC's could deploy on line.
At 1742 hours, enemy fire from the left flank was of sufficient volume that
the Team leader had his infantry fall back on their APC's so that the area
could be saturated with caliber .50 machine gun fire. The US and ARVN units
remained in close contact with the enemy for 20 to 30 minutes and suffered
further wounded. Still unable to silence the enemy fire or effectively
maneuver, they again withdrew to allow supporting elements to engage the
enemy positions.

Artillery was shifted into the area and at 181.7 hours, "Issue 150, who
had replaced "Issue 13" as Forward Air Controller, directed the delivery by
two (2) F-100's of two (2) 500-pound bombs and two (2) containers of nspalm
each. The air strike was completed at 1829 hours,

At 1830' hours, with darkness rapidly approaching, the Team Commander
requested permission to leave the contact area and move to a night laager
position. The 2-22 Mech Commander approved the reque3t and the team re-
covered its mired vehicles and the US and ARVN forces moved tomard the
Rome Plow cut. They returned to the Rome Plow cut along the axis of advance
they had used entering the area.

Rather than moving to the planned laager site, the US and ARVN forces
were directed to laager where the two mortar tracks and maintenance tracx
from A/2-22 Mech had been located. Beginning at 1702 hours, six (6) heli-
copter sorties of resupply for the troops in contact had been flown to the
mortar position and Tm A/2-22 Mech and 7/12 Abn laagered there to facilitate
resupply.

During their last two attempts to overrun the enemy position part of
the enemy fire had come from snipers in trees, Four (4) snipers were blown
out of their trees by M48 main gun fire and another was killed by M16 fire
from the Trm's infantry.
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The move to the night laager (XT491356) was without incident, except
fcr one (1) NVA spotted in a treeline at 1855 hours. The lone enemy was
engaged with caliber 50 machine gun fire but the results were not deter-
mined. The US and ARVN forces cl,'sed on their night laager at 1952 hours.

As the Team was moving out, the 2-22 Mech S-3 requested air strikes
be put in the contact area all night. Air strikes were put in at 2000
hours, 2030 hours and 2058 hours. The six (6) sorties totaled 1Z 500-
pound bombs and 12 napalm containers.

The next day, 5 September, elements of the 2-22 Mech swept the contact
area. There were no enemy renamning and a careful search of the area was
made.

This search revealed the shape of the enemy bunker complex and also
the tunnel system behind the bunker complex. Wen the enemy had evacuated
the position, they left behind 1000 pounds of rice in the tunnels, which
the 2-22 Mach recovered, They also found a body that the enemy failed to
remove in one of the bunkers. The enemy body was unmarked and apparently
was killed from concussion during one of the air strikes. The area was
strewn with uniforms and pieces of uniforms. Dried blood was found inside
of many of the bunkers. Letters and notebooks were located which identified
the 83d Rear Service Group. This unit provides logistical support to the
SR-I elements. No identification was gained on enemy tactical units.

Vhile the search of the enemy position was in progress, a gunship from
D/3-4 Cav spotted an abandoned mortar position, with mortar in place, out-
side of the search area. The "Centaur" gunship engaged the position and
destroyed the mortar.

13. RESMLTSt

a. Friendly casualties and lossess

WIA - 10

One (1) M48A3 damaged

(2) ARVfI4 Wk- 1

b. Eney casualties and losses&

KAf - 16
Rice (evacuated) - 1000 pounds
Mortar (destroyed) - 1

14. AALYSIS:

a. Operations in terrain such as the Boi Loi Wods are difficult for
any type of force. The combination of dense brush and closely grouped craters
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in the contact are. presented an obstacle which effectively limited the
rAneuver capability of this mechanized/tank team. 04' two of the armored
vehicles (tank. 21 end 23) coulld place effective fire on the enemy positions,
the firepower of the Mii3's could not support the advancing troops, thus dur-
ing the atteapted sweeps the advantage remained with the entrenched enemyc

b. The previous Rome Plow operations had done much to offset these
terrain disadvantages. Units could gain rapid access to the likely contact
areas, and spend more time searching and/or developing a contact. Ground
reinforcement could be more easily effected if nieeded.

c. The immediate dispatch of "packaged" air csets by the Division Tac-
tical Operations Center greatly assisted the Battalion Commander. After the
initial contaeot report, the elements in contact were provided continuous air
support throughout the fbtg . he Battalion Commander had cnly to concern
himself with the emloyment of the assets made available to him. Besides
allowing the commander to concentrate on the actual conduct of the battle,
the initiation of support by the DTOC also reduced the volume of radio traf-
fic on the Battalion Command Net.

d. The assumption of command by the tank platoon leader was the best
solution in this situation. He was centrally located and had better obser-
vation and communication than the two rifle platoon leaders on the ground.
He displayed both aggressiveness, in repeated attempts to sweep the enemy
position, and sound judgment in recognizing that he had not gained sufficient
superiority to do this,

e. The lack of a unified command on the operation initially threatened
to prevent the full force of the US and ARVN elements from being brought to
bear on the enemy. However, the co-location of the US and AR V battalion
commanders over the battlefield allowed on-the-spot coordinate which pro-
vented dissipation of the available force. Besides the desire of both com-
manders to destroy the enemy, there was also a background of daily coordina-
tion in planning and conducting similar operationss.

MICHAEL D, KEATING
Major, Armor
Division Historian
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FOR OFFICIAL USI- ONLY

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
18th Military History Detachment

25th Infantry Division
APO San Francisco 96225

AVDCMH 10 October 1969

SUBJECT: Combat After Action Interview Report

THRY: Commanding General
United States Army, Vietnam
ATTN: Command Historian
APO San Francisco 96375

TO: Headquarters
Department of the Army
ATTNs O.C.M.H.
Washington, D.C. 20315

1. (U) NAI1E AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION: Company A, 2d Battalion, 12th

Infantry - Rifle Company.

2. (U) INCLUSIVE DATES OF OPERATION: 21 September 19699

3. (U) LOCATION: Ref Map Series L8020, Sheet 6231 II S, Vicinity
Grid XT534234; Trang Bang District, Hau Nghia Province, Republic of
Vietnam.

4. (U) CONTROL HEADQUARIRSt 2d Battalion, 12th Infantry.

5. (U) PERSONS INTERVIEWD,

a. LTC Barton J. Walrath, Jr., 057265850, Commanding Officer, 2d

Battalion, 12th Infantry.
b. 1LT David L. Sackett, 236667028, 2d Platoon Leaderr Company A,

2d Battalion, 12th Infantry.

c. ILT Steven Boal, 520505921, 3d Platoon Leader, Company A, 2d
Battalion, 12th Infantry.

FOR OICIAL USE ONLY
Incl 11
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d. 2LT Franklyn G. Matthews, 140361400, 1st Platoon Leader,
Company A, 2d Battalion, 12th Infantry.

e. 2LT Duanne G. Swift, 378485970, Mortar 'latoon Leader, Com-
pany A, 2d Battalion, 12th Infantry - accompanied 2d Platoon.

f. 1W1 Arnold J. Rahm, 435840074, 2d Section Leader, Armed Hel-
icopter Platoon, 116th Assault Helicopter Company, 269th Aviation
Battalion - Command Pilot on the Lead Gunship of the Light Fire Team
accompanying the nine (9) ship lift allocated to 2d Battalion, 12th
Infantry,

g. SGT Billy D. Browning, 55962581i, Reconnaissance Sergeant,
Headquarters and Service Battery, Ist Battalion, 8th Artillery -
with Forward Observer Team attached to Company A, 2d Battalion, 12th
Infantry.

6. (U) INTERVIENING OFFICER: As3istant Division Historian.

7. (U) TASK ORGANIZATIONs Company A, 2d Battalion, 12th Infantry.

8. (U) SUPPORTING FORCESt

a. Direct artillery support - Battery B, Ist Battalion, 8th Ar-
tillery, 105mm, Fire Support Base Pershing, XT519255.

b. Army Aviation - Command and Control Helicopter, Nine (9) Ship
Lift (UHIH), and Light Fire Team (2 UHIC) - £i6th Assault Helicopter
Company, 269th Aviation Battalio'.

9. (U) BACKGROUND: 2d Battalion, 12th Infantry was attached to the
2d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division. In addition to performing missions
as assigned by the 2d Brigade, the battalion also had an Area of Oper-
ation (AO) which contained the bulk of an area known as the "Citadel",
(See Figure 1) The "Citadel", bounded by Route 1., Route 6A, Route 7A,
the 3 aigon River, and the "Hobo TebodsW, has been a traditional Viet
Miv'a/Viet Cong sironghold and was still an area of high enemy activity.

The battalion's AO was bounded on the west and north by the AO
of the 3d Squadron, 4th Cavalry, on the east by the AO of 2d Battalio.,
14th Infantry, and on the south by the AO of ist Battalion (Mechanized),
5th Infantry.

T~thin its AO, the battalion was responsible for planning and
executing operations under supervision and guidance from 2d Brigade.
The 2d Brigade planning guidance in effect at the time of this opera-
tion placed emphasis on small unit operations to elimina p the ele-
ments of Sub-Region 1 units operating in the "Citadel"
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The battalion planned its ,perations from a target priority list
prepared weekly by the Battalion Commander, 5-3, and S-2. The pri-
orities assigned by the Commanding Officer were derived from consid-
eration of all available intelligence and the need for surveillance
of certain areas, such as hamlets known to contain VC sympathizers,
on a periodic basis. During the week, the list was modified as ne-
cessary in response to newly developed intelligence.

The Operation Order submitted to the 2d Brigade for approval for
operations on 21 Septembor included an operation for A/2-12 in the
northern portion of the AO near the "Thumb*. 2d Brigade we.s gather-
ing intelligence for a specifically targated operation in the area
and, wishing the area undisturbed, cancelled the planned operation
for A/2-12. Upcn receiving the cancellation, 2-12 Inf reviewed their
target priority list and decided that Company A would be given a
mission planned for later in the week, a search of New Ong Dam Hamlet.
Cbmpany A received its new mission for 21 September at about 2300
hours 20 September.

On 20 September, A/2-12 had conducted a ground reconnaissance
from Fire Support Base (FSB) Pershing, vicinity XT 519255, to Bo Hoc
Hamlet, vicinity XT545237, where a detailed search was conducted,
then the ground reconnaissance was continued to Patrol Base (PB)
Dees where the copany spent the night. (See Figure 2) During the
night the company had one squad from Ist Platoon out on a combat
patrol.

10. (U) INTELLIGENCES

a. A - PW interrogation and civilian reports indicated that
the Trang Bang Local Force Battalion was operating within the 2-12
Inf AO. The reports also gave an unconfirmed location for the batta-
lion's CU Company in the vicinity of New Ong Dam. Trang BAng was
knowm to be an enemy supply source. Unidentified supply personnel
mould purchase in the open market, or otherwise acquire, rice and
other supplies in Trang Bang and transport them north or northeast
to their units and caches near the Saigon River.

b. Terrain - New Ong Dam was the name given by 2-12 Inf to a
newly established hamlet located in the vicinity of XT531234. The
residents of New Ong Dam had come from X. Ong Dam, vicinity XT536227.
X. Ong Dam had been located within a hedgerow complex which was
cleared after it was determined to be a site of heavy enemy activity.
New Ong Dam had been built astride a trail in an open field, The
2-12 Inf Cojumader said he felt an open area was chosen by the vill-
agers to avoid involvement in the war. He further stated that their
attempt was not successful since the VC continued to use the hamlet
as an area of activity.

Though the operation was planned against New Ong Dam, the bulk
of the enemy were engaged in a brushy area east of the hamlet.
(See Figure 3)
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c. Ueather - eather on the 21st was clear and presented no

obstacles to the planned operation.

11, (U) MISSION: 21 September 1969.

a. A/2-12(-) - Airmobile assault vicinity New Ong Dam. Con-
duct cordon and search of New Ong Dam.

b. i/A/2-i2 - Conduct "Eagle Eye" operations. (Eagle Eye -s
used as a code name for an airborne patrol of the battalion AO. The
patrol was under battalion control and provided quick reaction to
targets as developed, primarily suspicious civilian activity.)

c. Mort/A/2-12 - Secure Patrol Base Dees.

12. (U) CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS: The cordon and search operation was
thought of not only as an end in itself, finding enemy personnel and
supplies hidden in the village, and helping in the long run, to iso-
late the enemy from the civiliansl but also as an intiligence gather-
ing activity.

The operation was essentially open-ended since it was hoped that
the interrogation of the civilians after they had been assembled would
turn up information about nearby enemy personnel or supplies to which
the searching unit would immediately react.

The use of gunships accompanying the helicopters was also design.
ed to provi.de information for immediate exploitation. Then 2-12 Inf
was allocated helicopter lift assets for a day's operations, it usu-
ally consisted of a nine (9) ship lift and two or three URIC gunships.
The battalion would then conduct its planned company minus air assaults
one after the other. The gunships always accompanied the lift to cover
an insertion, but, if the next company to be inserted had a secure pick-
up zone, rather than accompanying the lift to the pickup zone, the gun-
ships would remain to fly low level reconnaissance at the insertion site
until they had to break off and cover the next insertion.

On several previous occasions these gunships had detectd and en-
gaged enemy personnel fleeing the area of an insertion, and directed
the ground troops to the enemy location.

13. (U) EXECUTION, At 1010 hours, A/2-12(-) was airborne after being
picked up at PB Dees. The formation split and approached the two plan-
ned LZs from the northeast to southwest. At 1024 hours, the five ships
carrying the 3d Platoon and the Command Group landed on their plaaned
LZ, however, the four ships carrying the 2d Platoon missed their planned
LZ 4nd circled around to come in again. As soon as the 3d Platoon was
inserted and began moving toward the northern end of New Ong Dam, the
gunships spotted three individuals fleeing from the southern edge of
the hamlet, headed for-the stream.

The gunships could not engage because the four ship lift was prepar-
ing to land in the immediate area. The 2d Platoon was informed and insert-
ed between the fleeing enemy and the stream. 'hen the 2d Platoon landed
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the enemy changed direction to avoid the block but they wcre quickly
engaged with an M0 machine gun and three M16 rifles and all three
were observed falling. The 2d Platoon moved to check the area where
the enemy were last seen and the 3d Platoon and Command Group began
collecting the civilians and searching the northwn portion of the
hamlet. (See Figure 4) The 2d Platoon found two (2) bodies, both
of whom had been carrying hand grenades.

The 2d Platoon continued to s~arch the stream and adjacent area
for about an hour but could not find the third VC, One of the heli-
copter pilots later stated that he saw a body floating in the stream
but it was never confirmed,

While the 2d Platoon searched by the stream, the 3d Platoon con-
tinued to search the hamlet, One squad secured the civilians while
the other searched the empty houses. Two M60 machine guns were set
up to the north of the hamlet to provide security and to prevent any-
one from sneaking out of the hamlet.

The Company Commander ordered the 2d Platoon to move to the south-
ern edge of the hamlet and join the search at about 1210 hours. As
the 2d Platoon approached the southern end of the hamlet, the gunships,
which had been released to refuel after covering a second insertion,
passed over the brushy area to the east of the hamlet and observed one
armed individual taking evasive action. The lead gunship circled the
target, and on receiving clearance to fire, the door gunner engaged the
individual,, apparently killing him.

At the sound of the gunship firing, the 3d Platoon came on line
facing the br-zh and began to advance toward it, leaving an M60
machine gun, four men and their medic to secure the civilians. The
2d Platoon Leader at the same time requested information on the radio
what the gunships had engaged and as told to form on line and ad-
vance to the brushy area. (See Figure 5)

The 3d Platoon was then ordered to return to the area where the
civilians were collected and be prepared to join the 2d Platoon. The
Command Group joined the 2d Platoon as they continued toward the brush.
Before the 2d Platoon reached the edge of the brush, at about 123G
hours, the gunships spotted another four enemy attempting to hide and
received clearance to engage with rockets and mini-gun. The 2d Pla,.
toon was directed to hold on the edge of the brush line while the gun-
ships expended their ordnance. As the 2d Platoon waited, the two (2)
UHIC helicopters fired 38 10-lb and 14 17-lb rockets and fired 2500
rounds of mini-gun ammunition into the area where the enemy had been
sighted.

'hen the first enemy soldier had been located in the brush, the
Battalion Commander came overhead in his Command and Control ship to
monitor the action. hen the additional four enemy were spotted, the
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Artillery Liaison Officer called a fire mission on the enemy location.
However, because of the immediately available gunships, quick reac-
tion of the ground troops, and lack of enemy resistance, the mission
was not fired to allow the ground troops to sweep the area immediate-
ly after the firing runs.

During the firing runs, one man in the 2d Platoon was lightly
wounded by a rocket fragment, the only US casualty suffered during
the operation. The 2d Platoon moved into the brush making a care-
ful search and by L245 hours found one (1) enemy killed by the gun-
ships and captured two (2) Ps. (See Figure 6) The P;s were im-
mediately interrogated and stated there were fifteen (i5) more VC in
the brush.

With reason to believe there were more enemy in the area, the
Id Platoon was ordered forward to search the huts on the edge of
the area and secure the field to the north of the brush as an LZ
for the Battalion Commander. A three man machine gun team plus a
radio operator and the platoon medic were left to secure the assem-
bled civilians. As the 3d Platoon neared the edge of the brush,
the 1st Platoon, which had been released from "Eagle Eye" to rejoin
Company A, was inserted on its right,

By the time the 1st and 3d Platoons reached the brush, the 2d
Platoon was over half way through the area. Since the enemy had
shown no intention of resisting, the 1st and 2d Platoons began a
slow detailed search broken dow into two and three man search
teams. The 2d Platoon continued its search to the northeast. The
Ist Platoon entered the brush following the 2d Platoon, then cross-
ed the trail bisecting the area to check the other side. The 3d
Platoon moved rapidly to search and secure brush and huts bordering
the Battalion Commander's LZ. Once the 3d Platoon had secured the
LZ, the Battalion Commander and S-3 landed and were followed by an
Interrogation of Prisoners of War (IPW) Team. (See Figure 7) The
3d Platoon detailed two men as bodyguards for the Battalion Comman-
der and a third as his radio operator.

As the search continued the prisoners and captured equipment
were assembled near one of the huts north of the brush where the
Cbmmand Group and IPW Team processed the results. The 2d Platoon,
having broken out of the brush, turned around and began sweeping
back. The Ist Platoon swept its area in a rough spiral. The 3d
Platoon, actuall' about one squad after detachments, proceeded to
check the smaller area of brush to the northeast. (See Figure 8)

Figures 6 through 8 represent the outline of over three hours
of detailed searching. Many of the holes in the area were cleverly
camouflaged; all were nearly filled with water. A person hiding in
a hole mould be immersed except for part of his head and face.
Throwing a hand grenade in one of the water filled bunkers often
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caved in large 3cctions. Such cave-ins made an unpleasant job worse
but the alternative of checking the bunkers without grenading them
first was too dangerous.

Some of the bunkers were dug into small knolls, apparently to
get more space above the water level. When one of these bunkers was
spotted, it was effectively neutralized with an M7Z LAW before it
was searched.

Mien the three hour search was completed, A/2-12 had confirmed
one (1) KIA for the gunships, killed seven (7) more enemy in their
holes and captured seven (7), one of whom later died from wounds he
received before surrendering. Although A/2-12 captured or destroy-
ed nine (9) individual weapons, during the entire period from inser-
tion to the end of the search, the enemy did not fire a weapon.

At 1640 hours, AZ-12 was picked up near their insertion points
and ten minutes later had closed on PB Dees, their night location.

a, (U) Friendly Casualties and Lossest I WIA (Not Evacuated)

b. (U) Enemy Casualtiess

(1) KIA -9

(2) C'aptured - 6

c. (U) Enemy Equipment Losses&

(1) 7 AK-47 Rifles

(2) 1 .45 Caliber Pistol

(3) 1 9me Pistol

(4) 6 Hand Grenades

(5) 2 lbs Medical Supplies

(6) iZ Ibs Documents

d. (U) Document Screening - The screening of the twelve (12)
pounds of documents identified the enem., as elements of C4 Company,
Trang Bang Local Force Battalion, and revealed a great deal cf us--
ful information,

One of the documents was a letter trom the Political Branch of
SRI requesting constructive criticism of and concrete ideas for im-
mediate application in five systems. The five systems were Vigilance,
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People's Relations, Monitoring, Armed Forces Proselyting, and, ironi-
cally, Document Security Maintenance.

Another document was a situation report on the village of Loc
Hang, vicinity XT520264, giving the number of party members, the
number of political group members, the number of hamlet guerrillas,
and a weapons inventory.

The documents gave a list of the officers in C4, the roster for
a VC Reconnaissance Squad, and biographical data on 3 VC.

Also included was a list of firing points with the district for
60mm mortars, 82mm mortars, 120m. mortars, 75mm recoilless 'rifles and
107mm rockets.

Perhaps most significarat wae an outline of activity and goals
to be performed by Trang Bang District units during the Fall Campaign
of 196 . The units were ordered not to overestimate S/G capabi-
lities or take refuge in the Cambodian Border area.

e. (U) Prisoner Interrogation - Initial interrogation of the
prisoners caused one of them to be reclassified an a Viet Cong Suspect,
Civil Detainee (VCSCD). It was confirmed that the enemy engaged was
from C4 Company, Trang Bang Local force Battalion. The orgauization
of r4 was found to bet Ist Platoon - nin (9) riflemen armed with
Al rifles, 2d Platoon - eleven (ii) men armed with AK rifles, a 75mm
recoilless rifle, aid a 60mm mortar, and 3d Platoon, Medical Platoon -

twelve (1) men armed with AK rifles and one RPG-2.

One of the prisoners from Ist Platoon said his platoon had arrived
at the site of his capture the night of the 20th. Elements of the com-
pany had been in tbc :.:ea previous to the 20th collecting riceo The
company had assenbl&. to receive reconnaissance training.

15, (U) ANALY&&_t

a. The faii. !- of tae enemy to use any veapons in his own defen-
se shows the extent to which he will trust his passive defense of hid-
ing. In this case a company of fresh troops searched a defined target
for over three (3) hours to find a total of thirteen (13) enemy. The
Battalion Commander said the men were well trained, aggressive and worked
hard, but he would not be surprised if they missed getting all the VC
that were in the brushy area.

b.. Two elements stand out as adding to Company A's success in find-
ing the concealed enemy. The location being searched was a confirmed
enemy location rather than a suspect enemy location. Probably more im-
portant, the troops were fresh. The Platoon Leaders interviewed said
that the quality of the search performed by a platoon decreased rapidly
as the distance they walked increased, with the most complete searches
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obtained after an airmobile insertion.

c. 2-12 Inf through its target prIority list systematically
established firm operational objectives reflecting both current in-
telligence and the need for periodic surveillance of certain areas.
A. cordon and search combined with low level reconnaissance by gun-
ships often provided valuable, perishable intelligence to which the
gunships and ground troops were prepared and conditioned to react
immediately. On 5 October 2-12 Inf and supporting gunships from
the 116th Assault Helicopter Company, in a series of separate small
actions over a wide area, killed thirty (30) enemy, captured seven
(7), and received two (2) Hoi Chanhs. These operations which re-
sulted in two (2) US personnel slightly wounded also cost the enemy
eleven (11) individual weapons, 2600 pounds of foodstuffs, 50 pounds
of equipment, and 22J pounds of documents. The operations on 5
October dramatically demonstrated the effectiveness of the combina,-

tion of firm operational objectives and flexible execution keyed to
immediate exploitation of intelligence as developed.

WUlLIAM D. WATSON
Captain, FA
Commanding

~C71
I - COMUSMACVl, ATTNt J3
I - CG, USARV, ATTNI G3
1 - CG, II FFV, ATTN: G3
I - CG, Ist Inf Div, ATTI: G3
1 - CG, Ist Air Cay Div, ATTNs G3
I - CGt CMAC, AfTTlfs G3
I - CG, 199th LIB, ATTNs S3
I - GO, 11th ACR, ATTNs S3
1 - CO 3rd Bde, 9th Inf Div, ATTN S3
I - CG, RTAVF, ATTN& G3
I - G. ATF, A.T1N: G3
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ATTNS Command Historian
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Department of the Army
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1. NAME AND TYPE OF ORGANIZATION: Team 12, Company F, 75th Infantry

(Ranger) - Ranger Team.

2. DATE OF OPERATIOs 10 October 1969.

3. LOCATIONs Ref Map Series L8020, Sheet Number 6231. II S, Insertion
Grid - XT508216, Extraction Grid - XT509216, Trang Bang District, Hau
Nghia Province, Republic of Vietnam.

4. CONTROL HEADQUARTERSt 2d Brigade, 25th Infantry Division.

5, PERSON BEING INTERVIEDs SSW Kenneth D. Cecil, 40064980, Team
Leader, Team i2, Company F, 75th Infantry (Ranger).

6. INTERVIEWING OFFICERs Division Historian.

7. TASK ORGANIZATION: Team 12, Company F, 75th Infantry (Ranger) - 7
YAn Team (See Inelosure 1).

8. SUPPORTING FORC&%t

a. Artilleryt Battery B, 2d Battalion, 77th Artillery (05mm), FSB
Jackson (XT425168).

b. Army Aviation: Company B, 25th Aviation Battalion - 2 Light Fire
Teams (2 AHIG, Z URIC).

Inc. 12
16f



9. BACKGROUND INFORMATION: On 9 October 1969, Team 12 operated in the
Boi Loi Wods successfully completing a combat patrol which resulted in
2 NVA KIA (BC),

10. INTELLIGENCEs

a. Enemy - Recent intelligence indicated that a reinforced enemy
mortar crew was operating west of the Cau Truong Chua stream in the vi-
cinity of Bao Me Village (XT506215). This enemy mortar crew was sus-
pected of using this area to fire on nearby U.S. locations. Previous
radar sightings confirmed enemy activity in the area.

b, Terrain - The terrain in the area of contact was dense hedgerow
squares with patchas of brush interspersed between the hedgerows.

c. Weather - A heavy driving rain began approximately fifteen (15)
minutes before the major contact was initiated. Air assets wvre unable
to be used immediately because of this rain. As the rain slackeaed and
the weather cleared, these air assets were able to be effectively util-
ized,

11. MISSIONt Team 12's primary mission was to gather intelligence and,
if possible, to kill or capture enemy personnel.

12. CONCEPT OF OPERATION AND EXECUTIONs 2d Brigade, 25th Infantz7 Divi-
sion decide- to insert three (3) Ranger Teams from F/75th Inf (Ung) on
10 October in the Bao Ms area to locate for artillery and air engagement,
or to ambush the enemy elements suspected to be operating there. Team 12
was to operate near XT508216. Team 11 mould be operating approximately
500 motors to Team 12's north (XT508221), and Team 23 approximately 1.5
kilometers to Team 12's southwest (XT501206).

All three teams were to be inserted around noon. Team 12 was in-
serted with the Combined Reconnaissance Intelligence Platoon, 2d Batta-
lion, 12th Infantry by helicopter near the area selected for them. At
1340 hours after moving approximately 250 meters the Team Leader, SSG
Cecil, selected a suitable site in the vicinity of XT509217 and the Team
executed a "stay behind" ambush. (See Inclosure 2) It was hoped that
the continuation of the reconnaissance by CRIP/2-12 Inf would prevent
any enemy in the area from realizing that an ambush had been set up.

Before establishing the exact location of his ambush site, SSG Cecil
detailed a three man sub-element to reconnoiter the area for signs of en-
emy activity. At 1345 hours the sub-element moved out on an azimuth of
090 degrees approximately 75 to 100 meters, then on 360 degrees for 100
meters. The sub-element then "zig-zagged" west for approximately 100
meters where it followed a trail southeast back to the main element.

While reconnoitering the area the sub-element found a tunnel complex
consisting of 4 tunnels with entrances approximately 3 feet in diameter
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which they checked with negative findings. They also found a booby
trapped trail with eight (8) charges, 2 bunkers, and a number of fox-
holes and fighting positions which showed signs of use just a few hours

prior to the team's insertion.

Upon the sub-elements return and report of its findings, the Team
Leader established the seven (7) man ambush position vicinity XT509217
consisting of a five (5) man ambush with a two (2) man observation post
approximately fifteen (15) meters to the north of the ambush site.

At 1527 hours one of the team members spotted one (1) VC moving
west to east about 20 meters from the ambush site. The enemy soldier
was wearing pants, vest-type web gear, a bag on one shoulder and
carrying an AK-47 rifle. The Team Leader ordered the observation post
to engage this enemy but they had not seen him. Because of the den-
sity of the brush between the main element and the enemy soldier, SSG
Cecil began to crawl toward the soldier to get a better shot but was
spotted. As the VC turned to run into a hedgerow, two members of the
Team's main body engaged him with small arms and automatic weapons
fire, wounding the VC.

At 1600 Team 12 monitored approximately ten (LO) AX-47 signal
shots in groups of two about 250-300 meters southwest of their posi-
tion. At 1605 hours SSG Cecil ordered a three man sub-element to re-
connoiter the area of contact. This sub-element followed a blood
trail approximately 150 meters and spotted the wounded VC crawling
toward i hootch.

As the sub-element spotted the wounded man Team 12 began to moni-
tor signals from several directions. From the northwest (200 meters)
- puffs of smokes from the west (100 meters) - screaming (women's voices),
and from the southeast (200 meters) - signal shots. Ihen the sub-element
heard the signal shots and screaming they immediately started back to the
main body, ignoring the wounded VC. Realizing his position had been com-
promised, the Team Leader decided to use escape and evasion tactics. At
1630 hours after ordering the two man observation l ost to join the main
element, the Team Leader moved the Team approximately 75 meters to the
south and set up a second ambush site facing in a southerly direction,

At 1637 hours Team 12 monitored one man shouting approximately
100 meters east of its new position.

Fifteen (15) minutes after establishing the 24 ambush site it began
to rain heavily. Another fifteen (i5) rinutes after the rain began the
Team mehine gunner, SP4 Hix, noticed an NVA officer approaching the kill
zone. When he entered the kill zone the officer was engaged by the Team
and killed. Almost immediately the Team bgan receiving small arms fare
from twelve enemy personnel in groups of four from the southeast, south
and southwest, approximately 150-200 meters from the ambush position.
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Also, a single enemy soldier fired on the Team from the northeast.
The Team returned fire with small arms and automatic weapons killing
four (4) NVA soldiers.

At the outset of the contact the Team Leader requested a light
fire team and artillery fires. Three artillery 14P airbursts wer, fired
for adjustient purposes but because of the other two teams operating
nearby, artillery fires could not be brought to bear against the enemy.
Upon oseption of the request for a light fire team, helicopter gunships
from both Cu Chi and Tay Ninh mere prepared to support the contact. Be-
cause of the prevailing weather conditions they had to be kept on a stand-
by status until the weather cleared enough to make their employment possi-
ble.

Nhen the second contact was made A/2-12 Inf (-) was orderzd to move
overland from Fire Support Base Pershing (XT518256) to support the TGm.
The infantry from FSB Pershing never became involved in the action be-
cause the weather cleared and at 1735 hours the first light fire team
was overhead and engaged the enemy with 2.75 inch rockets. The second
light fire team arrived on station at 1810 hours and engaged the area
where the enemy had been with mini-gun and M60 machine guns.

After the gunships completed their firing runs Team 12 checked the
kill zone and recovered the officer's AK-47 with three (3) loaded maga-
zines, I pound of documents and other equipment which he was carrying.
Immediately after this check, at 1830 hours, Team 12 was extracted by
the Command and Control helicopter of the Commanding Officer, 2d Batta-
lion, 12th Infantry. A/2-12 Inf (-) returned to FSB Pershing.

The only friendly casualty during the operation was the Team's Kit
Carson Scout who received a slight shrapnel wound.

13. RESULTS,

a. Friendly Casualties and Losses: I WIA (Kit Carson Scout)

b. Enemy Casualties: 5 KIA (BC)

c. Enemy Equipment Losses:

(1) 1 AK-47 Rifle with 3 Magazines

(2) 1 M26 Hand Grenade

(3) 1 Chi Corn Anti-Tank Grenade

(4) 3 pounds Personal Gear

(5) 1 pound Documents



d. Company B, 25th Aviation Battalion Ordnance Expendituress

(I7 First Light Fire Team (2 AHIG Cobras)

a. 66 2.75 inch Rockets - 10 pound VT

b. 36 2.75 inch Rockets - 17 pound PD

a.. 10 2.75 inch Fleshette Rockets

d. 3000 rounds 7.62mm

(2) Second Light Fire Team (2 UHIC)

a. 5000 rounds 7.62mm

14, ANALYSISt The entire action was marked by good fire discipline
and cool courage. Nhen the enemy was spotted, the effort was to in-
sure a kill rather than engaging immediately. Wien their initial
location was clearly compromised the Team Leader moved the unit a
short distance and ambushed one of the leaders of the enemy elements
closing in on the original position.

3 Inal WILLIAM D ATSON
- 1. Team 12 Roster CPT, FL
2. Overlay Commandin,
3. Team 12 Equipment and Ammunition



INCLOSURE 1

Team 12 Roster

SSG Cecil - Team Leader - RTO

SP4 Zellner - Assistant Team Leader - RTO

SGT Jones

SGT Wilcox

SP4 Hix

SP4 Swift

Kit Carson Scout - Trinh Van Len

Inclosure I to Inclosure 12
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NCLOSURE 3

Team 12 Equipment and Ammunition

Team Equipment

2 PRC-25 Radios w/2 batteries each I M4 Sniper Rifle w/scope

2 PRC-25 Long Antennas w/base 4 Strobe Lights

3 PRC-25 Handsets 4 VS-17 Panel Markers

1 Starlight Scope 6 Trip Flares

4 WP Hand Grenades First Aid Kit

i m60 Machine Cun 4 CS Grenades

I M-79 Grenade Launcher 4 LAWs

4 Star Clusters I Pair Bi~oculars (6x30)

4 Parachute Flares 4 Maps

2 SOrs 2 WP Rifle Grenades w/crimped
cartridges for MI6

Individual Equipment

I M16 (unless issued team weapon) 2 Battle Dressings

I Pistol Belt 6 M-26 or M-33 Hand Grenades,

8 Quarts Water I Bottle Insect Repellant

2 Smoke Grenades 50 Salt Tablets

1 Bottle Water Purification Tablets Wrist Watch

2 Compasses 2 Claymore Mines

teapons Cleaning Equipment Knife or Bayonet

Protective Mask Length of Parachute Suspension
Line

2 Signal Mirrors

Ammunition Carried

80- 900 rounds M16 120 H3, 10 Canister, 6 Parachute
Flares for 14-79

150u rounds M-60 GF

300 M-14 rounds
Incl 3 to mc 12
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